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PART I
DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM
AND BUILDING
Introauction
The North Georgia Area Planning and Development Commission (APDC) office
building is equipped with a hydronic, automatic drain-down solar heating and
cooling system. The system, providing solar heat exchange from a 2,001 square
foot effective collector area, supplies 65-70% of the building's cooling demand
and 90-95% of the heating demand. Domestic hot water is also provided, however,
the demand is very nominal. Heating is accomplished by the direct flow of
solar heated water to an exchange deck in the central air handler. The building
is cooled by the direct flow of chilled water to a separate exchange deck. In
the cooling mode, solar heated water is used to drive a 25 ton absorption chiller.
Back-up or supplementary supply of heated water to drive the chiller or for
building heat is provided by a conventional oil-fired boiler. Control sequencing
for heating and cooling modes is accomplished by a multizone central processor.
Day and night demands for heating and cooling are controlled by a standard
v	 automatic time clock and an override, low setting thermostat.
North Georgia APDC Office Building
The newly constructed office building, located on 1.5 acre lot near downtown
Dalton, Georgia, is a modern, two-story structure containing 7,000 square feet
of office and work space. The building has masonry exterior walls, steel frame
floor and roof system, and type 4 fire-resistive construction.
The building has numerous energy conservation features incorporated into
its construction. The western and northwestern, first floor elevations of the
building are 4 ,aried into the sloping contour of the lot reducing the summertime
afternoon sun load and minimizing the cooling effect of the predominately
northwestern winter wind. The square shape of the building produces the least
amount of exterior wall area which reduces the heating and cooling load. Also,
the two-story design of the building has minimized the roof area further reducing
the loads on the building. Window area has been kept to a minimum. There are
no windows in the west wall thus eliminating a potential source of heating load
from the afternoon sun. Windows have been confined to the east wall and adjoining
corners and are protected from the sun by generous roof overhang. All windows
are operable so that under appropriate weather conditions natural ventilation
is available. Window glass is the insulating type, double glazed, and shaded to
prevent the impingement of direct sunlight.
I<	 The respective U factors for the roof and walls are .09 and .04.
Collector Array
The fifth, or southern most row of collectors, is not reflector augmented
but is pitched at an angle of 25 degrees. The reason for the different con-	 % ' I
figuration of this row is due to the limitation of roof area to accommodate the
V
fifth collector. The design indicated that a fifth row would significantly
enhance the summertime delivery of energy (the period of highest energy demand).
Since the roof area was too small for the placement of both collectors and
reflectors in this row, only the collector bank was used and was placed at an
angle to absorb the maximum summertime energy.
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Collectors are double glazed with special low iron glass and have an
application of black chrome selective coating. Reflector panels were fabricated
from stainless steel sheets (gage .02 inches) mounted with adhesive to 5J8 inch
marine plywood.
The collector array support structure is fabricated from welded steel into
a truss design and m•.unted to the roof on specially constructed roof curbs. The
truss design, in addition to providing considerable strength against possible
wind damage, facilitated the installation of the collectors and reflector panels.
As each collector and panel, including their support frame was placed in position
on the array structure, each was rotated from the vertical into the structure at
the appropriate angle and welded into place. The steel support structure was
coated with a corrosion resistant paint.
Absorption Chiller
Solar cooling of the North Georgia APDC building is accomplished with a
model 300 Arkla absorption chiller. Water heated by solar or the oil-fired
boiler is pumped to the chiller at 180°F at 54 GPM. to provide 16 tons of
cooling. At this temperature and flow rate, the chiller produces chilled water
at 45-50°F for circulation through the multizone air handling unit.
Supplementary Energy Source
Supplementary heating for hot water to operate the absorption chiller or
heated water to the thermal deck in the air handling unit is provided by a
Weil-Mclain oil-fired boiler, Model 576-EH. Number 2 fuel oil, drawn from a
buried, 1,500 gallon storage tank is consumed at 2.95 gallons per hour.
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Space Conditioning Equipment
The North Georgia APDC solar system is interfaced with a conventional seven
zone multizone air handler unit (AHU) with ducted air distribution to each Zone.
Each zone has an independent thermostat for effecting desires set . point conditions
for the air which is ducted to each zone. This air is either heated, cooled, or
recirculated through the multizone unit.
Two tube-in-fin heat exchanges are employed in the AHU. Hot and chilled
water is circulated through their respective coils according to the do-ma-id of
the seven -zone thermostats. The AHU's circula;' ing fan operates continuously
during the day when the building is occupied to provide air circulation and
humidity control. An override setback switch is used to operate the system during
off-duty hours. After the first cooling and heating seasons, the system was
modified to preven t the simultaneous flow of hot and chilled water to the AHU.
This was accomplished by installing manual selection switches for hot or chilled
"only" switches.
System Controls and Modes of Operation 1
The system employs a Multizone CQntral Processor (MCP) for establishing
appropriate control sequencing depending on the heating and cooling demand placed
on the system. Solar collection controls operate separately but in conjunction
with the MCP.
Solar Collection - Pump P-1 circulates water through the solar collectors
and is controlled through switching relay R-1 and motor starter relay C-1.
Switching relay R-1 is controlled by a temperature difference sensing device
with one sensor (TS-1) on the absorber plate of a particular collector. The
other sensor (TS-2) is located in the bottom of the hot water storage tank
1
See page 1-8 for relay legend	
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(HWST). When TS-1 minus TS-2 reaches a level 15°F, relay R-1 closes, activating
motor starter C-l. P-1 begins to fill the array and circulate water through
the collectors. If TS-1 minus TS-2 drops to a level of 5°F, R-1 reopens and
P-1 ceases operation allowing the water in the collectors to drain back into
the HWST.
The only exception to this operation is when the chiller is being powered
r
with solar heated hot water. In this: case R-1 is overridden by R-6, hence P-1
is "locked on" until R-6 returns to its N.O. position and R-1 is again the sole
controller of P-1. R-6 overrides R-1 because the position of R-1 is related to
the temperature of the hot water tank which is not in the "system" during the
AC mode.
Heating - Solar and Boiler - Heat is delivered to the building by a finned
tube heat exchanger. Hot water is passed through the tubes and air is blown
through the fins and then distributed to the appropriate areas by the multitone
air handling unit. Heat for the building is called for in two stages (min. and
max.) depending on how much heat is required to bring temperature back up to its
set point. Minimum and maximum refers to the difference between the thermostat
set point and the sensed room temperature which sets a priority on energy
sources. Due ,j the nature of the building, it is possible to require heat in
one area of the building and cooling in another. To save energy at the cost of
sl;ght discomfort, an isolation relay R 18 has been installed so that when the
chiller is operating, no heating equipment can be operated. Heat can be supplied
through modulating valve V-6. (See page 1-9)
If min. heat is called for, R20 closes, assuming the chiller is off, the
top of the HWST is checked to see if the temperature there (TS-3) is over 120°F
(49°C). If it is, C-2 (motor starter) closes causing P-2 to circulate hot water
through the heating coil. if TS-3 senses a temperature below 120°F (49°C), no
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heat is delivered. If and when max. heat is called for R 9B closes, if P-2
is Gperating nothing further occurs. When max. heat is called for and P-2
and the chi l ler are off, the boiler and boiler circulator are turned on by
R 1 
closiny.
Air f:onditioning - Solar and Boiler - Cooling is delivered to the building
by a finned tube heat exchanger, as chilled water is pumped through the tubes
and air circulates through the fins. The cooled air is distributed to the
appropriate areas by the multizone air handling unit. On the solar collector
array, a solar intensity sensor is located in a position to measure the combined
reflected, beam and diffuse radiation falling in the plane of the collector panels.
When this reaches a preset amount, Ion (approximately 160 BTU/FT 2/HR), R3 closes
and activates time delay relay R4 . R4 holds R3 closed for three ( 3) minutes
to prevent any rapid cycling. R 3 will open when the combined solar radiation
drops to a level I
off (approximately 140 BTU/FT2/HR), provided the three minute
time delay has reopened. If the outside air temperature is above a preset limit
To11' (65 0 F), R5 closes. If R5 is closed and R3 is closed, the fallowing occurs
simult. 3neously: R5
 locks
 on P -1, R7 closes preparing to operate the chiller,
R8
 operates V l and V2
 which begin to preheat the water in the piping, collectors,
and buffer tank to operate the chiller. R12 closes, preventing the boiler from
operating. When the outlet of the buffer tank reaches 165°F (14°C), R 10 closes
and the chiller begins operating. The chiller's own internal controls operate
diverting valve V-3.
All of the above occurs without regard to the cooling ,oad of the building.
If cooling is called for, mixing valve V-5 begins to deliver chilled water to
the cooling coil in the air handler in the solar A.C. mode.
Cooling is called for in two stages min. and max. depending on how far
the senses room air temperature is above the set point. If the chiller is not
1-6
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operating from solar and min. cool is called for, R 13 closes operating motor
starter C-6 which operates P-6 the chilled water circulator. If the senses
room temperature continues to rise sufficiently to call for max. cool, the
boiler and boiler circulator and the chiller are all brought into full operation.
As min. cool is always on when max. cool is, the chilled water circulator pump
is still operating.
On weekends the building is not cooled and any solar chilled water is put
into storage. When the bottom of the chilled water storage tank, (TS-4) reached
55°F (12.8°C), the boiler cannot operate for a maximum cooling demand as it
would during the working week days.
Domestic Hot Water Heating - Domestic hot water is heated in the domestic
hot water tank by either solar hot water or electrical resistance heat. Electrical
heat is only used when the top of the tank is cold. P-7 circulates water from
the top of the HWST through a heat exchanger in the domestic hot water tank
and returns it to the bottom of the HWST. This pump is controlled through R22,
a differential temperature sensing device. This device compares the temperature
(TS-5) at the top of the HWST and the temperature (TS-6) at the bottom of the
domestic hot water tank. When TS-5 minus TS-6 reaches a value of T on (15°F),
R22 closes and P-7 begins operation. When TS-5 minus TS-6 drops to a value of
Toff (5 0 F), R22 opens and P-7 ceases operation.
R
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RELAY LEGEND
R 1 collector AT NO operates collector circulator pumps
R 2 max. cool NO boiler A.C.,	 SE2TV#1
R3 solar cell NO close sufficient insolation for solar AC
R4 time delay NO locks on R3
 at first turn on
R5 O.A.	 temp,. NO for solar AC,	 ROM
R6 solar AC NO override R1
R7 solar AC NC preheat fluid for solar AC
R8 solar AC NO operates V 1 and V2
R 9
max. heat NO boiler heat
R10 solar AC NO buffer outlet sufficient for solar AC
RDY.#2
R 11 solar AC NO operates chiller for solar AC
R12 boiler lockout NC will open circuit boi l er circuit
R 13 min. cool NO operate C.W. circulating pump SE2TV#1
R 14 C.W. storage tank NC no boiler AC if open	 RDK#3
R 15 C.W. circulator NO operate C.W. circulator when boiler AC
R 16 boiler start NO operate boiler on max. AC if no solar AC
R 17 boiler AC NO operates chiller for boiler AC
F18 heating lockout NC locks out heating equip. 	
if chiller is on
R19 boiler on NO boiler on for boiler AC or boiler heat
R20 min,	 heat NO operate solar H.W. circulator
R 21
no heat in storage NO allows boiler heat if no heat in storage
R 21
heat in sturaae NO allow heating from solar H.W.
R22 domestic HW AT NO operates DHW circulator pump
C 1 r-1 NO collector circulator pump
C2 P-2 NO hot water circulator pump
C 3
P-3 NO boiler circulator pump
C4 P-4 NO condensing water circulating pump
C 5 P-5 NO evaporator circulator pump
C6 P-6 NO chilied water circulator pump
C
7
F-1 NO cooling tower fan
1
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Modifi:.,tions
The North Georgia AFDC solar system has urd c!rgone two modifications durin(j
the operational period May through December 1918. In both cases these modifications
were changes from the original system design.
Under the original design specifications the system could operate simul-
taneously in both the heating and cooling modes. This was not a problem during
t	
the summer period when the system was operating under a maximum cooling load.
However, during the fall, the building would require `eating in the morning hours
and cooling in the afternoon. Another noticeable si%Zuation during this period
was the in balance between the first and second floo rs. Often the first floor
would call for heating while the second floor wo+ , 'd call for cooling. The overall
situation created an ineffective, intermizi.^nt operation of the chiller. The
controls were modified to include manual switches to keep the system in one
specific mode.
The second modification resulted from the freezing of the collectors. To
insure adequate, full drainage of the collectors, vacuum breakers have been
installe,' on the supply headers on each row of collectors. (These can be seen
in Photograph #5.)'
PART 2
ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA
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ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN
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NGAPDC
DALTON, GEORGIA
O
1. Demonstrate Fail Safs *,'.cotroii
The system will be placed in each mode of operation and the main power
disconnect willebe interrupted. Response of the overall system will be
observed to insure that n^,tnsafe conditions arise, that no equipment is
damaged or rendered otherwise inoperable, and that the collector array
drains fully. Power will be applied and the system observed to insure
that normal operation resumes without external intervention.
	 0
0
2. Demonstrate Pressure P,*!ief Valves
The mechanical equipment loops with pressure relief valves will be isolated
from the themnal storage tanks and their respective loops pressurized to
Insure that the pressure relief valves operate at their designated pressure.
3. Demonstrate No Leaks
Prior to installation of insulation the overall system will be isolated from
the thermal storage tank and pressurized to 15 psig and then isolated from
the pressure source. Pressure will be observed for b hours to insure no
leaks are present.
4. Demonstrate No Growth of Algae, Fungi, Mold or Mildew
A similar system has been in operation at the Shenandoah, Georgia, Community
Center for one year with no observef foreign growth. The water in Dalton,
which 1s used in the NGAPDC system, has a very low calcium carbonate (CaCO3)
content, approximately 15 *ppm.
5. Demonstrate Back-Flow Prevention
The solar hydronic system is connected to the potable water supply in three
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places. One is at the inlet to the domestic hot water heater, back-flow
is of no concern here. The second connection is through a gate valve to
fill the solar system. This valve will be closed when the system is in
operation, however a continuous pressure type back -flow preventer will be
put in that line (Watts no.9D or equivalent). The third connection is at
the cool 3g tower; at this cone-% tion the water is discharged to atmospheric
pressure and the overflow level is below the make up water outlet, therefore
back-flow dl.l not occur here. No hard connection occurs between the solar
system and the potable water supply. A hose is connected to fill the solar
system and two must valves opened. The valves are closed and valves shut
when filled. The solar system is not pressurized.
6. Demonstrate No Fluttering
Only valves designed for flow control cse (such as butterfly, globe, or ball
valves) are operated partially open. The system will be observed during
initial operation to insure no valve fluttering occurs.
7. Demonstrate Drain and Filling
A. closed sight glass will be installed at an appropriate location below the
collector array for visual indication of complete drain down.
8. Demonstrate Temperature at Various Points
Thermometer wells will be installed at the critical points indicated on the
flow schematic. Temperature will be observed and recorded with mercury in
glass thermometers.
9. Demonstrate Collector Flow GPM
A "Flow Setter" will be installed in the main collector loop to determine
the flow through the collectors.
10. Demonstrate Collector Flow Pressure Drop
Gauge cocks will be installed in the array supply and return lines for
measurement usinq a differential pressure gauge.
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11. Demonstrate System Operates in All Modes of Operation
Mamaal control overrides will be provided in the control system so that the
system can be placed in each mode of operation and observed for proper
operation.
12. Demonstrate Pump and Fan Ampere Loads
The power wiring will be installed so that each branch circuit is access-
ible to measurement by an inductive ammeter. Current will be observed to
insure operation at rated amperage and that conductor capacity is not
exceeded.
13. Verify Meat Collection Performance
The flow rate through the array is measured as previously discussed. The
temperature rise of collector water across the array will be measured with
a differential thermopile. Insolation on the collector aperture will be
measured by a pyranometer (Eppley model 2 or equivalent) mounted at the
inclination of the collectors. Output from the differential thermopile and
the pyranometer will be indicated on a strip-chart recorder. Ambient
temperature will be measured by a mercury in glass thermometer. Steady
state conditions will be obtained and the collector efficiency computed
from these measurements for comparison with manufacturers efficiency data.
14. Verify All Equipment, Piping, Controls, etc., are Installed in the Manner
Specified
Visual inspection of the installation will be performed and documented
(photographs will be made as necessary) before and after installation of
insulation or backfilling as applicable.
15. Verify All Pumps, Controls, Dampers, Fan, and Air Distribution Systems
Operate as Specified
Fluid distribution will be monitored using appropriate flow measurement
2-4
devices (Bell and Gossett Circuit-Setters or equivalent). Controls will
be observed for operation under simulated conditions. Air distribution
will be monitored by standard techniques using direct-reading pitot tube
manometer. Air distribution was checked and set by the Mechanic' Contractor,
Calhoun Mechanical, Inc.
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ATP RESULTS
1. All systems operated normally after power interruption.
2. The boiler pressure relief valve released at 30 PSI.'
3. The collector circulator pump had a leak at its seal. The seal was replaced
and the leak stopped.
4. No algae, fungi, mold or mildew - has been observed in either storage tank.
The sump of the cooling tower does show signs of algae growth as expected.
The sump is to be drained and cleaned monthly when in use.
5. By virtue of the fact that there.is  no permanent connection between the
potable water supply and solar water, back-flow is no problem.
6. No fluttering has :,een observed.
7. Filling and draining are visible by a 3" change in water level of the sight
glass.
8. Typical temperature at various points were as follows on the; days of
the ATP:
Chiller:
generator inlet
	 176°F	 (80°C)
generator outlet
	 164°F	 (73°C)
condenser inlet
	 83°F	 (28°C)
condenser outlet	 101°F	 (38°C)
evaporator inlet	 59°F	 (15°C)
evaporator outlet
	 49°F	 (9.50C)
Collectors:
inlet
	 164°F
	 (73°C)
outlet	 176°F	 (800C)
^g
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Tanks:
top of hot water storage tank 162°F (72°C)
bottom of hot water storage tank 151°F (66°C)
t
bottom of chilled water storage tank 69°F (20.50C)
Coils:
chilled water coil
	 inlet 50OF (10°C)
A
chilled water coil outlet 58°F (14.4°C)
hot water coil inlet N/A
t hot water coil outlet N/A
9. The collector flow through the 115 collector panels was shown to be 54 GPM
(3.4 I/s).
g:
10. Collector flow pressure drop at 54 GPM (3.4 Lis) was demonstrated to be
4.3 PSI.
11, All systems were demonstrated on manual override and performed as specified.
12. Pump ampere loads demonstrated to be 4.5 and 5.5 amps on 5 and 6 amp rated
pumps respectively. The cooling tower drew 4.0 amps. The aforementioned
equipment is all 208 VAC 3 phase.
13. The test was performed and data taken for two (2) days of operation. At
pt^ak production heat from the collectors generated 204,000 BTU/HR (215 MJ/HR)
of chilled water with an input of 284,000 BTU/HR (300 MJ/HR) of hot water
at a chiller inlet temperature of 189°F (87°C) and a roof ambient of 88°F
(31 0 C). The strip chart record of the collector temperature difference
and solar radiation are on record at Independent Living, Inc.
14. Mr. Douglas W. Westrope of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
acting for DOE witnessed and verified installation as specified.
r; 15. Mr. Douglas W. Westrope witnessed and verified operation as specified.
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AS-BUILT DRAWINGS
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PART 4
t	 SYSTEM OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
The operation of the North Georgia APDC solar system has been in general,
outstanding. The system was activated in late May of 1978 and was tested under
the ERDA Acceptance Test Plan on May 24-25. The system has been in continuous
operation since that date, and has provided excellent service during the hot,
Georgia summer. There have been some problems, but not of such a nature as
t
	
to interrupt the overall operation of the system, for any length of time.
F'
As stated previously, the system was designed to produce approximately 60%
of the cooling load. Although the operational record is incomplete, due to
reasons which will be explained later, it appears that the system is operating
E	 at or exceeding this percentage of the cooling load. One indication that leads
to this conclusion is the amount of time required to operate the boiler for
}	 supplementary heating of water to operate the chiller. Only an estimate is
E
available at this time, however, the boiler appears to operate for approximately
four hours per day during periods of full, unobstructed radiation. The building
requires cooling for approximately ten hours each day and the solar system
produces a sufficient amount of heated water to drive the chiller for air
conditioning for about six hours, which is well within design limits. System
performance is expected to improve as more operational experience becomes
available.
Over the past nine months the system has provided effective cooling and
heating on a continuous basis. The estimate cost of this service has been
minimal in comparison to other non-solar cooling systems employed in the local
area, and has alleviated the North Georgia AFDC of a major operating expense
during the summer munths.
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Maintenance on the system through February 1979 is as follows:
1. May 24-25, 1978. Seal failure on main circulation pump. Parts
under warranty. Labor cost $100.
c
2. June 1, 1978. Solar sensor controls out of calibration. Materials
cost, none. Labor $160.
3. June 5, 1978. Seal failure in pump P-1. Replacement high temperature
seal. Materials cost, none. Labor $160.
4. June 20, 1978. Malfunction of bailer ignitor. Electrodes cleaned
and reset. Materials cost, none. Labor cost $80.
5. July 10-August 7, 1978. Pump motor (P-1) shorted out. Pump pull-2d
for factcory repair. Materials cost, none. Labor cost $160.
6. Augus.- 15, 1978. Malfunction of control time clock. Clock replaced
under warranty. Materials cost, none. labor $300.
7. November 10, 1978. First floor thermostats were initially cross-wired.
Materials cost, none. Labor $8U.
8. December 8, 1978. Automatic drain down failed causing collector freeze.
Piping repair and installation of vacuum breakers. Materials cost,
$370. Labor $530.
9. January 8-25, 1979. Failure of transformer in boiler ignitor system.
Transformer, pump; and seals P-2; P-3. Materials cost, $150. Labor $450.
Note: The above listed maintenance items were covered under a one year
warranty. NGAPDC has not incurred any costs for parts or labor.
4--2
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MAINTENANCE
The following contains information pertinent to the solar heating and cooling
system installed by inde pendent living, Inc. of Atlanta, Georgia on the office
building of the NGAADC in Dalton, Georgia. The system is operation.l as of
May 9, 19;8.
The following has three (3) sections. The first contains maintenance in-
structions and schedules to be performied according to the listed time tabl3s.
The second section contains manufacturers information on the equipment in-
stalled in this system. The third contains a description of modes of opera-
tion and control sequences.
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s	 WEEKLY CHECK LIST
t
6
I
1. With system off fill both HWST and CWST with water until flow is
observed caning out of vent on ;op of each tank. This should be 	 f
done monthly, in the winter only the HWST needs to be filled.
	
	 IO
4
9
Max.
Min.	 Alin.
Q	 a
HOT WATER TANK
	
CHILLED WATER TANK	 a
Water level must be between 	 Water level must be above
the two (2) silver bands.	 the silver band.
0
2. Check to see that circuit breakers are all closed.
Q	 '
3. Observe floor for active leaks (not condensate drip spots!). 	
v
a
a
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MONTHLY CHECK LIST
1. Check for correct setting of time clock.
2. Check array for leaks while in collection mode.
3. Check to insure all ten (10) array valves are fully open.
4. Check tempering valve setting (1400F).
5. Check room thermostat settings for tempering (21 0F).
6. Check blower fan belt.
7. Check blower filters - replace if dirty.
8. Check fuel oil filter for water or dirt, drain if required.
9. Check fuel cil tank level - use a thin nine (9) foot rod.
10. Check storage -tanks for vandalism (white sea] penetrations).
11. Check C/T fan belt for excess looseness.
12. Check C/T bleed rate while pump is running.
13. Check C/T sump, drain and hose out if required.
14. Check visually boiler flue, push grey damper for movement.
15. Check control set'ings a) O.A. temp	 18°C
b) Buffer outlet	 74°C
c) C.W. tank temp.	 13°C
d) N.W. tank temp.	 50°C
M
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`-	 SPRING & FALL
1. Lubricate C/T fan with 20 w oil.
2. Lubricate C/T fan mot^rir.
3. Check C/T float valve operation.
!	 4. Drain and hose out C/T sump pan.
5. Lubricate boiler feed pump - fill (2) oil cups.
6. Lubricate circulator pumps.
7. Check heater tape (12 amp @ 115 VAC).
S. Check aquastat on C/T - fan on at 85 OFoff at less than 85 OF.
4-6
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EACH SPRING
1. Check pumps and valves for operation.
2. Clean strainers (4).
3. Check damper actuator operation.
4. Check modes of operation - conventional and solar, record temperature
at critical points.
5. Check boiler limits.
6. Check flow rates.
7. Change fuel oil filter.
8. Replace flow switch on Arkla. (Arkla part no. 14537-169)
4-7
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PART 5
PHOTOS OF BUILDING AND SOLAR SYSTEM
I. North Georgia APDC Building
2. Collector Array, Storage Tanks
3. Collectors - Reflectors
4. Collector Array Support Structure and Mounts
5. Drain-Down Vacuum Breaker
5. Control Panel
7, Control Module, Pumps, Valves, Buffer Tank
8. Control Module
•	 9. Air Handler showing damper actuators
10. Mechanical Room - Control Module, Chiller, Air Handler, and Boiler
e
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PREDICTED SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE /TE;CHNICAL DATA
CONTRACTOR SPECIFICATIONS — INDEPENDENT LIVING, INC.
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Systern and Subsystem' 11crfor>t ance/Tcelinicid Oath*
A. G'liutatalogical Pata:
For the proposal , >roject site provide the following information:
1. Latitude
	
34.5
'^. I lcaiin;,r
 dett^ce days
	 -
Yearly _ -^3.^ Q
•	 January _:21,5.____
3. Annual Cooling I1ours . 1 7 Q Q	 ..
4. Peak daily insolation .._2 335	 BTUift3
G. Yearly sunshine
13. Calleetor:	 Commercial/Brand Name	 REVERE
1. Type of Collector
a. Flate Plate	 Y ES
	
..__
1,. Tubular	 I	 N.A.
i) Acceptance Angle	 N.A.
ii) Concentration
	
N.A.
iii) Interception, Area	 N.A.
iv) Mirror Reflector Characteristics	 N.A.
c. Concentrator	 N.A.
i) Focusing
	 N.A.
ii) Nor:-FectAsing N.A.
iii) Tracking	 N.A  .	 Mode	 N . A.
iv) Not-Tracking N .A .
v) Concentration Ratio 	 N.A.
vi) Reflector Deflection
	 N.A.
• ,1 i1 dida requested in thin Append ; x must be fupplied or a Ptntemert given as to why it wad omitted. Data reaiututed
are .qw6 ied for single sy x-m or subsystem. If more than o;-,e, specify and supply data for each.
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Systrin acid Subuystem Per 4,Irmalncc/Tec1&nir&1 Data—Continued
1. Transparent Cover
a. Materials
1. Type ^ thick tgMgered alas
Z Composition
	
Soda Lime
ASG-Clear or
1b. Commercial IdefitWicxtion
	
Foui>rco Clesr1ite / A.S.G. Water White
c. Solar. Spectrum Transmissivity
	
39.5	 /	 91.5	 96
d. Solar Spectrum Reflectivity
	
a	 /	 8	 yb
e. Infrared Transntissivity *	 S7	 /	 91	 % a
f. Infrared Reflectivity
	
8	 /	 8	 %
g. Number of Coven ._,.. 2	 0	 )w
h. Combustibility 	 Noncombustible
i, badge Treatment
	
Swiped -- gasket enclosZrd
j. Physical Properties"
1. Density	 155.4 lb/ft3
2. Linear Coefficient of Expansion
	
5.12 x 10-6/OF
3. Thermal C-3ttductivity	 1.1 Btu/h' ft?oF/ft-
4. Specif e Heat	 .273
5. Tensile Strength	 13, 0 0 0 psi
e
G. Compreasive Strength
	
1,000,000 psi
7. Weight
	
1.5 lb/ft2
3. Absorber Plate
0
a. Absurptive Coating
1. Muterials
a. Type
	
/ XA44m-Xyvz^/Selective
— ('ruperties of cxoivvntiuuul materials that are avaitahlc in standard references such us Mark's Engineering liandbook
w-ed not i+, restated heir provided the material is adequately slk •cified so that its properties can be deterinired from such
references. Properties of materials not commonly rvuilable in standard referenteb should be submitted with syaikaa data
to the eittint known.
* at 10:0 millimicrons
6-2
Syetcxn anti Subsymein Pr•t fornxance/TeAinica! Dana-Continixed
b. Alloy ___13tCxC^t4ri^n^^!c}^urc^acitiiix-LNielcel-Chrome
c. Commerciul Identification	 lack Chrome
2. Solar Spectrum Absorptivity 9L6c'k / %ak / 95	 1 ,
3. Infrared Emissivity
	
%xy, / k1k / 7	 c10
b. Base Plate
1... Materials
a. Type	 Integral Tubcs in Copper Plate
b. Alloy	 LAW Copper #122
c. Commercial Identification	 Revere Tube - In-Strip
2. Thermal'Properties
a. Thermal Conductivity	 196 Btu/hr • f t 20F/f t .
b. Specific Heat	 0.0942 Btu/lb of
3. Physical Properties
u. Linear Coefficient of expansion — 9. 3 x 10"'6 /  OF
b. Density	 558  1 b/ f t-_
c. Tensile Strength _
	
50,000 psi
d. Cumpre.4sive Strength 	 38,000  ps i
4. Bonding Materials
a. Type (Brazed, Soldered, etc.) _Brazed lleaders
b, Composition
	
Sil-Fos or Phos Copper
c. Commerical Identificatiun ..
	
Ilandy & Barman or equ,^l
4. Insulation
a. Materials
1. Type
	
Blanket
2. Composition ._
	
_	
Fihezrglass
3. Commercial Identification—	 Certain - Teed Ultralite
6-3
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	 Sysirni and Subvystcut P'trrlurta::tnce/Trc}inical Data-Continued
L, Uutt;:^^.vin t; Cla:+rartcristit^
1. Outgassing Temperature4`0' 1^ _. __ ^^	
_......^..^....._..,..^.^...
2. Gays given otr	 _	 Phonolic Resin
3. Any Condensation _. ------ -- —N
c.. Physical Properties
1. Liner Coefficient of expansion None
'	 Density	 1.0 lb -*ft3
3. Thermal Conductivity
	
0 ,27 Btu - in/hr ft 2 °F @ 68OF
4. Specific Beat	 Not Known
S. Coefficient of Cubical expansion None
u. Dimensiu:;s r__._	 76"4_:_..2.:1
5. Outer
 Base Enclosure
u. Materials
1, Type	 Extruded Aluminum
2, Composition
	
_--	
606 3 -T5
I Commercial Identification
	
Reverts Aluminum
4. Combustibility
	
N/A
b. Physical Properties ^ As Applicable)
E	 1. Linear Coefficient, of expansion
	
12. 9 x 1
-
o -6/Or	 _-
Density
Thermal Conductivity	 ^af'/^}_<W
d,
6. Dimensions .
	 .^._ .^ _ _ . 7,7 " x 35" x `1410 , _„___ ^^...	 .^..,
c. Thermal Conductivity
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byaltem and Suusyete. ,u Verforntattce/Technical Data--Coutintied
Pu;+.rive yyvtcniv rcyuira that 4^itlirici t r.tilculxtiona or test results to determine )low ellective
the concepts will be in providin tln: nectessary functions. As a minimum, the following
should W provided.
1. Test method used N BSI R 741-- -- and D^F"t 5_SJ 2
'.^.. Enrrty C'ollectiorc Rate (IiTU. 'Ilr-ft r ) V(!r tus time for selected Hinter conditions and (if
applicable) for selected summer conditions over it collection day. The following sho:ild
bt provided:
A. Collector Orientation
1. A-timuth	 norn.;il to sun's rays 	 Degrees
2. Elevation	 nnrnja1t-n San's r 'aj s 	 Degrees
b. Ambient Conditions
1. Temperature	 soo data	 OF
2. Wind Velocity _._ so e data
S. Wind Direction 	 Degree
c. Insolution
d. Colledion Period (Time of Day) §Lt—dA. 1La to
	 -
1. Provide Graph of Inlet Temperatures
To obtain a di stribution of data, the inlet
temperatures were variad and are not a function
of time:.
TIME
2. I'ruvicu: Graph of Outlet Temperatures
TIME
This is also tlic: case for the outlet temperatures. The
v,iriation of inlet telrincratures during the test does not
permit a c,t.rVey plit
 similar to that indicated above.
However, tht^ test data can be used to compute an inlet
or outlet teniper•aturo graph for an assumed situation.
a
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Syeten ► and Subsymem Pcrf-, •rnance/Tecl ►nical Data-Cowinued
3. Provide a graph of Collector 	 ""V (n) versus the parameter T1 - TR.
I
where r. = AIC,, (T. - Ti)
AEI
See attached reports from Desert Sunshine Exposure Tests, Inc.
i
J
fi
OPERATING PARAMETER
Ti • Ta
T
T„ = Collector transport media outlet temperature ( °F)
'Ti = Collector transport media inlet temperature ('F)
Ta = Ambient Temp. ( OF)
"I = Solar Insolation on the Collector plane (BTU/11R - FT')
M = Tr-v tort media muss flowrate (lb/hr)
Cr - Specific heat of transport media
(BTU,'LB °F)
A; = Area of Collector (ft')
• Averaga Collector Temp. may be used T, + TO
2
— For c.mcentrating collectors this value should be only the
beam or direct component for the solar radiation.
4. Maxin;um expected temperature under no flow conditions 350°F *
b. Discuss provisions for protecting collector under no flow conditions.
6. C Alector Array Characteristics
a. Total Area -
	
------- -- ------ - -- —
	
18.6 ft'
b. Solar Window Area	 —._	 _.	 .17 - 1 its
c. Weights of Collector and Framing^```^n '^-^ ^^^`^'^^ lbs/ft'
Double glass cove:- 6.1 lbs/ft2
* From Desert Sunshine data, no flow occurs at T L 
- Ta = .66
cI
If q=350 Btu/hr • ft 2 arid T. a 120 0F, then T f = 350OF
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Syntt-tn and Subsystem Performance/Tt-eludeul Daw—Cnnlismed
1. Tyne ( `rank, Rock Bed, etc.) TANKS
2. Illuterittls
u. Tyne
	
STEEL
1). V inishes
	
INTERI OR COAL TAR EPDX Y
c. Conintnreial Ideutificntion
S. Physical Dimensions- THREE TANKS, EACH:
u. lieight
	
92" DIAMETER
b. Width	 --
c. Length
	
141-10"
4. Thermal Properties• 	.
a. Thermal Conductivity	 (WATER)
=	 b. Coefficient of Thermal expansion
	
(WATER)
5. Operating Temperature Range
	
40 - 200	 OF
G. Operating Pressure Range* _____ 15 - 25	 ^.	 PSI
^r. llttt^t Pressure* _-__^^__ 	 6 0 Win.)   	 PSI
I?,	 t'src^li,: 7 ,Slff'.'S^ ti:^11
1. Type	 CHILLER
2. Comniercinl'Unit
it. Type	 ADSORPTION
b. ,:Le	 25 (WITII 1950 IIOT WATEV ENTEI:ING)	 TO\rS
c. Identification AR LA SOLA.IRE 300
.;, 1l1:tt^^rials
a. Types
	 `-
b. Cownlerci.'tl Identification -
l'nqwvtirs of ronventional mnterials thnt are avnilable in standard refrrene" nuch as Mark's Engineering Handbook
twee ant ho roslated here provided tho mnterinl is nd,tiluntely specified so that its properties enn be determined from such
rci rcr, ,•,. Provert.ies of ninterials not commonly available in standard referenc^s should be submitted with system luta
to till • c"tcnt known.
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`Jysteni iuul Subsystem Performance/Techulcal Auta—Contlntsed
4. Fluids
a. Types WAT1aR
b. composition
5. Coef lcient of performance (COP) data versus pertinent operating conditions (ambient tem-
perature etc.) Along with a definition of the COP used.
C.O.P. = Output (Btu/Hr)/Input (Btu/Hr) = 0.6
6. Total Cooling Capacity
Total cooling capacity of the solar system shall be no less than 19 6.3 0 0 BTU/HR (if it is a
heating; and cooling system). Sensible capacity shall be no less than 16^ I1TUAHR at
8000_
 CFM of entering evuporator air at 80.0 °F dry bulb and 6,7.0 °F
wet bulb. For other systems such as desiccant cycling cooling, the terms evaporator and conden.
9U1 A.re not applicable. These.aystems shall deliver the above cooling capacity at inlet air flow of
	
N • A •	 CFM at OF dry bulb and N . A •	 OF wet bulb.
L. Ifeuting Subsystem
I, TypeSOLAR WITH BOILER FOR BACKUP
w.. Cunimercial'Cdnit
a Type GAS FIRED PATER TUBE
	b. Size
	 440 MBH OUTPUT
e. Commercial Identification	 RITE
3. Coefficient of Performance (COP, if applicable, data versus pertinent operating conditions (am.
bient temperature etc.) BOILER EFFICIENCY 80$,
4. Total Beating Capacity
The total heating capacity of the solar system shall be no less than 2 3 3 , 0 0 Q BTU/HR at
8000 CFM of air flow entering at 65 °F dry bulb and -- ;"b relative
humidity. Exposed heated panel (baseboard or ceiling) temperatures shall not exceedN*A .• °F.
1^. Plot 11'ater Subsystem
DOMESTIC WATER HEATER
1. Tyne
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E2. ('oirinicrei;d Unit
a. Tvpe ___ ELECTRIC	 TM_—___
1). Size ____ 66 GAL.
c. Commercial Identification
	
RHEEM SOLARAIDE
.S. Ifot Water (Rack Up System) :... 66	 gallons of potable (of useable) hot water shall be
delivered at no less than ___ 8	 gal/min at temperature no less than 1 25	 °I•'. Re-
covery time shall be no greater than
	 2	 hours.
•1. Code raid Safety Standard Certified Under
	
UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES
-ans ,ort. I>et teen Subsyst-cnis
1. Provide Sketeli/Block diagram of Proposed Solar System giving dimensions and subsy;stems.i
components location and identification. NOTE: This project is in preliminary
y	 design & physical layout has not been established. See Schematic
Piping Det:lils	 Flow Diagram for functional relationship of
}
	
	
components.
it. Diameter
1). Length of Run
c. Materials
	
COPPER
3. Piping►
 Insulation
a. Type _	 FIBERGLASS
b. Thickness
	
l"
c. Performance
	
K= 0.26 AT 2 0 0OF
d. Transport Media for each element
:i. Type
	
WATER
b. Flow Rate '— , GPM (Liquid) `17	 CFM (Air)
c. Specify Pressure drop between components.
	 ---
5. Provide flow diagram for Proposed Solar Energy System. See "SCHEMATIC FLOW DIAGRAM".
I1. System.
1. Operating Requirements
a. The maximum electrical energy required to drive the solar portion of the system at its rated
6-9
Systeiii and Subsystem Performance/Technical Data--Continued
capacity shall be no greater than
	 5	 K.W. Water requirements for cooling condens.
ers and/a. -air-hvmielifwftti*mahall be no greater than 100	 gal/hr.
b. Subsystema/Components requiring electrical energy:
1. Pumps	 2	 kw, Function CHILLED WATER
2. h'any . __ .._3._. _^kw, Function	 SUPPLY AIR
0.5	 AIR COMPRESSOR
3. Controls	 kw, Function ._.
4. Other	 "- kw, Function	 ---
2. Design Load Data:
ANNUAL SUMMARY TABLE
I
Month Heating6( 13TU) Hot Wit	 (BTU) CoolingBTU
January 52.8 0.6 ---
February 4 3.2 0.6 ---
March 3 8.4 0.6 ---
April 12.0 0.6 13.8
May
--- 0.6 41.3
June --- 0.6 49.6
i
July --- 0.6 55.1
August --- 0.•6 57.9
September --- 0.6 46.8
October 9.6 0.6 I	 11.0
November 36.0 0.6 ---
December 4 8.0 0.6 ---
Yearly Total 240.0 7.2 275. 5 
l	 Peak (BTU/HR) 207,000 13,300 196,300
*Calculated Building Cooling Requirement; Divide by 0.6
for Chiller Input (System Heat Loss)
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Symit-iu and 5ulwysleiii Perfori m et-/Technical Data-Continual
,t. Provide the folknvia ►; suuttnary of system performance d:ztu:
Solar Energy 1';lvetrie'll :1-.Wliary ) yaivalent h;nervy^I
► Collected Riwi- ty Iteq'd I ► tergy System Treat ltatl'd for Com'an-
(li'CU)
_(x
	
10 bb ) - _
forCongmnent
... ( .KWH )..-._........._ (lTtj)6
_(. x-•• 3.0 -}-
LOWS (11'61'U)
---(^t- -10	 .) ^-
tioual S glom WITI?)^
-(a-1 
42.2 2320 11.2 53.4 53.4
43.2 2320 .6 43.8 43.8
39.0 2320 •-- 39.0
t
39.0
35.6 2320 -- 35.6 23.5
39.3 2320 30.1 69.4 41.9
43.1 232 40.2 83.3 50.2
46.9 2320 45.5 92.4 55.7
44.9 2320 52.2 97.1 58.5
42.9 2320 35.7 78.6 47.4
40.9 2320 4.6 45.5 2'.2
36.6 2320 -- 36.6 36.6
43.0 2320 5.6 48.6 48.6
1►fu nt'
Janu:u'y
March
April
May
June
i
July
1August
septembel
October
November
llccL tuber
Provide estimate of yearly enemy savings in term" of BTU's and/or Dollars along with the ra-
tionak! for the estimate,
(519.8 - 225.7)(10 6 ) t 3413 = 86170 KWH x 0.04 = $3445/Yr
5, A,ny subsystems or system energy conversion inefficiencies which have not been specified in the
pre0 ins subsystem section should be provided now. For example, if an oil fired heater is used for an
.1ti\i1lal'V energy source state its:
1. Commercial identification
	
GAS FIRED BOIL ER SPECIFIED PREVIOUSLY
2. Size/Rating (BTU)
3. Efficiency	 0.80
4. Electrical Power Requirements
G. Provide su ►nmary of insolation data used for section 11 Analysis.
	
See "SUPPORTING
IM'OWMATION" .
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7. Design Life and Maintenance
t
a. Describe Periodic Maintenance provisions and requirements.
L. Specify design life of all components ( if available).
1. Heating	 20 ...^ yrs.
2. Cooling	 _	 20	 yrs.
3. Auxiliary Energy	 25	 yrs.
4. Storage
	 ..
30
r
yrs.
5. Potable 20
j'
yrs.
G. Collector 25 Yrs.
7. Energy Transport 20 yrs.	 f
25S. Controls yrs.
159. Hot Water yrs.
1510. Pumps yrs.
2011. fans yrs.
12. Other yrs.
c. Provide-Wa rranty period and extent of coverage of the proposed Solar Ener gv System and
subsystems.
Contractor will provide a one year warranty on materials and
workmanship, which is the normal under a general construction contract.
In addition an extended warranty, for a total of five years, will be
provided for major system components.
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INTERIM PEZIPO `MANCE CRITERIA
The installLtion will comply with the intent of the "Interim
Performance Criteria for Commercial Solar Heating and
Combined Heating/Cooling Systems and Facilities",
NASA #98M10001, February 28, 1975.
i
t
4f
t
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ESTIMATED ENERGY AVAILABLE FROM SOLAR COLLECTORS FOR HEATING:
Assumptions:
Collectors at 500
 from Horizuntal
Average Daily Insolation 2150 Btu/Ft2 +
Approximate % Sunshine 58
Average Hourly Insolation a 0.58 x 2150 - 1s6 Btu/Sq.Ft.Hr.
I UXT 9
Average Ambient Temperature 450
Flow Rate - 1 GPH/Sq.Ft.
Aver-age Collector Efficiency 558 +
Average Output: 69 Btu/Hr.Ft 2
 for 8 hours
(All available for storage when building is occupied)
Average Daily Unoccupied Heat Loss (January):
1,153,000 btu
Sq. Ft. Collector Required - 1,153,000 - 2090 Sq.Ft.
8x69
6.14
w.^ ,e _.^..e^.:,:^.her.s,+a..i...ir....^..sW.:.,... -..^-n--^--araw.
	
-.wa......^.....w...,^. -.r.w:.->.............^+...:
	
r .
	
`	 ESTIMATED ENERGY AVAILABLE FROM SOLAR COLLECTORS FOR COOLING
Based on collectors at 500 to horizontal, reflector
L
augmented, 1900
 leaving water, estimated energy available
	
F	
is 880 Btu/Sq.Ft. per day (August):
4
	r	 Square Feet of collector required to handle peak cooling
Y
load:
328,000 Btu/Hr Input	 3280 Sq.Ft.
	
r
	 100
Physically practigal array:
5 rows x 20 panels/row x 17.4 Sq.Ft. Aperture = 1740 Sq.Ft.
Panel
r
Estimated peak collection rate (average for day):
172 0 Sq.Ft. x 880 = 140,150 Btu/Hr
12 x 0.9
43% of Peak Requirement
Collection for Peak Month:
1720 x 880 x 31 = 46.9 x 106
6-15
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BLOCK HEATING LOAD
Roof 66' x 62' x (700-50 )	 x 0.13	 = 34,575
Walls (256 x 24)(858)(0.2)(65 0 )	 = 67,890
Glass "(256 x 24)(15%)(0.6)(650 ) 35,940
Floor Perimeter 256 x 50 =
	
120800
Transmission Subtotal	 151,205	 Btu/Hr
r
Outside Air 800 x 1 .08 x 65	 56,160
Calculated Heat Loss =	 207,361
207,365 = 34.5 Btu	 Conditioned Area
6000
	
Hr.Ft2
Specify Minimum Heating Capacity of 207,365 x 120 =
248,840 Btu/Hr
8
ff,_
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BLOCK COOLING LOAD
Roof 3600 x 0.13 x 50 =	 23,400
Lights 6000 x 3 x 3.4 =	 61,200
Occupants 25 x 250 = 	 6,250
Glass
Radiant 920 x 20 = 	 18,400
Transmission 920 x 9.6 x 20	 11,040
t1alls 5220	 x 0.2 x 15 =	 15,660
135,950
+ 10%	 13,595
RSH	 149,545	 Btu/Hr
RLH	 25 x 200 =	 5,000
OASH 800 x 1.08 x 20 =
	
17,280
OALH 800 x 0.68 x 45 = 	 24,480
Grand Total Heat	 196,305	 Btu/Hr
Tons Refrigeration	 16.4
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ESTIMATED HEATING ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
OC.'CUPIED IOURS
(October - April)
7 Mo. x 4.32 Wks x 50 firs	 1510 Hours
Mo	 Wk
Average Outside Temperature Luring Occupied Heating Hours: 57.50F
Average Beat Loss From Building (Occupied Hours)
(Assume No Heat Loss from Building above 65OF Outside):
207,365 Btu Design Loss x (65-57.5) - 25,920 Rtu
H'r	 (70-10)-	 Hr
Anni-il Heating Requirement, Occupied Hours:
25.92 x 1.510 x 10 6
	39.1 x 106 Btu
Credit for Lighting:
66-2/3% x 6000 Sq.Ft. x 3W 	 x 3.4 Btu = 40,760 Btu/Hr
Sq.Ft.	 W •
Net Annual Heating Requirement, occupied Hours - 0
LINOCCUPIFID HOURS
I^
(7/12 x 365 x 24 - 1510) -
Average Outside Temperature
Averago Heat Loss from Buil,
Disido. Temperature Set Back
07,365 x (00-42.5)
3600
During Unoccupied Hours: 42.50F
ding (Unoccupied Hours, Lights Off,
to 60or) .
55,830 [;tu
fir
Annual fleatiny Requirement, Unoccupied Hours:
3600 x 55,830 = 201 x 10 6 Btu
6-18
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',-S-'P-1,.N1ATrL) COOLING ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
Peak Energy Input to Chiller
16.4 Tons x 12,000	 3 ,28,000 Btu/Hr
0.6 Average c.O.F—.)
Heat Equivalent of HVAC Auxiliaries, Cooling Cycle:
w
10.5 KW x 3413	 35 835 Btu/Hr
Average Monthly Energy Used by Auxiliaries:
17 Days x 13 Hrs/Day x 35,835	 7.9 x 106 Btu
I ^'
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SOURCES
-- Heating degree days, equivalent full load operating hours:
1976 ASHRAE SYSTEMS HANDBOOK, Chapter 43.
-- Outside design conditions, transmission and solar load
factors: 1972 ASHRAE FUNDAMENTALS HANDBOOK.
-- Daily solar inradiation to 45 0 collector surface: 1974
ASHRAE APPLICATIONS HANDBOOK, Chapter 59.
	 -
-- Average summer and winter insolation values: 'Monthly Maps
of Mean Daily I,lsolation for the United States", SOLAR
ENERGY, 9, (3) , pp 164-165 (1965) .
--- Normal daily maximum and minimum temperatures, mean percentages
of possible sunshine: ITT SOLAR HEATING SYSTEMS DESIGN MANUAL.
-- Collector performance: Manufacturer's published data.
-- "Design and Simulation Studies for the Shenandoah Community
Center Large Scale Solar Cooling Demonstration" (ASME Publi-
catic n) .
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PART 7
PROBLEMS
The North Georgia APDC solar system has operated continuously for eight
months with a total down time (system out of c(mission) of'approximately a
week. Partial down time, where a subsystem malfunctioned, has been about six
weeks. During the ei ,it month period, the system has either effectively
delivered the required heating or cooling from solar or from the back-up
(supplementary) system, or as'in one . instance, during which the boiler was
inoperative, heating was provided exclusively by the solar system.
The most significant problems encountered during the eight month operational
period are the freezing of the collectors, failu-e of the main thermal circu-
lation pump motor, and malfunction of the ignitor transformer on the boiler.
Most problems, with the possible exception of the freeze damage to the collector,
appear to be material failure and not necessarily associated with any design
inadequacy. All problems have been handled in an expeditious manner by the
design-installation contractor.
A detailed discussion of these problems is presented below.
I. System Freeze: Over the weekend of December 9-10, the North Georgia
area experienced a sharp drop to below freezing temperatures, i.e., from 70°F
to 10°F, as a rapidly moving cold front moved through the area. The cold frontal
passage was preceded by record high temperature on December 7-8. During the
freeze period the solar collector array experienced severe freeze damage to
the supply headers. The extent of freeze damage was limited to the supply
headers (primarily the two headers supplying the center collectors) where
approximately 44 leaks were discovered. In addition, 4 leaks were found in
one top return header, and 2 leaks in the bottom of one collector. Although
7-1
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the freeze damage probably occurred on the weekend, the system appeared to
	
f
operate satisfactorily on the 11th (operating on supplementary boiler). The
first malfunction was noted on the morning of the 11th, i.e., the failure of
a dry seal in the main circulation pump in the solar loop. A complete damage
evaluation was conducted on December 13, 14, 15th. The system operated on
supplementary boiler for approximately one week while repairs were made to the
collector array.
A verified explanation for the system freeze has not been completely dev-
eloped. The most reasonable explanation is that water vapor from the hot water
storage tank was admitted to the system through the solar collector return
lines by a siphoning action. The NGAPDC system employs an automatic draindown
feature and if the return line was above the water level in the thermal storage
tank, water vapor could follow this route into the collector. When the rapid
change in outside temperature occurred, it is theorized that condensation in
the collectors produced sufficient vacuum to drain water into the system, then
freeze and produce the damage. System modifications that have been incorporated
in the system as a result of the freeze were the installation of air vents
on the top of each return header on the collector array and adding more water
to the storage tank so that the collector return line was submerged below the
tank water level.
2. Failure of the main collector circulation pump motor: The removal of
the motor for repair under the warranty arrangement required over three weeks.
During this period, heated water was supplied by the boiler (creating extra
expense for the additional fuel oil) but the building remained comfortably
cool. This situation could have ben avoided by having a spare motor'on hand.
3. Boiler: During the period January 15-25, the supplementary heating
system (oil fired boiler) developed problems in the ignition system. Once
i2
the boiler had shut down on automatic control, it would not reignite.
During this period, the boiler was started manually for heating the building
in the morning hours. For approximately three days the building was heated
strictly by solar. The trouble with the boiler was traced to the igniter
w
r transformer, which was replaced.
i
4. Instrumentation: The design of the North Georgia AFDC solar system
did not specify monitoring instrumentation, and from all overall design stand-
point, this has been a serious omission. The cwner-operator of the system has
i
R
found that a qualitative assessment of the operation of the system is impossible.
r'
The system provides the correct level of heating and cooling as required; 	 r
however, any measure of operational efficiency is unavailable. In addition,
the isolation of problems by the operator-owner has been made more difficult
without this instrumentation. Hopefully, this situation will be corrected.
5. Miscellaneous: During the first few weeks of operation, operating
controls, set points on thermostats, and balancing the various zones was a
minor problem but obviously not an unexpected one. Minor adjustments have been
required during the change over to fall weather, however, it is questionable
whether this is a problem area. In all cases, the contractor responded to
make appropriate adjustments.
r
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PART 8
RECOMMENDATIONS
The North Georgia APDC solar system has proved to be an efficient, cost
effective system primarily due to the special efforts of all members of the
project team. It is indeed difficult to raise problem areas when the overall
project is a success, however, it is our recommendation that future grantees
pay very close attention to the development of the team, the lines of authority
which are required in contractual arrangements and aspects of the solar field
which are still experimental. It has been our experience that the owner-operator
establish the appropriate line of contractual authority as soon as possible,
so that all parties can perform effectively from an established position.
In the opinion of the owner-operator, the success of the North Georgia
APDC solar system can be attributed to effective operational eesign. However,
another important aspect of design was to specify quality materials and workman-
ship which has provided a relatively trouble-free system.
The design specified copper collectors, copper plumbing, welded steel
collector array support, steel storage tanks, high quality pumps and valves,
and quality control on all solder joints. In addition, all pipes and exposed
surfaces are fully insulated, including exposed portions of the chiller. This
attention to quality has resulted in an outstanding system.
Another noteworthy feature of the North Georgia APDC is the prefabrication
pruLess used by ILI. All major components such as the collector modules, reflector
panels and the control module were preassembled off-site. These components were
delivered to the site at the appropriate time for installation. In this way,
installation of the system was completed in approximately four weeks with a
minimum of difficulty. This also has attributed to the soundness of the system.
A-1
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VERIFICATION STATEMENT
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 ,i'.'	 ^. I^_Y.n'^+..:,^nn^ . .. .-g ^;^p..,•-,^ g9l.v'^,gRl^a^M
March 14, 1979
Independent Living, Inc.
5965 Peachtree Cornets East
Norcross, Georgia 30071 / Tel. (404) 449.5900
North Georgia Area Fianning &
Development Commission
503 West Waugh Street
Dalton, Georgia 30720
Attention: Mr. Don Kolberg
Dear Mr. Kolberg:
The solar system installed at your facility in Dalton was installed per
the "as built drawings" provided through your organization.
The system performed in accordance with the test plan provisions at the
time of the System Acceptance Test in Dalton.
The system meets the intent of the interim performance criteria for solar
commercial heating and cooling and heating/cooling systems, NASA document
#98M10001, dated February 28, 1975.
Sincerely,
William T. Hudson
President
WTH:bp
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MANUFACTURERS LITERATURE
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
APPENDIX A
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QMY^ .--AOX N
SPECIFIC IONS
MULILI W1'13 300
DESIGN DELIVERED CAPACITY, Rhi, 111.. . . 106.000'
UESICN DELIVERED CAPACITY, Tons I.M.E..... 25 5'
CONDFNSIND WATFh 0AtA
0 isuyn I letat 1	 1 1011
	 1.Ilulfi 7 3.00')
L>,au)!1 1'tl e't Te'Ihla • I,r11 +1 e. "1" 85
1h,su1lt Chlfllti 	 lt'rt 1 l	 ^^r,1lillf',''1=	 ..... .	 101.7
f''etr111it.SINiC' HIM()'! Of 111100 1C111P....	 .. , .:... 75 to 910
Lk^siljn f'IIrN.^pnt... ..	 :'(I
Pre3sstim, Nop, Fee:vt of Water, at gU ypm ........ 22 9
Pt:rmissibly Ra ► 1go of Fl ,.4, e)prr. .	 .	 . 50 to 110
Pr ►±ssme DI op, Fool of Mil(-r, it 110gprn .....	 335
Maxim,im Woiking 1 1resssure, psig	 ............ 100
Unit WOW Volume, Gallons, Approx .............. 910
Fouling Factor ................
	 ..............001
FOR COOLING TOWER SELECTION
Maximum Hedt Holeclion. 131u/h ............ 853,000
Range.-F.
  .. 16 to 17
Mini nit lm Per reisslble Sump Temperal Lite. "F..... 753
SERVICE CONNECTIONS
I lot W;llot Inlcl and Oullot 	 ......... .... 2" F=PT
Chilled Walut Inld III)(! 0(ilh!t	 2"1" FPT
CondLllsmy Water lolfA ;1IIt1 Oullf:l ......... 2f:" FPT
PHYSICAL DATA, APPROXIMATES
Operating Wuiciht. founds ... ............... 3.420'
Shipphig wein-M, I `Imnus ................... 3.14!),
Crated Size. inches ............. 	 114 W, 45D, 691-1
NE:ft(3Y RFOUiREMENTS
Design Hot Water Input, Fstuih ... 	 .......... 447,000
IMsign I lot Water Inlet TemWrahjm, °'F ....... • .	 195
Dcsi^In Hot Water Outlet Tempt'rature,"P . , ...	 184.8
Pe.± nnssiNe Raf" of 'Wel Temp.......... 160 to 20()
t?esl In Veit Water Flow, qpm 	 .......: 00
Pl ess;u o (fop, Feet of Watetr, al 90 cjpm... .	 .	 20 7
Permissibic lunge of Flow. gprn	 .......... 50 to 100
Pre,stiur(r Dro1). F(!-.t of Wtrlcr, al 100 gpm 	 . .	 ..r56
M;iximi,im Working Pri,,ssurfr, psig ............... 100
CIc^:Uiral Vollac3e, Ci0 He, i Phase... 	 ..	 .... ..115'
Maximum Wattage; Draw... • . • ...... . .......... 150
CHILL FD WATER DATA
L)^^r;u)n Milt Tempefalum."F .
	 ....	 ..... ...	 55
(k'si(n Gullet Telnperature_ t"r ....... 45
I?csign FloW, gpm .	 ...	 .:	 .. .60
Pi t►
 ;sm i ^ 0rop. Feel of Water, at 60 c ptn .... 9 .8
Pe111us!;1i111! 171 1 )de of flow, opm .	 .. 30 to 100
P ca l;sum U;^^, , Fe^l,It c)! Wltrr. at 100 gent	 ... .. 2(39
1•,Lom
 tit in; Wot king Pressu ► C, 1)SUq	 .	 ......... . ,	 100
Unl' Watctr Volurtle, Gallons. Apprux ............ .	 12
Foulmy Factor.	 .	 ............................ OG05
NOTES: i Capacity at design conditions. For caoxities at other conflitions. sec, Pace 4.
	
?
	 for opeti;!iurlon 230V-1011-1Nh avallable: un special ulder.
3 7 nCrrriostatic smith to control towe r fare MUST be used. Set lij ct lt o)ut at 75°F.
•1 111cmdos rIvC(ailllll() Wi11o 1 tiYl!I()f It!;.
5. U1111s as shipped contain Lithium t:3romido charge.
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LEFT VIEW 	 FhONT ViPY	 RIGHT VIEW
WF8 300	 10-4
Contb:nsut(I W,det i low 90 gpu,
Chillixl Water rltlw.	 60 rlprrt	 Tunlxrtatwoe i In
Hut Water Flow	 90 ypm	 Det.p ce , 'ahl lnthell
Hot Hot Leaving OFLIVLRED Heal
Water Water Glurgy Chilli-M CAPACITY to he
Inla3t Or1UC1 Inptd Water ReJr^,Ged
Ternl) Temp 13111:) Temp Hiurh	 I Tons HILO)
160 1561 174.200 40 108,000 90 282.200
160 1559 180,000 45 1115.200 96 295 200
165 1603 210 (Y j 40 1' 18.000 1 1 5 348.000
165 1599 22 - .,x)0 45 152,400 127 379.900
170 1641 259.000 40 174,000 145 432.((X)
N 170 1638 270.900 45 189,600 158 11iO.500
175 1680 306,100 40 206.400 17.2 513,100in
H 175 167 7 32.1,10) 45 228,000 10 0 	 1 549 100c
0 180 1720 351.800 40 236.400 197 58x.200
cc
180 1718 357.500 45 259,200 216 616.7(X)
185 1760 395,100 4U 260.400 21 7 656.1(X)
185 175 1 405.000 45 291.13300 243 (396.(300
Oco 190 1798 446.2(0 40 282.000 235 728.200190 110 149 800 45 321.600 26 a 1 771.400
195 1113 6 500.000 40 300.000 250 13(X) (M
195 1837 492.000 45 344.400 287 836,400
200 1873 M7.400 40 312.070 260 859,400
200 1876 527,900 45 360.(M 300 887.9(X)
FOR 15 TON OPERATION
Di la Ili kdlowing latde ar(' w'rlh IlUwa, Or 111lslod IO,	 15 IUII (,pCliallUll
^unrb isl nl Walet Flow 54 ypm	 I lot Water Flow 54 tipw
chilled W,ilcr t low	 36(1pnl	 Tomporalures u) D,qrot's (ahlenh, It
1 fi5 160 4 I:Y Off) 45 72 00(,' I	 6 0 194 000
i170 164 3 151	 100 45 03.1100 82 24 1) 1Wt)
1 19 16/ 9 If It, MO 45 111840(1 1(17 3V-.(101)
180 1 7 1 G 220 110(1 151,:00 13	 1 03 000
,n
to 45
1 H!, 1 i !i 4 ;'!;3 301 1 '1') 182.41 i0 15 2 .13!) 100
'i 1510 1,'!12 281 IUD 45 ;'(1,1000 11' 0 •1H8	 it)"
c
- I(I', 1H.i	 1 =51;)	 1(10 API Ont) 1N" 31	 ill('
-nto 2110 Ifii T iJI:U iO 71 .';i^l	 U(iO iS)(1 • ,i,H ,x011
165 1628 96.800 45 60 000 50 156.800
r 170 166 9 139.100 45 96.000 80 235.100
c: 1S 00 7 188.000
_
45 134 (X)0 11 2 322 400N
s 180 174 7 1 234.000 45 168 (X)0 140 402 (NJO
0 185 118 7 274.000 4`i 1	 105.600 163 459600U
190 1811 5 32 / 900 45 "125 600 188 liS3 400
c
195 186 G 365 500 45 23760o 19 H (303 100
° i 200 100 4 414 5G 115 2W 000 ? 1 0 6Gti SG0
Con(1.rrtswul W,ller Flow 90 ypm
Chilli .I Water Fluw:
	
60 gprtt
Hut +ater Flow	 go(
 pm
Hitt Hat Leaving
Water Water Energy chilled
Inlet Outlet Input Water
Temp Temp ('.u.'h Trtmp
1510 132,000 40
160 1,56 '43.:00 45
156 1) 175.;.40 50
161 1 172.600 40
165 1605 197,900 45
1599 227,600 50
165.1 214.300 40
170 1645 240,700 45
1640 262,400 50
1691 257,000 40
3 175 1687 277,600 45
168.2 291, 500 50
62 1 73 1 302.400 40
8 180 1729 313.800 45
j^ 1722 311.200 50
1769 352,300 40
0 185 1168 354,900 45
m 1763 380,700 50
1809 396.000 40
190 :80 8 400,0 k) 45
1804 421.500 50
195
1847
184 8
448,700
446 700
40
4'
184 6 1 451.600 50
1687 490.900 40
200 1890 481.800 451	 1886 193.200 50
Tempwmlures ut
Ck'yrees Fahrenheit
DELIVERED I1ea1
CAPACITY 10 be
Releclel 1
L)iu7h	 1	 Tons I	 Bfuih
66.000 55 198.000
88.800. 74 238 000
102.000 85 277.900
98.400 8.2 271,000
129.600 10.8 347,500
145,000 12.1 372,(300
132.000 110 346.300
166.800 139 407.500
180 00) 150 442,400
163.200 136 420.200
196.800 164 474,400
213.600 178 511.100
1
192.000 160 494.400
224.400 187 538.200
246 000 , i	 !i 581.200
12
218.400 182 570.700
52.000 210 606.900
276.000 230 656.700
237.600 198 1333 600
276.000 234 u 76.000
306,000 25. 5 .127.500
706.700258,000 21.5
306.000 25S 752,7D)
328.800 27 4 780.400
270.000 225
	
760.9(0
:3 18.000 265	 799 800
3610.000 300	 1853.200
PRt
	
!1`;101((	 DfluPlot Pun,l,	 31,nl,1
In Ferri 0 W.Ilei al How Rate. Gallons pet Mmute
;4O .11) M 0(1 M Hl1 fU I(X) 110
I 1 . 4	 %"'. ifI	 c:,,,	 I III ran r)A G G ' 1 11 1;'	 ; 113	 r ;'u i ,	 '	 (, NA
r	 ll^r,,lw,l 	 i.0 	 wi :)', 1.1 6H )H 13	 1 li	 1 ;'1	 it 26<) NA
n ,I
	 m.un1'.V.,1	 Ciu 1111 NA ran 1 4 W!, I	 I	 I IH A :"1 2i H 131,
0
l^lhrn l),^ : I n ^.. l . 1; all (l^l (1u.(Illy	 /^ ^r^	 -'	
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MAINTLNANCE
Proper maintenance is a necessity to insure continous, efficient operation
of the equipment. It prolongs the life of the equipment and reduces set-vice
requirements.
The maintenance requirements on Arkla's Solaire Units are relatively simple.
The suggested monthly routine can be done by competent building maintenance
personnel.
Spring and fall change-avers and any service should be handled by trained
servicemen.
Haintenan-e on auxiliary equipment to the Arkla unit should be performed
according to the manufacturer's recommendations.
In the suggested inspection routines, reference is made to page numbers in
the Arkla Service Manual. This is to aid in finding the information needed
on a p,-rrticuiar- suhject.
As these inspections are made, all temperatures anti adjustments should be
recorded. Changes in temperature or conditions should be noted for discussion
with the servicing agency.
MONTHLY INSPECTIONS
COOLING:
1. Tare a complete . set of temperature readings 0I-15).
indicated, call servicing agency.
2. Check cooling tower;
a. Cleanliness of sump.
b. Cleanliness of surnp screen.
c. Condition of fan belt.
d. Check water disiribution system.
j. Check condensing water bleed-off f!ow rate (IV-35-2)
If a problem is
4. Cw;ck operation of condensing water chemical treatment equipment (if using). 	 .
t'err a I I va I ves, on d i rt I egs and strainers
	 Inmg enough to f I uslr out any d i rt
or trash.
b. Visually check piping for- Ieaks.
7. Pt..rform maintenance on auxiliary equipment as per- manufacturer's instructions.
t). Check equipment and area for cloanliness.
Si'k I HC, S T AR I --UP
A. 1GW[.il
f
1. Clean and flush disiribution system and sump and sump strainer.
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5. Check operation of chilled water low temperature sw 0 ch.(V-12-4)
5. Check operation of flow switch.
	 (V-15-1)
7. Check ope+ation of evaporator low temp switch. 	 (V«11-:) WFB-300
8. Check hot water valve modulation.
	 (IV-43-10)
9. Check all external controls in the system.
G. OPERATIONAL CHECK
1. Place thermometers	 in all	 thermometer wells (VI-15-6(A),(8),(C)).
2. Operate unit on cooling for at least 30 minutes or until all temperatures
hove stabilized.
3. Record temperatures.
SHUT DOWN
A. TOWER
(`NOTE:	 If the condensing water system could be subjected to sub-freezing
temperatures
	 it	 is recommended that the system be flushed with a mixture
of anti-freeze and water after performing the shut down procedure given
below.	 This mixture should be capable of withstanding She lowest expected
ambient temperature.
1. Cicse valve	 in tower make-up water line.
2. Open all	 drain valves and remove all 	 plugs	 in condensing water system.
3. Clear. and flush tower's distribution system.
4. Clean and flush tower sump.
`. Clean all	 strainers	 in condensing water- systern.
r;. Circulate anti-freeze through condensing water circuit.
7. keinove fuse: so that condensing water pump or tower fan cannot accidentally
be operated without water.
B. UNIT
1. Turn off	 unit.
Open all	 valves	 to drain the condensing water circuit.
3. Turn off manual	 hot water supply valve to the unit.	 Open drain valves.
4. Check anti-freeze concentration 	 (IV-29-2) and close chilled water valves at unit.
5. Tcuch	 up all	 rusty areas on unit	 by	 painting.	 Arkla	 Par-f	 No.	 2-•31$1	 Pizzaz
(Oranye Paint), or Gliddens Poly Urethane Floor Enamel, Color No. 	 15157(Tinted).
30-•7
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Installation, 4peraLion and Maintenance Instructions
SERI Is S. 4800
STEEL AQUATOWERS
i
TOWER LOCATION
Locate so prevailing wind will blow into the louvered face.
Direct fan discharge away from building surfaces to elimin-
ate the possibility of discoloration. Locate so there is free
flow of air to and from the tower. Allow clearance on all
sides for maintenance. Anchor in a level position to a stable
foundation.
INDOOR INSTALLATION
A duct is required from the tower air discharge to the out-
side. In some =3s it may also be desirable to install an
inlet air duct. If ducts are used, the total draft loss should
not exceed .10" water pressure. Draft losses can be mini-
mized by:
a. Using 20% oversize ducts.
b. Avoiding sharp turns or abrupt changes in size.
c. Keeping duct length to a minimum.
d. Increasing the area of screened or louvered opening so
the net free area is at least 20% greater than the tower
discharge opening area.
Ducts should be attached to the tower using rubber or
canvas connections. Access openings fur servicing the
mechanical equipment must be provided if air discharge
ducts are installed. If the duct discharges into the prevailing
wind, it may be necessary to install a windbreak or an
elbow to serve as a deflector. Ducts installed on towers
with year around usage should be water tight and insulated
to prevent condensation.
TOWER INSTALLATION
The tower is shipped complete with the motor in a carton
and miscellaneous parts package within the tower. Anchor
tower by bolting a clip to the foundation and basin sides or
through slots in legs using 3/8" or larger bolts.
PIPING TO TOWER iSummer Temperature Conditions)
1. Use pipes of sufficient size to provide minimum friction
loss.
2. Connect Float Valve to make-up water supply.
3. Install b eed•off linm. Bleed-off is the continuous wasting
of a sr:^all amount of water during operation which
retards sc.:c at-,d corrosion. A bleed-off line can be
installed at any point in the system, however, the best
point is in the hot water line near the top of the tower
SO water will be removed when the pump is operating.
A co )per tube, pinched down or with a pet cock can be
used.
PIPING TO TOWER (Winter Freezing Conditions)
1. Where operating conditions require tower use during
freezing weather, it is recommended that the towers he
installed for "dry basin" operation. See Figure 1.
2. Provide an inside open-type storage tank with a capacity
of four times the cooling tower GPM.
3. Connect tower suction to storage tank.
4. Install make-up water, bleed-off, overflow and drain
lines on tank.
5. Insulate and heat water limes exposed to freezing temper-
atures.
10-9
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FIGURE 1. Flow Diagram for a Cooling Tower with Indoor	 FIGURE 2 Electric heater systems are available as
Storage Tank. (Piping Is Arranged So That Tower Basin Will 	 optional equipment to prevent freezing the cold water
Drain When Pump Is Shut Off.)	 basin when it cannot be drained.
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MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION
MOTOR, SHEAVE AND V-BELT INSTALLATION
1. Check the motor name p late to be sure its voltage, phase
and frequenLy ratings are the same as the power supply.
2. Check to insure that fan is tightly secured to bearing
housing shaft and fro.,
 to rotate and that bearing housing
is secure to St1j)[ rt.
3. Install all thread belt tension adjusting bolls in motor
base cradle, see Detail A. Install luck wasl,it and nuts,
fastening adjusting tents to nwtor base cradle. Run
galvanized nuts aixOut halfway clown on boils. Insert
bolts through slots in motor base, install lock washers
and run top nuts clown, IOckinrl base in , iacr:. halt
motor to ITx7to1 hase.
A. Install motor sheave and align it with fan sheave. A
plumb line will be helpful in sligning sheaves. See Detail
5. Install V belt and adjust torsion by means Of heft
u,-nsion adjusting bolls. A correctly tensioned belt does
not slip when the fan is started; and, when runnij ,,y, the
""tight"' side is straight tx:tween sheaves, i he "slack"
side will have a shiiht how. Coiiect tension ran only be
(jeternlined by teal runs at successively higher tensions
until slipping has stopped.
A smoil further increaser in tension should he nuide to
acumfit for notlnal belt stretch. Avoid over tensioning.
T . )o much tension reduces bear ing and belt life.
New belts must be retensioned after 8 to 12 hours oper-
ation since new belts stretch at a higher rate and "seat"
into sheave grooves.
G. Connect motor to Ixrvver sup ply using wi. ing, switching,
short ClICUit protection and overload piotec-tion in
accordanm with the National Electric Code and local
requirements. Failure to wire the motor cbneLtly will
void its warlanly. The overload protection for Motors
m -sl be part of the control system, see Diagram "C'.
7. Sleeve hulling molors are usually shipped without oil
and niust be oiled before operating. Full bearing motors
are lubricated for the initial operation by the manu-
facturer.
B. Illslall belt guard using sheet motal screws. See Figure
(page R).
INSTALLATION OF OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
AIR INLET SCREEN
Install hardware used to attach ail inlet screen to side cas-
ing sheets. Set screen in Irusiliun and install with wing nuts.
HOT WATER 13ASIN COVER
Install "S" strips at hot water basin sides. Remove from
Splash hox cover those Jwvt met,ll screws indicated on
IFIStdil7tl1011 thawing l'osltion basin txwer seyn ►ents and
reinstall sheet incLal screws.
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L T1 — L.
T2
T3
Lax-- T4
d^	
T8	
I
T5 — L2
P2
T2
T3
T4
T8I^1
+..-^	 Y5 — L2
Without Thermal Overload (In to9 ral HP)
HIGH VOLTAGE
1. Connect T1 and L1 and insulate. With Thermal Overload (Fractional HP)
2. Connect T2, T3 and T8 and insulate
3. Connect T4 and T5 and insulate. HIGH VOLTAGE
1.	 Insulate P2.
LOW VOLTAGE 2. Connect T2, T3 and T8 and insulate.
1. Connect T1, T3, T8 and L1 and insulate. 3. Connect T4, TS and L2 and insulate.
2. Connect T2, T4, T5 and L2 and insulate. 4. Connect P1 and L1 and insulate.
LOW VOLTAGE
1. Connect P1 and L1 and insulate.
NOTE:	 Colors maybe substituted for numbers as follows: 2, Connect P2 and T3 and insulate.
T1 — Blue	 T5 — Black 3. Connect T1 and T8 and insulate.
T2 — White	 T8 — Red 4. Connect T2, T4 and T5 and insulate.
T3 — Green	 Pt — No Color Assigned
T4 — Yellow	 P2 — Brown To reverse rotation, interchange leads T5 and T8.
WIRING DIAGRAM CAPACITOR START MOTORS, REVERSIBLE, DOUBLE VOLTAGE
1' z	 L2	 L2
k
	 R00 V .6T	 Q V 1	 460 VOLT
WIRING DIAGRAM 3 PHASF. MOTORS
io-U
ik
ALLEN HEAD
SET SCREW
r	 MOTOR - BOLT TO
MOTOR BASE. CHECK
NAMEPLATE AGAINST
POWER SUPPLY.
)	 — MOTOR BASE
BELT 11!N61 ON
i	 ADJUSTING BOLT
MOTOR SHEAVE
MOTOR BASE
CRADLE
DETAIL 'A"
2WIHE CONTROL (IF USED) 	 Y,
r	
_
-y 'STOP 2 START	 OVERLOADS IN STARTERi
t- ^-0 fF i^1-
^1 ^ '	 ^1ih
L2	 I	 M
L3	 M
OVERLOAD IN STARTER
L3 is used on 3 phase motor only.
Showing Overload in Starter
DIAGRAM "C"
^Itjl	 MOTOR SHEAVE
d tl
	
PLUMB LINE
OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Wash foreign matter from fill and basin.
2. Fill c.ircu!ating system with water.
3. Start pump and adjust float valve to maintain 4" (5" on
models 4619 thin 4625 and H" on models 4627 thru
4633) of water in cold water basin.
4. Check bleed off line to stake sure water is being dis-
charged during operation,
5. Check fan for free rotation and oil level in Bearing
Housinq (see rnainterance instructions). Start motor and
clwck direction of rotation. Fan must rotate clockwise
when viewed from the fan dischwye side.. If the rotation
is incorrect, change any two of the three motor leads for
a three phase motor or interchange the connections of
either the main or starter windings for single-phase
capacitor start rrxrior.
G. Depth of water in hot water basin should Le uniform. If
the basin overflows, reduce the flow rate. Do not pump
} more water Than design capacity.
7. Do not cycle the motor so that the total of the starting
times exceeds 30 seconds each hour.
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
MOTOR LUBRICATION
Lubricate the motor according to the motor manufacturer's
instructions shipped with the nvotur. Motor should be
relubricated at the start and end of each operating season.
FAN BEARING LUBRICATION
Lubt irate bearing housings with SAE 20 mineral oil.
Oil rids shoUld be kept full to insure propel oil level in
bearing housings.
BE LT 1 ENSION
Cheek bolt tension every two to thtce weeks during peak
operating season. Refer to page 4, item 5.
BLEED-OFF
Check the bleed off for (untinuous water discharge.
BASIN AND SUCTION SCREEN
Drain and clean cold water basin and suction screen period-
ically.
FLOAT VALVE
Clw:ck tloat valve p (modically for Iroper operation and
maintenance (it water level.
.I
c
f
I(
U I^^NOTE: SHEAVES MUST
BE PARALLEL TO
EACH OTHER AND
IN THE SAME	 FAN SHEAVE
PLANE OF
OPERATION.
DETAIL "R"
1 /
_Ij
in-_»
#-4
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tRk
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GENERAL
The following tables show the proper amount of bleed•off.
COOLING RANGE PERCENT BLEED—OFFIf
DEGREES F	 OF TOTAL GPM
6	
.15
7 . 1/2
	 .22
10	 .33
15	 -b4
20	 .75
CHEMICAL TREATMENT
The dissolved solids in the circulating water are concert-
trated by evaporation and must be limited by bleed-off
of some of the water. Chemical treatment is not normally
required if adequate bleed-off is maintained,
Algae and slime may occur and can be controlled by care-
ful application of proper chemicals. Improper application
of concentrated water treating chemicals may damage parts
of the system. If scale or algae and slime accumulate, ob-
tain the services of a competent w
-
0er treating consultant.
WATER DISCOLORATION
	 d
Discoloration of water may ooEur when a cooling tower is
, plawd in operation. Xhis disci3►orpliolcll is not harmful and
will normally disappear after several. weeldt of gperati(in.
Application of a common bleach solu0n or ive'seil
bleed-off will alleviate this condition.
	 x
FOAMING
Foaming may occur when the 5oncentration of dissolved
solids in the circulating water is high. Increasing the bleed-
off rate or application of commercial foam depressants will
alleviate the problem. Foam depressants slightly alter the
physical properties of the circulating water .• 'Id may affect
the tower operating characteristics. Dosages should not
exceed manufacturer's recommended amounts. Trial of
several brands may be necessary to achieve optimum foam
control and tower operation,
SEASONAL SHUTDOWN INSTRUCTIONS
BASIN AND FRAME
Urdin the tower basins and all exposed piping. Leave the
basin drain open. Water #nay be left in cold water basin if
tower is located in a non-freez i ng area.
L)ur ir,g shutdown, clean the tower and make any necessary
ro ivws. Apply protective coati!ig as required to all metal
i '',,rticular attention shuuld be given to bearing
suppo=rts.
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
V•BELTS AND SHEAVES
1. At shutdown, remove and store belts in a cool, dark,
dry room. Clean and coatssheave grooves with rust pre.
ventive, lacquer, or paint.
2. Before putting belts back on sheaves, remove rust pre-
ventive. Replace belts with excessive wear.
3. When putting tower back into service ref er to "Mechani-
cal Equipment Installation" page 4 for belt installation
and tensioning instructions.
BEARING HOUSING, Oil Lubricted Iypt
1. At shutdown, operate wail oil is nrarnt; drain and refill.
Use SAE 20 mineral oil.
2. E&;h month, drain water cundersate at the drain plug.
Check oil level and add oil if necessary.
& At start-up, operate until oil is warm; drain and refill.
ELECTRIC MOTORS
Do not start motor wir')out determining that fan is free
to rotate.
Refer to motor manufacturer's reT%mmendatfons for lubri-
cation and maintenance instructions.
4
If shutdown period is longer than. seasonal, contact The
Marley sales office or representative in your area for addi-
tional information, Always refer to tower serial number
when writing for information or ordering parts- The serial
number is stamped on the tower name plate.
4
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DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Never disassemble the Aquatower more than necessary; for
example, if removal of the motor base is sufficient to yet
the tower to the installation site, remove only that part
When disassembling, remember how each hart is screwed,
bolted and set in place; fasten screws and bolls for each
part with each section. Be careful rat to mar yd'vanited
coating,
G. Remove fill,
6, Nemove scrc"s from collection basin awl side casino
shims at fan sheet. Remove side casing sheets and fan
sheet with fan cylinder attached.
REASSEMBLY
Reassembly of the Aquatower is the reverse of the steps
noted above.
i
DISASSEMBLY — 4619 thru 4633 (sequence is similar for
4613 thru 4617)	 The following precautions are important:
1. Remove motor base. 	 1. Fill must be installed level to asswe full tower perform-
2. Remove fan guard, fan and all hardware attaching bear- 	 anre.
ing housing support channel to casing sheets.
	
2. Bolts which use rubber sealing washers under head
3, Remove screws attaching top sheet, then remove sheet.
	
should be tightened securely to Ixevent leaks.
4. Remove screws Attaching distribution basin then rernove 	 3, Be sure mechanical equipment is install,;J correctly and
basin,	 fan rotates freely.
INSTAUATION AND
OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
SERIES T26
FORM "64110.1
4. Remove mounting plate, set Figs. 2 and 3, and fasten
place to outlet box with screws provided in mount-
ing plate.
S. Make the necessary wiring connections to the contact
unit at the rear of the thermostat. (See Typical Appli-
cation Diagrams.) Use terminal screws supplied in
the contact unit. Screws ionger than 1/j" can damage
the switch.
6. Hook two slots in back Of thermostat OVCV furnied
W"rm	 CM, A,
M Arc	 111all
10 10.0 1004 0, Aft
LUCK-016 scot IN
A.
14
.11011 Alle
0~194
4ftle Waltillibi.
wiptAlt
Cot* IL AL IV
fig. 3 - - Line A-uw;tsg illCistrisfit;n 	method of mounting 0 ve l ficti l
thermostat to outlet km A, 
Alto 
shown it a so
lid 
­ 6401 flaceplale for
concealed ad jus tment when desired.
-"Kom
Qq* Fun [onTROLS FJ
UIVNK NN OF SLW IW-ON 5,4E WICE L1JW.1W4V
LINE VOLTAGE THERMOSTATS
Heating, Cooling, Combination Heating and C*ofing
APPLICATION
These line voltage thermostats control heating, cooling,
or year 'round air conditioning units in commercial,
industrial or residential installsaons.
.
Where critical or high value products are to be mai4-
tained at a specific temperature, a sinle thermostat
should not be applied to perform ai bot g an operating
and a limit control. In these applications a separate
limit control with alarm contacts should be wired to
indicate when the limit control operates.
LOCATION
The thermostat should be mounted 4 to 5 feet above the
floor in a location where It will he subjected to and Af-
fected by avtra$e room temperature. Do not mount ther-
mostat where it may be affected by brit from lamps,,
sunlight, fireplaces, registers, radiators, pipes, etc. or by
cold from windows, door%, registers, pines, etc.
On -alit heater applications, locate the thermostat below
and —hind the heater in th
e 
ash of th a i r e t r; thee	 ne
Fig. I — %iii""Oot *404 c ristritmal 64%08004 hr." crag 60trwatiome.
dstallaon. Vo Hot re ►itint oe the the-mostot cover to insull.
All wiring And mounting can be completed without re.
moving the cover. Thermostat terminal identification is
under mounting plate.
1. Select the proper wounting location.
2. Install a 2 x 3 vertical or horizontal (as rquited)
outlet box.
r
unit, not in the path of the discharge air.
	
3. Run wire in' conduit or BX to a standard 2 x 3 outlet
ocatipdjp t .
 
-
wall. A standard shallow switch
^_tfl	
hS
receptacle No . x can
 
' be used where sar(ace mount-
WIRING AND MOUNTING	 ing and exposed conduit wiring ire necessary, such
All wiring should conform to the National Electrical	 as on a concrete or brick wall. Allow about 6 inches
lrl___j	 I 	 -1  	 of wire for connections to thermostat terminals.c and local regu lations. load s exceeding the rat ng
of the thermostat can be handled with a relay or motor
starter.
CAFHON: Disconnect liower supply before wiring
connections are made to prevent possible electrical
shotlic or damage to equipment.	
i
]'he thermostats are supplied with factory installed ver.
6CAl faceplAtes As standard. If horizontal mounting is
desired, a faceplate to coni-crt the vertical thermostat
is packed with the thennlost it for on-the-job installation.
If any other version is desire ,l (concealed adjustment, less
thermometer, etc.) separate faceplate kits are available
for on-the-iob instAllation.
The following procedure should bi: followed in the ju.
CUktkA
APPA?xse	 00.
kXX, "T i bia ►tatj	 1-4 awol fay	 ftA t t
scoa•
It
.0
VV NTK&t lkif oli All
babinwi4m Fact'll i lt	 &00
al'. PON Aft)
fig 2 — Line drawing Illustrating method of mounting a ved;;01
thermostat to a hatisonial out l
et box and Inblulling a horlsontal
faceplate.
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Fig- 4 — 0101 Stop! CFO Shown oboes. High limit stop Is Nf by fob "A"r
low limit stop is set by fob 'ra".
prongs tin mounting p6te and swing thermostat
into pc»ition against mounting plate.
7. l'ig;hten mounting plate lucking screw, Figs. 2 and 3.
Optional Focep!ate Installation
t. Blount tl.c therntto%tat.
2. I.t"co screw in center of knob with a X6" Alien
wrench and remove knob,
feel off backing strip front selected faceplate.
4. position plate over factory installed plate with one
long; edg u aid two corners aligned straight ;and evcu
with installed plate.
5. Retain position and firmly ptcss selected faceplate
onto cover.
6. Replace knob, when required.
ADJUSTMENTS
Models with external knob permit thermostat ad;u%tmcnt
by rotating; kcub. Indicator line on knob denotes then io.
.10t dial setting.
For concealed dial models (with cos( , r removed), dial
setting; desired should be lined up with referente mark
()it 	 of thcrntosrlt. 'Ibis will lout desired satin};
at ;1
	 o'clock clock-face (wsi(iun when thermost.t is
hell! vertic:Illy. 1)61 settiugs oi l
 7'26 heating and
SPI)F thcr!nostm% indic,uc point m which comae(+ 111.1kc
to st.111 heating; sts(cnl. I)JA selling; on 'V } l ie 72111 indi-
t,lt s ptrim at which contacts make to start coaling; system.
ran! kes' :Idjusimeni, remove sere • " ,
 in roitcr of knuh,
' IdImf to set point doJICd .and ret.!in knob as "key" for
luturc re. djustntcnt.
LIMIT STOPS
>I, ;jh ;unit :Ind lose limit stoics are an islleg;ral (emlire
of 11 rse (hemostats. stools may he set ill file following;
mrnner :
2. Loom-la a-r( . w in center• of knoll with a 116' Allen
H-lenth and rcillove Isnuh,
3. Remove thermostat cover by loinviling; cover screws.
Iiem ove cover.
4. While holding; dial firody in position ticlYress fah
"A," Pig;ure 4 and rotate cluckwise until wh is against
scup "C."
S. Release tah making, sire rah fits into nearest notch,
Notches in dial are approximately 2 1  " P iliart.
Low limit Stop
1. Follow ibc same stells as outlined under "Ilig,h
I imit Stilt" above hilt rotate tab ''A" Figure 4
counicrclockwise.
1. Replace cover and tighten cover screws. Assemble
knob. Rotate knob to desired nurnnnl operating
setting,
DIAL LOCK
7'be high limit stop aril low limit stop can he set to
prevent dial from totaling;. Rotate dial to set point de-
si.cd and move Ilona whs to .I position ag;.linst /zither cide
of Sail) ' C" ;:s outlined io tit: above "Nigh Limit" and
"Low I.iniii" ILtragralills.
CALIBRATION
The scriex 1'26 tllernloscats arc factory calibrated and
no field calihratiota should be attenipmd.
CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
Ilef-,;rc lcaving; installation, a complete operating; cycle
should hc•
 ohsen'ed to sec that all components ire func•
atoning; properly.
REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENT
I'hc knob. f1c-eplaic and cover are field rujilac'eable. (Wa-
er field rellaits trust not III: made Rcplatemcm ther-
n)ouats may he obtlincd front the nearest 1'e1111.1iaso
ViW holcsalcr. When ordering; a re •placcnlent thermostat,
specify Product Number .!nd Sviial Ntullhcr as shuwa
on illc cover label of the thenuo%tat.
FACEPLATES
I : .ICel l l.!tcs are ' IS',111.110e in scp,,!r. l tt Kits for un-tlu ;ob
insl.lfl.ltl(n. All IlLucs ha%c I)t •cl off lmtkinri -frills
I'mcpht, s :,It , ,I\.IiIaI)IU i 11 Al lunihiltawilis shuss:l in the
following, table.
K,I .•A mn,l,ny K,ion•n i	 IY;,« u! Aa -..,, n, 	 nl	 tl «nn	 m.•4v
Nu... l ++' Vvuurll muritunl.•! Knuh Con,, nova y ry Nc
PLT2I I- S %
P172136 A	 I i	 %~J x
W212 .9' x	
^.
It v
Pt T213 11 •
j ..	
% %
%- .	 .
P TM . 'S Y -1	 %	 Y X -- -
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Fig. 6 - Internal dlagr,.m a€ Type T261(na selector).
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HEATING
fig. 7-Types T26S, T26T (no selector) wlreti
for healing appliculion.	 -
TYPICAL APPLICATION DIAGRAMS
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NEUTRAL.	 --	 IIEATING
Ny. 3 - Infernal diagram of Type 126A and
Tyli,s 1266 (no stiector).
i
COOLING
............. ---...._,
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HOT ._.._.._+%	 TJ
NEUTRAL -	 COOLING
fig. 6w jypes 126S, T26T (no selector) wired
for cooling application,
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Fig. 9 - Types T203. T26T (no select- •r wired for heating and cooling
with monoal or outomatrc changeover switch.
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nat markings shown for Type A19CAC
Changeover control
HEATING AND COOLING
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CHANF.OVER FAN SPEED CONTROL
CONTROL	 (it ueeb)
fig. it -Type T26S, T26T (no selector) an fon.coll
unit with cycling Inn wtd valve. Termi,
not markings shown for Type A19CAC
changeover control.
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Subject: PEPYOPIMCE CURVES FOR REVERE "SUN-AST.r" MODUW
SOLAR COLLECTORS
i	 y
The attached plots demonstrate the periormance characlteristios
of the several mode 's of Revere " Sun-Aid" Modular Solar Energy
Collectors available.	 i
'	 SURFACES: Revere offers three surface treat °iiexlts for the copper
'rube-In-Strjp absorber plate. The table below lis p s these
I	 surface options with their respective absorptance and emittance
values.
Solar Spectrum lnfrared
Surface Option	 Absr.irptance	 Emi tance
t
	
Nextel Biack 'Velvets Paint	 0.96	 0.95
Revere "E" Cuprous; Oxide
Selective	 0.0h-0.91	 012•=0.30
Black Chrome Selective 	 ^	 0.95	 ^	 0.0
Plot number one demonstrates the difference for the variLse surface
options. The three curves shown are for a collector with a sin4le
special low iron glazing.
GLAZINGS: i.avero offers five glass cover *c,ptions. All CIR98 ifn
1 /8" thick, tz.xnpered. The double glazed units are the sealed type
with an enclosed desiccant. The table below lists the various glass
ut:)t.ions with their respective solar spectrum transniL sivi ty.
Percent Solar Spectrum
Cover Option	 Transmissivity
Single: Special Low Iron	 09.58
Sinrill o Water White Crystal 	 91.514
Double Low Iron	 73.11
Double Special Low Iran	 80.1$I
Double Water White Crystal 	 83.78
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Plot 2
REVERS IMM-AID' MODULO SOLAR ENERGY COLLLCTOFS
BIACK CHM SELECTIVE SURFACE
^72•tie	 _.
CLry^ ^
S f
> ^^e E
^e B
X
0.1 0.2	 0.3	 o.4
	 0.5	 0.6
':'LJID PARAMP.`TER, Xi• [( Tin + Tout) _ Tambl /I, 'F•ft2•hr/BTU
__. I 
—
Curve A Tempered Single Water 'W'hite Glass, NES Tested, Ni- 
• 792- •933 Xi
Curve B Tempered Single Special Low Iron Glaos j Ni.	
.775-• 933 Xi
^`urve C Tempered'Da,,1 -.e Water White Glasa, Ni- ,735• •669 Xi
- --^ Curve D Tenpared Double Spe •..isl, Lad Iron r. qss, Nia.703-. 669 Xi	 F------
Ct -^ire
1
E Tempered Double ;,ow Iron r ' aas, Nj -•.642•. 6,,9 Xi
i
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Fire Safety Guidelines for Use of Rigid Polyurethane
Foam Insulation in Building Construction
POLYURETHANE FOAM AND COMBUSTIBILITY
s
Rigid foam, polyurethane or isocyanurate based, is an excep-
tionally effective insulation material for the construction
industry. inch for inch, it provides greater resistance to the
transfer of heat and cold than any other commercially available
insulating material. This leads to maximum energy savings
while permitting such desig-h options as thinner walls and roofs
or snialler heating and cooling cquipment. Because of its
closed-cell structure, it has low moisture permeability and thus
retains its insulating value effectively. It is light in weight,
versatile, self-supporting and easily installed by properly
trained and equipped craftsmen.
Depending on formulation, combustibility characteristics
of polyurethane foa-is vary widely, as do those of other organic
materials. At the present stage of development, a!I organic
foams, whether they contain fire retardants or not, should b,:
considered combustible and handles( accordingly. Experience.
demonstrates that certain precautions must be taken to mini-
mize the fire hazard in handling, storage and use.
How pulruretlrutit,
 is used in a building system ultimately
determines its fire saft'ty. h.tpused pulvuretbane foam must
he prote'cte'd from accidental ignition by completely covering
It with a flame harrier as soon as possible alter installation,
preferably the same day. Sprinkler protection may also he
desirable.
Rigid poly urethane can he formulated on site from liq:;ici
Clwillicals which are foanied in place by pouring or sprsying.
It also is avatlahh!t as a rigid boardsttx k which can be cut and
fitted into place, or as prefor ►ned parcels, sonic of which are
laminated with materials that shield against ignition.
SAFETY DURING: CONSTRUCTION
Fire is a :.ericus concern during construction. Good practices
suggest the following safety precautions:
1, Foamed-ort-site polyurethane should be mixed and applied
only by applicators trained in its proper use and familiar %-,Wi
its limitations. It should be foamed in accordance with the
supplier's recommendation.
2. Prohibit open flames, cutting area -,vclding torches, electric
heaters, high intensity lamps, and smoking materials such its
cigarcucs, pipes and cigars, from foam storage and installation
areas. if hot work must be dune near ekposed polyurethane,
sihicld the foam from heat and sparks by a thermal ^:.nricr
such as asbestos cement board. A fire watch is desinible. Do
:hut %Belt or cut metal which is in contact with polyi?icthane.
3. Provide fire extinguishing equipment at both storage and
installation situ. Witter in a fine spray usually is an e. fcc-
method of extinguishing polyurethane foam fires.
4. Store foam boardstock in limited quantities, in a Itxatt.tn
free from any ignition hazard and preferably protects(. ! t
sprinkler system. Do not stack more than S feet high. P :ovidc
adequate aisle space for access between stacks.
5. Store and open liquid foam materials out of direct sunlight
at temperatures nut exceeding 85T In it %cell-ventilated
(ion. Do not mix liquid waste components together for disposal
because spontancuus combustion could occur. Deco*i1aminatc
empty drums b y itllim, wilh water out of doors and allowing
to stand 4 hours uuLLip
0. Waste foam should he disposed of daily in a designated
location with due regard for its combustible characteristics.
SAFETY IN DESIGN
m;-h:r!ation of polyurethane foam has its own maxinunu
ce 'd'nhperature which should be observed. Consult your
su t ,, '	 for this information.
'f -tic most important consideration is to make sure that a
suitahie flanic barrier covers all surfaces of polyurethane foam
insula:ion. Additionally, certain applications nh<'iy require
sprinkler protection Local building code and fire code offi-
cials, insurers, and manufacturers' specifications and instal-
lation instruction should he chocked in each specific instance.
Further guidance nr,ty be obtained from provisions of three
stational model building colt-s' which specify requirements for
foanhs used in specific application.-
(aver)
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SAFETY IN DESIGN (cont'd.)
Following are some fire safety design guides for the archi-
!ect and contr::ctors based on these model codes and recual-
4 niendations of the Urethane Safety Group.
For Interior Use
1. Polyurethane foam used in all interior wall and /or ceiling
construction or concealed spaces should not be left exposed
but should be covered with at least '^ inch of cement plaster
or fire-rated gypsum wallboard or an equivalent 15-minute
thermal barrier.
2. Polyurethane foam installed abov.- a sus,-ended ceiling,
such as in a refrigerated building requires protection by a
thermal barrier above the foam, i.e., between the top side of
the foam and the underside of the floor above. The. result
should be a thermal barrier on both sides of the foam.
3. For panels comprising metal facings on foam cores. the
model building codes specify minimum thicknesses of steel or
aluminum facings, and maximum flame spread and smoke
,icveloped ratings for the cores; and require automatic sprink-
ler protection. The codes provide for exceptions to these re-
quirements based on acceptable diversified testing.
4. The high insulating value of polyurethane foam on a ceiling
or roof can result in rapid heat buildup under the high points
of the structure if a fire should occur beneAh th;s surface.
Automatic heat vents at high paints of ceiling are recom-
mended to provide for release of heat and smoke before
dangerous buildup occurs.
5. Fi,e stops should be provided for large warehouse ceiling
areas, between flours in multi-story buildings, in concealed
spaces, and at penetrations into pipe chases and ventilation
:hafts.
6. Putyarethane foam should not be used in contact with chim-
neys, heater vents, steam pipes (unless slxxifically designed
for this application) or other areas which could be subject
to service temperatures exceeding ratings recommended by
supplier.
7. Polyurethane foam may be used to fill cavities within
masonry walls or under grade level concrete floors.
NOTE: In all construction, new total system concepts to provide
effective fire safety for buildings—incorporating autoratic
early detection, alarm and suppression devices—are recom-
mended.
For Ex :eriur Use
1. Polyurethane foam may be used as a roof covering over
concrete, poured gypsum, tongue-and-groove wood or other
properly prepared roof decks if the foam insulation is part
cf a class A, U or C roof assembly as tested by AS T M E-108.
2. Foam insulation may be used as part of a roof assembly
over bare metal decks provided, (a) a fire-rated underlay of
perlite, gypsum board or other approved thermal barrier ma-
terial is applied between the foam and the deck to provide
protection front inside the building, or (b) the too ,  assem-
bly meets the requirements for protection from fire inside the
building of the code authorities who have jurisdiction over the
specific application.
3. For other types of roofing applications, refer to local or
model codes.
4. When used as an exterior insulating material on such struc-
tures as tanks or chemical processing equipment, polyurethane
foam requires protection from the weather and ultra-violet
rays of the sun and incidental ignition, depending on the
circumstances. Consult your materials manufacturer, insurer
and fire officials.
COMBUSTIBILITY TESTS, RATINGS AND HAZARDS
N' :crous federal regulations and regional, state and local
building codes make reference to combustibility tests and
standards such as ASTM. E:-84 (or LIL 723) the Steiner Tunnel
t ^st- While tests, and numerical flame spread ratings deriveo
liont these tests, are the most common means available today
to compare the various combustibility characteristics of plas-
tics and other materials, ani to communicate these character-
istics !o knowledgable c(-:n.vurners, they are valid only as
incasurements of the performance of materials under specific,
c:ontrnlled test conditions and are not intended to reflect
hr^ ar,is under actual fire conditions. More than one test, and
p , ) vJHy a full-scale room or corner test, may be necessary to
qualify a material for intended or proposed use.
It also should be understood that rigid polyurethane foam,
as other organic materials used in construction, are combus-
tibl and, if ignited, will release smoke, toxic bases (the most
s ;;nificarit of which usually is carbon clonoxide), arid flam-
nlabie gases which could result in flashover, all of which may
cause hazards to life as well as damal;c to property. While the
my
 icndations contained herein are generally recognized
federal agencies, the model building axles and other reg-
u:arory bodies as providing requisite levc!s of safety to life
ar,c! property, the National Bureau of Standards has stated
-hat no standard test methodology is currently available to
;va!uate the hazards presented by the toxic off-gases of com-
bustion.
The Urethane Safety Group, in conjunction with The Society
of the Plastics Industry, Inc., is engaged in research to evaluate
present tests and to develop new tests that will more accurately
predict performance of tested materials in actual fire conditions.
'Information on the raodel building codes may be obtained
from:
IInifurni Building Code
I tit ernatiunaI ( onfeicnLe of Building Officials
5360 South Workman Milt Road
Whittier, California 90601
Basic Building Code
Building Officials Conference of America
1313 Bast 601h Slice!
Chicago, Illinois 60637
S(andaid Building Code
Suutherr. building ('ode Congress
36 17 8th Avenue, South
Birmingham, Alabama 33222
Further information on the proper application of rigid ure-
thane foam may be obtained ffon •
 your materials supplier and:
The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc.
355 1exing;on Avenue, New York, New York 10017
National fire Protection Association
470 Atlantic Avenue, Roston, Massachusetts 02210.
Factory Mutual Research Corlx)ration
1 1 .0. Box 688, Norwood, Massachusetts 0`62.
National Bureau of S!andards
U.S. Department of Commerce, /n%hington, D.C. 20234.
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SPECIFICATIONS and Technical Data
URETHANE
N01F. Ior information on Urethane Foarr., on, loding specrhe, l truns and manufacturers. Clip ^^`^, [	 3..^	 ►^
confacf the Urethane Foam Confracfors Assnc(ahon (11FCA) it
	 M1^A` to V
1406 Third N,ltional Building — Dayton, Ohio 45402 — phone (513) 223 0419
OIATHON
?HYSICAL PROPERTIES:
'101 UML SOLIDS: 601%,
This high solids by volume of 600%
results in 9.5 hills per Fallon per
IUO sq It of surface. Coverage
figures are based on smooth surfaces.
Textured surfaces such as urelllane
foam may require 15 1 % to 300/„
more materfai, 20 to 28 dry mils.
properly applied, IS usually sufficient
io protect a polyurethane foam roof.
2. ELONGATION:	 12011/„ at	 011`.
(ASTM D 2370) 200.1, at 40°F
280 111;0
 at 75°F
3E0 1yo at 100'F.
3. FLEXIBILITY:
Films acted under simulated 10 year
weatherrriK conditions retain their
ability to be flexed 180° without
cracking (ASTM D 822)
4. SHORE A HARDNESS:
45 (ASTM D 2240)
5. ORY PI EL ADHESION:
20ph (AS TM D413)
Adhesive strenf „ th is greater than
cohesive strength
6 HIGH TEMI _RATURE STABILITY:
Resists roof temperature heal and
clues not ape harden or slump at
roof tempefatures up to 200°F.
(ASTM D 794)
PERFORMANCE
W[AIHER PROTECTIVE COATING
Provide type of eldstomenc coating
that when applied to exterior sprayed
ui,-:ihamr_ foam surfaces, will meet
,wiiig requirements:
':^r 	 y	 r^^
.•rr	 ENrtr
U,
;14^Y
f 
'N.
;.:
a. Will have excellent resistance to all
furi-s of weather between 180°1 to
70°F. and wfti retain elastontenc
properties fur a tune period
equivalent to 15 to 2 1 1 years as
tested Ili accord wink ASTM D 822.
b. Will prevent absorption of exterior
moisttne into pored of iireiliane foam
as tested using wind driven r,iin
machine in acco r d with Fed. Spec.
Standard TTC 5,.55 B.
c. Will have excellent resistance to
' • cuaslaI” salt spray we,ithl•r as
tested (m accord with ASTM D 1654.
d Will allow moisture vapor from
building interor to pass throul!h
coating and will provide a perm
rating of 3 0 at 20 dry mils as
tested in accord with ASTM E 398
or ASTM D 1653.
e,
	Will riot oxidize as tested i n accord
with ASTM D822.
I. Will show no appreciable change in
color after 1000 hours of testing;
in accord with ASTM D 822.
g. Will resist roof temperature heat up
to 200°F. ut accord with ASIM D-794
and will not age harden or slump
u p to 200°F.
h. Will retain ability to be flexed 180°F.
without cracking after simulated
10 year wealhertnh test as tested
in accord with ASIM D 822.
f.	 Will have a (try peel adhesion
slier pth of nunuttum 20 pill as
tested in accord with ASTM D 413.
ifnffAl Sf i.trt rFN'(r C•'AI
in t :In. ie.lre (nl,l
j	 Will have minimum eloncrahnn of];'0 1/
-u' it 0 F., 200'11, at 40'f •28011, at 75°F.. 360 1 ;, at 1C0°F. as
twited ut accord with ASTM D 1370
k. Weil have min nium Shore A hardness
of 45 as tested rn accoru with
A ; T fir D 224).
I.	 W,;I conform to all loral and federal
air pollution requirem,--nts
in. Will conform to requirements for
a Class A ratluh mi non cumbustihle
substrates zis tested fit accord with
U L 790
n Will have a flame spread of 20 or
less on non confbu,hble substrates
as tested mt accord with ASTM L 84
o. Will prevent degradation of urethane
luam substrates due ic• ultra v olPt
penetration when foam is coated
with a continuous film without
pinholes or voids as tested in accord
will ASTM D 822
CERTIFICATION
A ne4ar , red ceri hcaoon, quart sample
arid 	 urethane foam sample > I
be submitted from the mam0actufer
ten days prior to bid opening.
Celt hcatfon shall state that pier ert!e,
specified above are met.
PRODUCT COMPOSITION
SPECIFICATION
WLATHER F'ROTLCTIVE COAIING
Shall be a high solids elastomer rubber
produced by an emu l sion polymerization
tellinique cuinbining elastnme' acrylic.
reinforcing laminar pigments, and
non nrft;ratinh fife retardants. Ti r•" na
be no solvents or ttngratory plushuiers
used Use of non elastnnten(. acrylic
resin% will nut be uennitted.
Add tlonat Minimum P!iy5tca! Properties
of Coating Shalt Be:
a Solids by volume	 JJ ,
b	 Dry nuls per 1;allun
per IOU sq it of surface	 9 5
c Weight per gallon	 1 1 6 Ili,
Pquo co!1
Installation Diagram
-0 ELECTRIC
SERVICE -.S
COLD WATE
INLET
THFRMOSTA1
SOLAR "'ATER HEATER ELECTRIC CIRCUITS
HEATING
ELEMENT	
JUNCTION 8001	 JUNC1'ON Box
CIRCUIT ^^
CIRCULATORL— n
_
m CIRCUIT
ORN. ^^,	 r, III TEMPERATURE
I` l ` CUTOFF SWIICH
W
W u
n m o
TH[RMOSTAT fff111l, ,l Y AMPS
S.P. S.T.
W
a
6
19 I^
a / CII<CULATOR
4500 WATT [I EME r+T IHERMCSTAi
WATTS	 1500	 VOLTS
	
210	 1:0 VQITSi
I!1CULATOR
TO SOI All (.011ECTOR
U	 OR BOII LR INLLT
HOT WATER
TO ^-iXTURES `, 	 RELIEF VALVE
FROM SOI AR COLLECTOR
Olt I1OIL1 H OUTLET
TO TANK
COMBINATION DRAIN
A WATER INLET
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MANUAL
PROCEDURE FOR ADJUSTING A 3-WAY VALVE
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RDL9/9/9
Technical data
Supply voltage 24V	 -t
	
fit, 50 ... 60 Hz
Output signal proport cnal Ire`.: 9'
ph:i>e cut
?^iGi?ie0 i •	 ,f:;1 a'otor 1.\Er71i'
GLtput power .ax	 '• `1 zt 3L V DC
for al, ouipil°s :hide•t t+4ether
Compatible sensor, temrke- itu,e, hurr,utit¢ ar,ri
Or?$S+.!'E` St.rttli S
Measuring ranges tern;vr-)Wr,::	 0C
hum.i	 riur:
	
30.., KI	 ,r 3`I
Proportional band
xP1, xP2, xP3	 adjustable	 0.5. . 9 K
1 ... 18,% rH
Direction of operation	 all outputs are reversible
Ambient te;nperature	 0 ... 50 oC
Devices which may be used for supplementary
control functions
- WKK2 reset transmitter for summer or win-
ter compensation for gradual increase
in room temperature (for max. of
5 control loop-).
- WSK 1 resat transmitter for -.ummer and
winter compensation (for mar. of
100 control loops)
- WSW universal reset transmitter for more
complex reset/interference pro
gramme-,
- SCS-indicate indicators for nkinitoring
SCS-kfimo
	
Three-in-one controller fer ventilation
and *or conditioning
Application
The S('-klimo electrninic controller, type 1DL9/9i8 is used
to control temperature and humidity in Yxrtila!wn ana sir
conditioning systems.
They may be used in conjunction Hi,h tt,b following:
- Valves	 SCS•mtiigr­ t:c
SCS-motorrc
- Motors	 SCS-push puN
-	 Electro-tir. ce ntrollsd devises .
	
step controller
Type code
R C L 9/ 9/ 9
Controlle•
Application in ventilation —
and air conditioning
Three-fold controller 	 -- -^
Proportional output 0...20V DC
Proportional output 0...20`.' DC	 -
Proportional output 0...20V DC
	 --^
Type
RDL9/9/9	 Systern 1:	 1 proportional output
System 2:
	
1 proportional output
System 3:	 1 proportional output
y l 	^K1
AI
I
e Al
x
xr.l
Y2	 •K2
—t—
•P2	 O
i ^ A^
2A^	 '.132
x
i
xK2
K]
. a	 ^]
A]
8 A3
	
' 83
	
e]
aC x
v
xK]
r`	 N
m	 c
o	 ° All controller outputs can be adiusied over the full scale range
with the relevant X 	 potentiometers.
a
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Dimensions jmmj
f	 i
I
sS^^
,_ so s
:a ...	 IRO	 ^^` ^
0
C__ A5/J.8 - j	 SCS-klimo
Adjustments	 C4'"Str=tLt on
f he se i points are adjustable externally.
I he controllef is a;;mlied with temperature scale strip;. Thee
ti,ive a seal,* for relative hUmiJIt' on the back and should there-
for y
 be reversed for humidify measurements. For pressure mea-
surer-oras
 the scale strip should be replaced by the one sup-
plied with pressure sensors.
The t,o t plate can he removed by applying fight pressure to
the red knob ab its lower edge. All the potentiometers are
note accessible Ipropoitional band xpf, xP2, xP3, caiibtation
x K i• x K2. x K3 ). Indicator lamps indicate the operating sta-
tus, thus facilitating adjustment considerably.
There are operating switches on the printed circuit board, for
changing .hc direct;on of c^eiation of each individual control-
per OWput.
On the printed circuit board there are also 3 pirboard with
plug in resistors. Senso r -set; tint combinations are achieved
t:y altering the positron of a mdxnnum of three resistors (in
order, for example, to render the built-in potentiomete rn-
t perazive when a remote setpoint potentiometer IS used).The
position of the resistors should be sitered to suit the type of
censor, setpoint potentiometer or setpoint potentiometer
rOmbin ,t;on in question.
Pinbo:.rd
On V%e fainted virtue! board in the contruNer there are three
p:oi mids with plug-in resistors T he position of the resistors
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Principle of operation
The RDl_9i9/9 controller is a self-contained module compass;ng
power supply
- 2 measuring loops
3 control amplifier s (assigned to the meaty ; ing loops;
Integrated circuits amplify the signal from a temperature, humi-
dity or pressure sersoi to give 3 proportional output signal
0 ... '. 0 V DC (reference 9). Th:s allows direct connection of all
cr•ntiolled devices (e.g. valves), damper motors, step controllers
and power contro l lers. There is a separate indicator lamp for each
Individual controller output.
T tie iii:'t.2,'fri% c.cmtrolter tE cofrip»c'` In design and takes up
the tn,-. rmom e)f sp..ce in th* fro w, of the control panel whllt,
mak;r:,j optirt. • Irn uw of its bzIith.
It comprises n iraxeplatu vrr+ a f)!_rg-,n control ur::. ;:eyed
sockets and pa s on the r/aseprdte and the corlrol unit prt
vent the wrong -,^ ,uipmer,t'rorn' sir y nlue4ed in by mistak
Two retaining :cure ensure a wec.ure connection k:etween the
control unit and the baseplate.
Mounting
First the baseplate is mounted anti connected up. The con-
trol unit is then plu gged into the baseplate and secured with
the retaining rods.
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Connection diagrams
Terminal layout RDI.9/9/9
RDL 919/9
I
> 24VAC
2
I
— J
3 -
4
j bridge voltage
5 - sensor
6 setpomnt system 1
7 interference value
8 -	 sensor	 1
9 -	 setpoint system 2
10 interference value
11 senior	
l
12 setpoint	 } system 3
13 —	 interference value	 JJJ
14
15 •
16 Y	 yl
17 — -
,6 -	 •	 1
19 Y	 Y2
20 -
21 -
22 y	 Y3r
3t DR T30L
T JIFD N 30
3 4 5 DR T 30L
FD N3C
34 5 I	 DRT301
FD N30
24V AU
1 2 1 3, 15 18 1 11 1 ROL 9 , 9 9
Controller outputs
prop.191
	 I •	 Y t 	-	 I •	 f 2	 I •	 -f	 I
112 14 15 18 17 181191201211221231241251RDl9 9 9
I	 I
24VAC Connections
SCS magnetic
prop.19)
	 ^•	 Y1	 . Y2	 -
- I:y3- --.
tS 116117 18 119120 , 2112 2123,yl
Connections
electronic controlled7
T_. device!
SCS pull
Vl/9 Power amplif'er
LL step cuntrollers
SCS-khmo	 LA_21.
I Humidity sensors
Controller inputs
Temperature sensors
f T 30
F T30
F 1301
24VAG ^T,  I
1i2131615161111ROI99 9
3 ♦ 161F  H90
DR H90L
3 4	 6	 F H90
DR H9UL
1314^ 8 1 I r H90
I	 DR H90L
24VAG
1 21314] S 8 11 RDL999
	
2 •:V AGj	 1I-
	
I	 I
1 2J3  4  5 r 8 11 RDL 9/9, 9
Temperature and humidity sensors
'sJ l5 6 F T30 1-19t,
DR_T30 H901
	
I	 F T30
Setpoint potentiometer for humidity
PU H90 L
F H90 3 4 B
PU 90
r F H90 3 4 6
h 
PU H90
F M90 3 4 6
24VAC
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 J Ill112 RDL 9 9 9
Setpoint potentiometer for temperature
PU T 30	 —
L^ f 130
T-
PUP T30
F I30
L-
PU T 30
F,30	 ^-1
24%, AC 1
1I2 3 4—Ls1
_
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Application
The lVSA3 averaging controller is used in multilone systems.
It forms thL average of a maximum of 10 r •ontrol signals arld
passes tha resultant control signal, which is equivalent to the
average energy requirement of the plant, to either output Y I
(heating) or output Y2 (cooling).
This signal is transmitted to the RDE2 controller which com-
pares the energy available in the outsid,- or return air with the
actual demand and selects the optimum sequence of opera-
tion.
Technical data
Suppl V voltage 24V 4 15 %, 50... 50 Hz
Controi voltage 0... 20 V DC phase cu;.
Power comumption E VA
Output voltage Y1 0... 20V DC phase cut
Y 0 ... 20V DC phase cut
Output powr Y 1 40 VA	 max 40 VAY2 40 VA^
Starting point XK 1 adjustable 0 ... 20V DC
XK2 adjustable 0... 20V DC
AUD
-1
S1 adiustable 0.15 ... 1Steepness
1AUA 52 adjustable 0 15... 1
Direction of operation	 reversible
Number of inputs UE	 max. 10
Ambient temperature iamb 0 ... 50 oC
Indication
Two indicator lamps Y1 and Y2 on the front of the controller
indicate the output voltages UA1 and UA2 in proportion to
their brightness.
Batie diagreim
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WSA1	 RDE 2
IMP O R T A N T	 Sto n cTN^ui INSTALLATION It'FORMATION
P
SUNDSTRAND ROTA-ROLL' FUEL UNITS
MODEL i SINGLE STAGE AIJD MODEL H TWO STAGE
iNIET PORTS 'a"
X USE FIINfR PONT
AiR BLEED PROCEDURE WITH NEW
% Alllrll^,'g'1 	 ::At1,^	 EASY FLOW AIR BLEED VALVE
One-Pipe System
Start burner: loosen Easy Flow Air Blrtd Valve
CCWdust i^ turn for fast purgir.e.
PEGUTAlf
PRESSURE
For clean bleed ir. restricted cp;, ces, an easily
PNEW EASY FLOW tached hose can be used to direct bleed oil into a
AIR BLEFD WAIVE container. A 3 Ib" I D. hose can be slipped directly
/AND GAGE PORT over end of valve.
fY PASS PLUG
INS( RI OUR lw() ► tPE
Srlltu	 A
Optional Procedure: On gravity feed syste' is, be-
fore starti ng burner, loosen unused intake port 1-lug
until there is z flow of oil from the port.
Two-Pipe Systems
Air Weeding is automrt.c. Opening Easy Flow Air
Bleed Valve will allov) oil to be pulled up faster.
NOZZLE
PORT 'a"
RE TURN
PORT ',
ONE-PIPE SYSTEM (Inlet Lne only)
Check to see that by-pass Illug has riot been installed
for two-pipe system. Uuits are set for a one-pipe
system. L i ne ,'engtn under 5u feet use O.D.
copper tubing. Line length SC-100 feet use %" O.U.
copper tubing.
TWO-PIPE SYSTEM I lnlct and Return line)
Remove internal by-pass plug from cloth bag. ln,^e:t
as shown in illustration and tighten -.e:i•tely. Refer
to line s i ze Information on reverse side.
ALL SYSTEMS — Gcneral information
1. Oil lines should curisut of not srialier than 36
O.D. copper tubing. See line rize anti uistallati,3n
data.
2. nil lines inust be absolutel y
 air tight. Check ail
conn^'ctions and joints.
3. Return line and inlet pressures must not exceed
10 P.S.I. Higher pressures inay cau w ttie seal to leak.
-1. Die raid "I" Punta sliould he used "licit inlet vacuum
Jews nut \recd 10" Ili;. I hr model "II" purlp Should he
used wheir rti;et vacuum does not exceed 20" tit Ilg it
112', ipnt. 1'hr rTldxrinunl .111011 '..,.,IUnI dt 1450 tpnn u f
ul I Ig.
AIR	
IANI yam . ^l'. MIN
ONE by SrSi
fill	 f.
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MOUNTING POSITION
Model "J" may he mounted to any portion.
Note: Directinn-of rotation and nozzle port location de-
termined from shaft end wi,h valve at bottom
Current Model "H" %v i th arrows an cover may be mwnted
with the vah'e horiront.l at eider top or bottom.
Valve may be mo.inted ­erticai providing the adjusting
a,trw is at the top en CW rotation-left noirl(r and CCW
iotati:)n - right no:rle models, or adjusting screw at buttorn
on CW rotation-right nozzle and CCW totation -left nozx;!
models
Earlier "li" models ha y .ng a designation endinil In -1 -2 end
-3 weie only intended for mounting with valve underneath.
ADDITIONAL INSTALLATION INFORMATION
Model E and b' for 11FAVY OIL 1 • ITm NO 1011
Piping :il furl hies for oil fired
WATLIR HEATER Fo,m No 1-3S
Sundstrand Roust Pump —
SIMPLIFIEG CIRCUI'i Form No. 4i d12
Sundstrand QUICK PURGE, VAI.VF Foirn No 41,0015
Hum Eliminator for RETURN LINE Fort.' No 45002:
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING
i	 FIELD TYPE M + MG2 BAROMETRIC DRAFT CONTROLS
This is a dual purpose control.
Single Acting Control - The control is designated as
Type M when the stop and two cover plates are in
place This control is for use with oil or solid luels.
Double Acting Control -- The control is designated
Type MG2 when the stop and two cover plates are
removed. The control is then for use with gas
TDOUBLE
COVER RATES
DO NOT ADJUST	 REMOvE FOR
 
AC r ING
THIS STOP	 D SCREW IN
REMOVED LEA	 UPPER HOLE-
FOR DOUB /
	 \ VERT, FLUE
ACTING
	 r
f/
oal?^  It^LEVER
U LOWER
HOLE-
HORIZ. FLUE
DO NOT r.
REMOVE \^
THIS STOP
GATE
RING
	
eAOJUST DRAFT
FI G. I	 BY NUMBER
....	 OF WASHERS
The step and two cover plates are painted a different
color for easy identification To remove the stop simply
remove the two screws that hold it to the ring (Fig
I A) To remove the cover pluses. (Fiq I B) bend or
break off the tab that goes through the small hole in
the ring DO NOT REMOVE THE STOP ATTACHED
TO THE GATE ( Fig I C)
installation and Adjustment -- See sections on control
locations and collar installation
Insert the draft control into the collar Tho front face of
the control MUST BE PLUMB The bearing surfaces
MUST BE LEVEL whether the control is on a hon-
zoillal, vertical or sloping flue pipe Use o spirit level.
plumb and level accurately Secure the control in the
cellar by lightening the cknnping screws If the collar
is supplied locally, the control nioy be field in place by
nrnnll hulls or sheet ; petal screws if the control has
any tendency io saq, Support it from the ceiling by
wire or by simpptng
Vertical Flues - The r • ,ntrol is shit 1x-d Ior nislullusion
in a vertical Ilue The screw should be lull In the top
hole of the weight lever (Fig I D)
Horizontal Flues — For horizontal flues, remove the
screw from the rapper hole in the weight lever and in-
sert it in the lower hole (Fig I E)
Adjusting the Control The control must be adjusted
to the desirea drult sellinq by adding or re-moving tie
washer type weights supported by lfie two chains
(Fig I F) DO NOT MOVE THE LARGE WEIGHTS AT
TAC HED DIRECTLY TO THE GATE (FIq I G) as they
are used only for adjustment at the factory
Control Location
For gas fired equipment, the prelerred insla!lation is in
a bull-head tee (see fig A, B, C) Fig D thru J show
acceptable locations if it is not feasible to locale the
control as per Fig A. B. C.
Fly D thni J are the best locations for oil or solid fuel.
Locate the control as close as possible to the apph-
c—ce but at least 12' toward the chimney beyond a
stack switch It must also be located at least 18" from
a combustible ceiling or wall.
Do not install in a room separated from the appliance
Avoid instullations in a chimney below where the flue
enters unless no other space is available
When this control Is used on a gas-fired unit, consult
your local qas coinpeiny and%or my inspectors to ob-
tain necessary approval before making the installa-
tion Inspect the healing plant and building for condi-
tions which might cuuse PROLONGED down drafts
and have I1hese coifumoria tuirecied A chimney wiln
its top lower than oilier parts of the roof or 'oo close
to a higher buildinq may cause prolonged ;'own-
drafts An exhaust fun of sufficient size and location
may pull air down the chimney
BEST LOCATIONS FOR GAS
114• ^ J'	 /4• i^
BEST LOC.ATIOvS FOR OIL
OR SOLID FUELS
I
I rlG D ^	 I 1141 Y" 1	 I - .I
.. I
	 1 ^4 L	 11[. M	 I I(^ J
111	 ^—__-^
WRONG OR POOR LOC.ATiONS
- 
W00*6^
	 (	 --
ff \	 IL
CIw n ^	
- I rK \.
	 -rw1
W00ftG	 Wow"
What Drult Setting to use
The re,aulator should be Set to maintain as low a droll
as will give good combustion if the desired over-fire
draft, taken through a smal l, hole :J the combustion
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chamber is not known, smoke readmas. CO. and Ilue-
gas temperature should be taken to determine it the
droll selling m correct or oil equipment CO, readings
and o check to see that no CO is present are essential
on gas fired equipment
Gas - The usual practice with eom-iercial and indus-
triol gas hied plants is to adjust for CO, readings be-
tween 9% and 105:, or even higher, but this will de
pend upon the analysis of the gas and the type of
burner equipment Consult with the bumer m0n0-
facturer
Oil — Forced or induced draft burners can operate
with low over fire drafts Wiih a burner that depends
entirely upon natural draft, the draft in the breeching
may need to be gnit.) high ( 20" to .50") to obtain
proper over lire cur„Iihnna It is cabontial that C"
readings be Luken to determine the proper adjustment.
Coal — With a atuker. Ilia fuel must be of normal
thickness. and the stoker running, ..;iii its fcin adjusted
to approximately the correct selling Drafts over the
lire of 08" to .10 • ' ((jr more) usually are sufficient.
Have lust enough draft so that no appreciable amount
of gas puffs back into the roorn through cricks around
the lire door at the hrne that the stoker starts 11 there
is objectionable smoke• increase drafts slightly (Con-
sult the stoker manufacturer for proper fuel bed and
Ian adjur.tmbnt.)
MARMACMAD BY TIMD CONTROL DSIMON cotsco ttu.. rDIDMA, auNols. u.a.A. 41342
runco 4018	 FORM NO. A•71DC197"
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chamber, is not known. smoke readings, CO, and flue.
gas temperature should be taken to determine if the
draft selling is correct on oil equipment. CO, readings
and a check to see that no CO is present are essential
an gas fired equipment.
Gas - - The usual practice with cow- ►ercial and iridus-
trial gas fired plants is to adjust for CO, readings be-
tween 9% and 10"/'* . or even higher, but this will de-
pend upon the analysis of the gas and the type of
burner equipment. Consult with the burner manu-
facturer.
Oil — Forced or induced draft burners can operate
with low over-fire drafts. With a burner that depends
entirely upon natural draft, the draft in the breeching
may need to be gidla high (.20" to •.50") to obtain
proper over hie cuu.til ►ons It is eabontiril that C"
readings be Luken to determine the proper adjusimelnt.
Coal — With a stoker, the fuel must be of normal
thickness, and the stoker running, ::;;n its fan adjusted
to approximately the correct selling, Drafts over the
fire of .08" to .10" (or more) usually are sufficient.
have just enough draft so that no appreciable amount
of gas puffs back into the room through cracks around
the fire door at the time that the stoker starts. 11 there
is objectionable smoke, increase drafts slightly. (Con-
sult the stoker manulacturer for proper fuel bed and
fan adjustment.)
nA mAcrlmOm sy FI MD COKMOL DIVISION cono tint.. stntwit. tcumm. u.ri.A. em:
Cusco a028 FORM NO. A-:1DC11770
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BURNER MOOEL BOILER
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1.111 • Ift) 4/1.
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a 110,116 . 1 (,411114-1 ,
 ultal w1111 11:41111 . 1,6.14-1111-.11
lun'nav 1111. tlnill ..1, a, it I.. ,11,•1 1.111v ill
llllil , I.•1 u,6. 01111 light 4111 1,111111 • 1's .111
III.. 111 ht Ihr \\', if NI.-L.1111 Kn 1
 narrvinl:
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L\ 1•14 It ((114-41 Iir,•11 wIII$11ne11f till . 1.41uw-
In1; ILunl• rt • trnlu•n 11106.411.1,6..
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11101116.1, manual,; Illall ,
 441111 Ilur 6.4111416.
I'arhvs I ,I - Inlilril 	 I Ilili\ lilt till ,6.1 10 .11 + .u.
atll a, I it.
 .1,•4 . 111111,41 1-1, wk
	 11. h .\ IllJa1it.6:1\' II • ,11 •rl 1144,.1v	 ul
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Iloilo r r ill	 In•	 11111.11
	
l,•.	 c1,:ui.	 ,"
,I1.•I •1,141. ..11 flit	 1„th.111 .,I Ill,- h„,14-1
1.IVUU1 111-•%1111.1 Iht• inlit %% lilt Iulw 1.1116.6.,
f 1r1L!^f• ^t, 	 e
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Built-1n air eliminator In water boil-
ers ... air is diverled to the export•
sion tank through a 1-inch tapping
located next to the supply outlet.
Multiple tankless heaters. Up 1,
fuur heaters call uistdlled on the
let[ side of the largest Nu. 1b Boiler.
Built-in horizontal flueway elirni.
notes the need for a separate sheet
metal collector hood.
Steel jacket finished in attractive
ulu, • harnmerloid . . , completely
Insulated . . . designed for fast
Installation.
Designed for easy cleaning through
mi. I Icanuut openings.
I'll,- Ill, 711 1111der Ittirraer Ihall i • , (411111+11--41
Willi it \\'a\ ew flame rolenl i.m hlu nrr
w'hi--1a Ihrle-algldv IIIIIII-M till-nil willt 1114.
Ion11u1a,iitln au • to Itchie\e r11ntp14 • I1 . Costal
-1 ISO i11n and114410nuun 4-166e111. Y. Sill ulr,.11
--1 1 uy.nu ill inrlud.•. n Llrl..r y in1+1,1114 •41 :10.41
a tr.•J 111111rr1411rh1Y t+4111 t• aihiuum 1.1011101--
1110416. 416.16.6.1.,1.
The hieriovr 11uu1111in g pinle, Willi realm
111r y which hlll nr11rind 1116. hulnt:r 11141,
In l.4., i?, 16.1411 rd 110 list . nom, hl 'I lull. 'I'ht
1.101,114-1 it pn,ilifowd I ' ll 1114 . 111111t . Willi
11416.6. • itid+. An uh.--rtnli-m p wl rthut4-
Ihr 111,114 . III . 1111111+ I Inw• ..lady 1.1 1111 .
 Ilanle.
Hydra-Wall design with water circa•
lilting c11n.plela:ly dround Uu• cum•
bustion area . . . no refractory
combustion chamber, no separdle
ba se.
Cast Iron sections for corrosion re-
sistance and extra long life . . .
sealed *lilt
	 rope
Available In individual sections or
with factory-assembled sections.
Patented sec t ion sealing method
assures a walerlight seal
	 re-
duces installation time.
Short draw rods for faster assembly
and a strdni free boiler.
r
J	
y^^
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FIGURE 1
If the Boller was ordered its completely packaged
or with the sections factory assembled, locale the unll
on the boiler foundation or im the boiler room floor
according to the separate h^,trudions furnished and
Figure 1. Ai:er the boiler has been pus'tioned in the
e'!lu~cd location, pr(Teed to "Hydrostatic I'ree.sure Teat
of Boiler".
ASBESTOS ROPE
Listed lit Asohcstos liope Usage 'fable are the
pinces asbestos rope must be lased and the diameter
and lenhrth of each piece. Asbestos rope nlilst be used
where Indicated. For expediency, the asbestos rope can
be pre-cut prior to starting the section assembly.
ASBESTOS ROPE USAGE "ABLE
-NOMINAL
DIAMEIEE OF	 cut
ASBESTOS ROPE 	 LENGTHS	 t0/E UOAGE AND LOCATION
3/8"
Stranded
26"
98"
42"
58"
Cleanout Plates
Pef iineter of each Section
Drafthood Collar
Rurner Mounting Plate
_
114 12" Observation Fort FramesIFiont and Back)
Appro.—we dmmeiar d rnicompreited 1/4' nominol diameter rope U 5,'16',
];tl - Nrunded rope is 1/16'
SECTION ASSEMBLY
Prepare the buck sec con for erecting; the boiler.
u. Lai' bar k section on floor with ports facing up.
Apply %viler-glass, nn an adhesive, to the target
wall area (i.e., back end of firebox) cif the sec-
lion. frees flexible refradory blanket into po-
eilion.
b. Screw it
	 of 3" diameter pipe, at least 22"
Ivng, Into the 3" return tapping lit
	 back
section.
c. Locate the back setion on the boiler foundation
shown in Figure 1. Block under the 3" pipe
to hold the back section up right without addi-
tional support. 'These sections ore top-heavy and
will not eland Individually without support. Make,
sure That the section remuins In plumb. The 3"
pipe cull be removed after several sections have
been erected.
Erecting	 1,^^
Instructions
	
N^. 76 BOILER	 t^(I'! 'S	 Weil McLain
MI
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
If the boiler was ordered its completely pac•knged,
thoroughly check the boiler for any concealed damage.
If the boiler was ordered as factory assembled or flew
assembled, open all boxes and check the contents
against the packing pets. In the event of shortage or
damuge, notify the transportation company ininnedl-
alely. As you face the front of the boiler, the side of the
boiler to your right will be referred to In these Instruc-
tions as the Right Band Side (101); the side of the
boUer to your left will be referred to as the Left Ifund
Side (L11). Boiler(s) must be Installed In accordance
with these Instnictlons so as not to void our warranty.
AIR SUPPLY FOR BOILER ROOM
Previsions must be inade to supply sufllcltnl air to
the boiler room at all times for combu,,Llur, for ven-
tilvtion, for operation of the bar')metric draft « gulpcor
(where used), and to prevent less-than-utino.pheric air
pressure in the boiler room. An opening to the outside
with a Lee cross sectional area of at least 20 equate
inches for each gallon per hour burner firing rate is
recommended (CSA requites 1 sq. In. per 5000 li'1'1lll
Input). For each 1,000 feet above sea level, Increr+^e
the fresh air opening by 4 per cent. The boiler room
should be Isolated from any areal served by exhaust
funs. DO NOT INSTALL AN EXHAUST FAN IN
THE BOILER ROOM.
CHIMNEY
(also refer to Breeching Erection)
The No. 76 boiler Is designed for natural draft firing.
The chimney must be at least of the equivalent din-
meter Indicated o1. the lust page of these instructions
under RATING-DATA-DIMENSIONS. OnLnultiplenoil-
er inslulations Lasing one chimney, consult Weil-McLain
Customer Services Leparlment for additional venting
information.
BOILER FOUNDATION
A boiler foundation is recommended where the boiler
room fluor is not level or where the boiler roonn floor
unit not support the weight of the boiler. Locale the
boiler foundation to provide proper cleuraoces around
the boiler for installation of the piping, burner, and
internal wuter heater(s); allow a ininith:in clearance
of 22" front hack of the foundation for brem-hing
erection. Allow IS" clenrunce to the left side for inh-roul
heaters if used. A level concrete pad or curb foundation
is suggested of the site shown lit 	 churl and figure 1.
BOILER FOUNDATION SIZES
BOILER NO l 11011.1111 NO L
476 24" 776 42"
576 30" 876 48"
616 36' 976 54-
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2. %like a sma11 continuous head of "Ashcslos Itu{ u•
Adhem ve" in the bottom of the curved sealing grom c."
loceted aromid the perimeter of the se•lium Smooth
out the adhesive using ihr bnish provided.
3. Po0hon the 3/8" by 411" long ambeslos rope nn 11w
section by starting at the cleanout opening (tic+ • Figme
2). lie sure the asbe.-ltis r:pe 1% well mealctt tit till points
Li the sealing grooves so that a gum-light soul ee ill be
mulntuined between the se ction~. DO NU'r APPLY ad
ht.sive it) the opposing sealing grooves of the next
boiler section.
4. Wipe the purl openings with it clean rug to remove
a11y grit from the machined surfaces. Ih ► nut use any
cleaner duel contains at petrulcum base distillale ((ill)
I,+ clean purls. Place the nominal 7-1/2" and nominal
. 1 12" claslomt-r scaling rings nn the appropriate purl
upei dugs (see figure 2).
U [AN I+uT
l/^y'
'A	 ^
OPL NING
, 1 E 1 45Ttile1
72' ^F I F x lit 
N ';k At ING
tiiN^.
a' IfSTC>5
PIPE
I
p t^^- ---
3j ► IExINF
F 	 OS1U ►,tt +1 'A at INGHINT,
FIGURE 2
5. Pri pare the port openings In lilt inlernu'dirttl- m v-
liun. The "'I'I" Inlerinediale sections (if used) natst be
installed in the order givvii Ili Ihe Section P nangcmerll
'fob.- With In, ir. •1 Walcr I leaders. Ni)Iv Ihat Ih` clear
iuu-e imist he provided on Ihe left side for heater ill-
silill,eho11.
i Ihscard the :I/!I" dimm-lcr rolls Ahich are ret{uitl-il
oil) during shipnx• nl; (hose rods 1111Ul 11411 he used 141
druw Ihe se• lions loguther.
n. Position the Intermeidiale sm-ienr (set • 1-)gltre :11.
Oil Ihe• threads of four (4) of Ihe draw rods
(5/8" x 9") and slip Ihcni through Ihe big% till
the till) and miles of each section. Pla ce it washer
(only ur+e washer per draw rod) umler each
lntl which I% Ili he lighicn • d, with it (11411) ill oil
ht• Iwt•evr wilt-her +end nut.
b. Starling with Ihe draw rods nearesl the pore
openings, draw the str •limis Iogelher imi(mmly
until Ihe nrt'lul around the purls touch and Me
pats ill the oppomile corners touch. When prop
erly palled '.ogether the gitp mound the port
opc11ings should he lun y Shim 11.032" Clivil-k
with it feeler gauge.
Af.1 ION	 `f C t t.ry
^l	 +r At.K,04410 UJG	 (l
(^ i ^^^ r l	 sneie[r	 trI!
1
+^' I	 SU+w if c u r
r	 Yu.	 II
!!I	
I I	 I	 t
FIGURE 3
c. Do nil "Lack off" the draw rod nuts.
7. Set the rema111iug huller sections into position with
the "'1'1" st%timis placed (if usvii) in Ihe proper order
given in the Section Ar'rungement 'fable. ('he ck list.
rishcslos tone seal of each section before proceediul,
it) the ne xt sti-tlon, Ihe• huller taunt be sculed gas-light
1 ! se of chemical clemiers or seal-
mls 11+ :u i Weil Mcl.nin boiler 1% 114,1 rmommend
cd IN I'Ait'1'll'lt1.AIL l'ItODl i l'7'til'()N'I'AININGI'E-
'1 ROLEILIM DISTILLATES Adis ,r NI'ATH BE USED
IN T Y PE 76 11011 IALS1
H. hoar 1/2" x 4 1/4" studs are provided to secure
the Ilumer Aluuuling Plate to file front section (sec
Figure .11.
a. Thread lino 1/2" c, il % tin the rounded end of a
1/2" x 4 l; 1" slud locking them together, and
Ihrentd the flat enci of Ilse mos t into one of Ilse
Imir Iappud hulcs located arount i the Earner
Nlouuhng Hale opening tit the front section.
It. Rcmovt. the Huts (rum Ihe slid.
c. Its peal steps "a" and "b" for Ihe remaining three
shills.
d. llang one Rc1rc►clory Ilctaioer (slamless btecl
plali) 41% I's vat It miluulinl; stud,
p Using Asbcsh s Iltnpe Adl,vslve in tilt ,
 groovearuund
Ihe I4urnrl %Ilvtlllhny I'hite upcning in the 1141111 section,
position Ihe 3,14" diameter by 511" lung rope in the
gloote ntakinl; still- the VIOLA overhip, iund install Iht.
Hui m-iMount tog Plate using Ihe 1/'2" witnthet's wad nt:l%
provided. Nlokv sole litnrncr Hole ,
 i% installed with the
round sevowlary air opt.ning to the Icl1 (tom Figure 4).
14). 1'sutg A-bv.sto% hope Ailhe%iee, position Ihe !/4"
ditimelei hY 12" lung Asbc%los Rope lit Ihe mewling
groove mokhig sure Ihe ends overhep tit least 1". In
slall Iliv homl Ith-wrv+tion furl Assembly u+ing Ihe
imodicr Ill :12 x I" 'lilts% 11t,ltd screus as illumlrutcd
in Figure 4.
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2. Make a small continuous bend of "AsheStos (tope
Adhesive" in the bottom of the curved sealing grooves
located around the perimeter of the section. Smooth
out the adhesive using the brush provided.
3. Position the 3/8" by 418" long asbestos rope on the
section by starting at the cleanout opening (See figure
2). Be sure the asbestos rope Is well seated at all points
ht the scaling grooves so that a gas -fight seal will be
maintained between tike seetlohs. DO NOT APPLY ad-
hesive to the opposing sealing grooves of the next
boiler section.
4. Wipe the port openings with a clean rag to remove
any grit from the machined surfaces. D0 1101 use any
cleaner Ihu( conlains a petroleum base distillate (oil)
to clean ports. Mace the nominal 7 . 1/2" and nomimd
3-1/2" elastomer sealing rings in the appropriate port
openings ( see Figure 2),
CI [AN OUT
t)PE. NWG
ASI+r S TOS
RISE
7jEl.tXOF
Et.AS10mt R St AI ING
RING
FIGURE 2
72' F1 F X II*, t.	 •
ft. ASTOPA R 4 At ING
MN.,0
_.^.. ,...^,,.^ ..^ ^..	 .. ,,,^- •-^:..^^ -^•- rte°^.-- ^..	 ,- -.._
iErecting
Instructions	 No 76 BOILER	 Weil-McLain
SCG T)UN	 %TN!I1'^)fIAuor+r,Er,T t.,,G 	 I t . r
S(Xxct	
r
'^	 rII	 !ii
!J!
^
	
I ^t I I	 5LUJAl r CUT	 flsou.
	
I	 '
FIGURE 3
e. D0 nut "Lack off" lilt, draw roil nuts.
7. Set the remainitig Moiler sec-lions Into position with
the "'IT, sections placed (it uses!) in the proper order
given in the Seclion Arrangement Table. ('heck the
aSbeslos r004? seal of each section before proceeding
to the next section; the butler must be sealed gas.tight.
Use of chemical cleaners or seal-
ants in ally Weil McLain holler is not recommend-
ed, IN PAR 1'ICU LtIP, 1'It0DU(" I'S ('ON'I'AINING PI<
'I HOIJAINI DISTILLA'rES At UST NEVER BE USED
IN TYPE 76 BOILI-AISI
8. Four 42" x 4 . 1/4" studs are provided to secure
the )turner N1oun ing; Plate to the front section (see
Figure 4).
5. Prepare the port openings in mil intermcdialc svv-
tiun. The "'I'1" intermedia(e sei-tions (if used) most he
installed ill the order given ic! )he Stvlion rtnangenuvnt
Ttible Willi hi,:irml Water !Healers. Note that 18" clear-
ance Must be provided on the It-ft side for healer in-
slallabon.
6. Discard the 3/8" diameter rods which are required
only during shipment; these rock nuts( nut be used l0
draw the sections logelher.
it. Position the Intermediate se • lion (sce Vigture :1),
Oil the threads of four (4) of fire draw rods
(5/1 8" x U") and slip Ihenr 1hr•ough the hugs on
the lop and sides of each sec • lion. Place a washer
(only one washer per draw rod) under each
nut which is to be ligl!lened, Willi 14 drop of oil
betwee n washer and lilt(.
b. Shirting Willi the draw rods neuresl the port
openings, draw file sodions logethcr uniformly
mllii the melal around Ibe purls touch and the
pads ul the opposite corners touch. !Then prop-
erly prilled :ogelher the gap arorind the port
openings should be less than 0.032". Cheek
Willi a feeler gauge.
a. 'Thread Iwo 1/2" i;nfs on the rounded end of a
1/2" x i 1./1" stud lucking them together, and
thread the Hill emi of (he shi t
 into one of the
lour tapped huks localed around the l;urner
Nlonnting Hale opening in the front section.
h. Reniuvc the nuts from the stud.
c. ltcpeal steps "at" and "b" for (he remaining thrcv
studs.
d. Hang uuC Itcfractoty Retainer (stailless steel
plate) over eacll nlouating stud.
!l. Using Ashosh s Rope Adhesive in the groove around
the liurnrr Ntounliug Plate opening in the front Section,
position the :1, H" diameter by 5H" lung; rope in the
g loove Ina idill; Burr the ends overlap, mid install the
Ilurn e r Nlounling Plate using the 1/2" washers and nuts
provided. \lake sure Ilurner finale is ithslalled with the
round secondary air opening to the Ictl (see Figure 4).
II). ('sing :\sbeslos Rope Adhesive, pusiliun (lie 1/4"
dkonelel' by
 12" lung Asbe,!os (lope ill (fie settling
groove making sure Ise ends overlap at least 1". In
slall the frorll t!hs,rvalion fort Asserthbly uang the
number II) 32 x I" Truss head screws its illustrated
)n Figure 4.
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SECTION ARRANGEMENT TABLE WITH INDIRECT WATER HEATERS
,!
IOrl111 NO
MAXIMUM NO
OF KAILAS
SECTION ASSEMIIY
All HIATI11S MUST OE ON 1111 310E OF 110111!
476W 6 S l F-TI	 -B
576W 8 S 2 F	 TI-1-TI-8
676W 3 S 2 F•11	 l	 TI	 I	 B
776W 8 S 3 F	 TI	 I- •. I	 TI-B
816W d S 3 F	 TI•I-TI.I-I-TI.8
976W 8 S 4 F	 TI	 I-TI	 I •	 I	 Tl	 fl
F - Front Section, B - Back Sectrcn, I - Inte,	 iate Section. TI a
 Intermediate Section with Tankless
Neater ODI	 g
'A TI serlron can be located In this positron instead of regular irilerrnedrale section, but Installer must cut
jacket side panel to accommudale heater upening n0 knockout is provided
11. If the bailer was ordered with "Tl" intermediate
secuon(s), install the indirect water heaters) or healer
opening cover plate(s) using the gasket(s), 3/8" - 16
x 3/4" Ilex Head Screws and washers as shown in
Figure 4. if the water better piping is installed its
shown in Figure xx, the jacket can be ermted either
before or after the piping.
12. Using Asbestos Itope Adhesive, position the 3/8'
x 26" long Asbestos hope around the inside perimeter
of the cleanoul plates. Mount lire cleanout plates over
the openings as shown In Figure 4.
1:1. using Asbestos (tope Adhesive, position the 3/8"
diameter by 42" lung ashestos rope in the groove on
the Draft Hood Uollar making sure the ends of the
rope overlap at least 1".
I .I. Secure the Draft Ilood Cml.rr to the buck smliun
using like 3/8" x 1" Ilex Ilead Cal. Screws and Wash-
ers as illustrated In Figure 4.
HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE TEST OF BOILER
1. S,cure a drain cock (not supplied) to the 3/4"
draln lapping.
2. Install n water pressure gauge in one of the boiler
tappings.
:1. Install a bleed valve in boiler lapping K to vent
air as the boiler is filled.
4. Hug all remaing boiler tappings. Ilefer to the ('on-
Irul 'tapping 'I'able.
5. Vill the boiler with water and completely vent all
air. Tell the boiler with water pressure at 45 pounds
per square inch.
G. 'I'horoughly hrspect the entire boiler for water leaks.
7. Drain the hailer and remove plugs from those tap-
pings whic "I will be used. Ilefer to file Control Pupping
'I'able.
SUPPLY AND RETURN PIPING
It is recovailiended that the system supply and reUrrn
piping be installed and the piping connections attached
to the boiler before erecting the .Jacket or installing
the controls to avoid auy possible damage to the Jacket
or Controls. Itecuninended piping arrangements for
No. 76 water uad steam boilers p re shown in Figures
5, 6 and 7 and the nrininrum recommended pipe sizes
are listed fur each piping arrungumunt. The supply and
return piping .will put interfere with the creation of the
boiler juckel.
WATER BOV ER SUGGESTED
PIPING CONNECTIONS
Figure 5 and the accompanying chart show the rec-
oln111cIlded piping connections and minhnum rncont-
mended pipe sizes for No. 71t wafer boilers. In most
cases, it is udvisable to pump water away from the boil-
er by cunnecling the supply piping, as Illustrated in
Figure 5. to the suction or hclet bide of the circulator.
In sizing the supply and return piping, blart with
the nrininnnu recunauended pipe size and proceed al
VIII diameter for IU limes that diameter hefori making
any reduchuu. An example of this would be u 3" rt-
luln would n,rl he reduced any closer to the boiler
rclurn tapping Than :10". Ill-iurntal expansion Iank
piping musl pitch upward al Icast I" for each 5 feel
of piping (runt the boiler In the tank. %%'here system
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front Section	 10 Cap Screw, 3/8"	 l6 it 3 4"	 18 Nut, Ile.. 1 4" - 2U
2 Reg!rlar lutermeflote S ,xtron	 I 1 Uraw Rud • 5 8" x 9"	 19 Solow G IP Typc F Pill
3 fankless Intermediate Section	 12 D r alt Hrxrd Collar	 20 Ohsetval,on Port A,...%mt)1V
4 flack Sr l-un	 I I Cap Sr re+r 3 H" - 16 n 1"'	 21 Asbestos Rule, 1,'4' • Stranded
5 Burner Marnbng Plate 	 14 washer. 3 H ••	 22 Stud, lao End, 112" n 4 1j4'•
6 Asbestos Rupe, 3/8" Stranded	 15 Cleanout Plate	 23 Nut, le g . 1 2"
7 fankiess Ureter 	 16 Carnage bolt 1/4" - 20 x 1 1 2" 	 24 Retainer. Front Refractory
8 lankless Heeler Gasket	 17 Washer li4"	 25 Washer, 1,2"
9 Heeler Cover Plate
It • mltrrature mode lutiott is nchiewd by memis of Ihter	 %-dot flies Ito the Inrt hailer Where three way valves ure
wtty tralvv%. curt, nmhl he exerOwd in piping Iht • system	 emphiNrtl, conxull \1'ril (11cl.,rin l'rr.lrrnrt • r Services Dc-
to Irrutccl the honor form Ihvi-mal .hoick which rouitl	 p;lItn n rnl	 Irrr	 Trilling	 rtr oil urtentlrttittnr•;	 lotintary.
result from returning rrtunt	 v:ttter nl high	 ac•c-untlmy Immi, rg is ltretcrretl.
e—
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u
Isq	 N	 tJ	 f	 1 f /^	 f
r	 If
I	 I)
If
	
;J^ ^ .,	 Ij^I o 0 9
I I
1	 iy
dip
s-^^ b
I Front Section
2 Regular Intermediate S,'ction
3 larnkless Intermediate Section
4 Elack Sec lion
5 Burner Mounting Plate
6 Asbestos Rope, 3/8" Stranded
7 faokless Heater
8 Tankless Heater Gasket
9 Heater Cover Plate
FIGURE 4
10 Cap Screw, 3/8" - 16 x 3/4"
11. Draw Rud, 5.8 - x 9"
12 Draft Hrxxl C.onar
13 Cali 5rrew 3'H'" - lb x l"
14 Washer. 3, H"
15.Cleanout Plate
16.Carnage Bolt, 1/4" - 20 x 1.1!2"
17.Washer, 114"
18.Nut, Ilex, 1 '4" - 20
19 Su ew, 5 1 P Type F Pan lid.
20 Ohservahon Port lrssemhly
21 Asbestos Rohe, l;'4" Stranded
22. Stud, iap End, 112" x 4-1/4"
23 Nut, ' lex, 1,'2"
24. Retainer, Front Refractory
25 Washer, 112"
tcnrlrcrulure m oclulalion is achieved by nicans of Ihrce-
,way valves, Cure must be exercised in piping the system
to prutecl the boiler from thermal shuck Whiclr could
result from t'eturning room temperature tauter al high
vducilies to the brit boiler. W110-C tlrre0 Way valves are
cn:plu^rd, consult WCU-Nickoin t'ustumer Services Dv
partment for griping recommendations; primary.
secondary pumping is prelerred.
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RECOMMENDED PIPING CONNECTIONS
FOR WATER BOILERS
tof y ST(40 rbIT oKx)
to
aE t ^^reset , sees.,
FIGURE 5
WATER BOILER PIPING
RECOMMENDED MINIMUM PIPE SIZES
TABLE I
FOR KNOWN FLOW RATES'
WAIER
FLOW all
GPM
SUPPLY
PIPE Sa(
•
21TURN
PIPE Sao{
To 9 GPM
10 • 16 GPM 11,4" 114'
17	 21 GPM 1'12' 1 W
22	 35 GPM 2" 2"
36	 50 GPM 21r2' 21,'j"
51	 76 GPM 3" 3"
High Iempe(otu • a tae through boiler is permrss,ble When boiler piping con.
ne U.ons ore tried using oboe• loble I INIERMITTENI flow ot HiGN velocities
may dumoge ony boiler
TABLE II
FOR UNKNOWN FLOW RATES"
SUPPLY IEIUIN
{OILER PIPE sal MPE Sao
NUM/IN A {
416 end 576 2" 2"
676 and 776 24i' 2L':"
876 and 976 3" T"
**All p i p ing s.res ore bored vpon 20 deg F lempernlu-e rue through Ilia
boiler For use of other ieinperaivie rises thsov(pA the boiler Ira higher
Ilow • olesl dete--si the flow rule o ,A use table I for pipe 1.10%
STEAM BOILER PIPING AND HEADERS
Figures G and 7 and the accompanying chart show
recommended piping connetlimns and minimum rev-
commended pipe site>S fur No. 76 steam boilers. The
supply and return steam piping Is not supplied with
Nu. 76 steam boilers but should be Instullcd its Rius-
lraled. Controls (barely valve. low water c ►► t-off, gauge
gla •►s, etc. I are not bhown ern the steam piping diagrams
in order to follow more clearly the steum piping and
Hartford I.oup.
'I'hc sulihfarlury uperuliun of any
steam healing huilcr depends upon ad((Iualc return
of condensate lu the boiler to Inuint; ► in a steady water
level. In rambling huildings with extendtd system pip-
Ing, nuisance shuldowns sometimes result when the
condensate retuning from the system lags behlod the
evaporation capacity of the boiler. 'I'u fnainlain a
steady water fine, avoid the Introduction of excessive
amounts of raw make-up water, and to prevent nuisance
shut-downs due to u temporary low water level, It Is
rE•commended that u low water cntuff and pump control,
condensate receiver, and condensate boiler feed pump
be installed. Consult Weil-A1cl.ain ('ustomer Services
Department for application information.
RECOMMENDED PIPING CONNECTIONS
FOR STEAM BOILERS
H
	
TO	 4SYSTEM
J
31 5i8"	 I	 ^^/ I	 I	 FIGURE 6
WATER
IINE	 I '	 ^SttngT
^•	 I I	 dlr^E
	
J ^	 STEAM BOILER PIPING
	
COZUNeTE	 476 and 576U N
SYS6 1 a
	
H	 - t2' 9 +^
	
J	 t
	
31 518"	 I	 FIGURE 7
WATER
LINE
	 I	 1v ^i
	
^	 I	 E
	
UM^ NSAiE
	
STEAM BORER PIPING
	
HLTU14N	 676 Ihruugh 976
STEAM BOILER PIPING
MINIMUM RECOMMENDED PIPE SIZES
Fs
Ne se.ler Sne
11ear
Pipe Sree
Meader•
N
{weleer
1A {
6 41b 3" 3" 11 r_
6 516 3 3"
1 b76 214" 24i' 4 11/3"
1 776 2iz° ?I:i' 4° 1ti:
7 876 3- 3"
]"
4" 2'
7 916 ; J" 2"
)4- W­­. Loin	 y hewfer
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RECOMMENDED PIPING CONNECTIONS
FOR WATER BOILERS
FIGURE S
WATER BOILER PIPING
RECOMMENDED MINIMUM PIPE SIZES
TABLE I
FOR KNOWN FLOW RATES"
W411I111
FLOW I ATI
OPAL
SUPPLY
"PI Sat
A
RETURN
POE Sat
•
To 9 GPM 1" 1"
10 - 16 GPM IW IW
17 - 21 GPM 1th" 1W
22 • 35 GPM 2" 2"
36 • 50 GPM 2'h" 2'4"
51 • 76 GPM 3- 3"
*High hrnperoture #Ste through boiler is permissible when boiler pipinu con•
necfions are sited using above Table L INTERMITTINT flow at NiGN velocities
may dornooe any boiler.
TABLE 11
FOR UNKNOWN FLOW RAWS"
MCI
NUMBIN
SUPPLY
M►t SRI
A
RETURN
MPG sal
•
4 1b and 576 1	 2" 2"
676 and 776 24'2' 2S4"
876 and 976 3" 3"
"AIL piping racer are bored upon 20 deer F lomperature rue through It,*
boiler. For use of other lernperoture rues through the boiler lt.e. higher
flow ante,) dele#rnrae the flow rule and use Table 1 for pipe sties.
STEAM BOILER PIPING AND HEADERS
Hgures 6 and 7 slid the accompanying chart show
rmommended piping connections and minimum rec-
commended pipe sizes for No. 76 steam boilers. 'I'he
supply and return steam piping Is not supplied with
Nu. 76 steam boilers but should be installed us illus-
trated. Controls (safety valve, low water cut-off, gauge
glass, etc.) fire nut shown on the steuin piping diagrams
In order to show more clearly the Steam piping and
Hartford D.00p.
The sutlsfil(lory oixtrutlon of any
strain healbig boiler depends upon adequate return
of condensate to the boiler to maintain a steady water
level. in rambling buildings with extended system pip-
ing, nuisance shutdowns sometimes result whin the
condensate returning from the system lags behind the
evaporation capacity of the huller. 'I'o maintain a
steady water fine, avoid the Introduction of excessive
amounts of raw make-up water, and to prevent nuisance
shut-downs due to a temporary low water level, It in
recommended that a low water cutuff and pump control,
condensate receiver, and condensate boiler feed pump
be Installed. Consult Weil•Mcl ,ain Customer Services
Department for application Information.
RECOMMENDED PIPING CONNECTIONS
FOR STEAM BOILERS
N
TOSYSTEw'^i	 r
	
64
	 ^
11
	
J	 ^	 i
31 . 5/8"	 i	 I ^ 	 FIGURE 6
WATER
LINE
4•.
STEAM BOILER PIPING
COriL+EN2SAN E
	
476 and 576
SYST
^
Od
,/`
^ A
B 
J
	31 5/8"	 ^.^ I	 FIGURE 7
WATER
	LI 	 NfE4'
STEAM BOILER PIPING
	
Cc	
uirN E 	676 through 976
STEAM BOILER PIPING
MINIMUM RECOMMENDED PIPE SIZES
Fit
tie. boiler free
lest
Pipe Use
Neodee
N
tstuoleter
1A s
6 476 3" 3" 1'A"
6 .576 3" 3" 1y2"
7 676 21,,2" 24r" 4" 1'h"
7 776 2!12' 217i' 14i
7 876 3" 3"
3"
AC
2"
7 916 3" 2"
'24' Minimum Iron wolodins q head*#.
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ATTACHING THE JACKET
"the boiler should be pressuie tested before the Jncket
is erected. Follow the Jacket Erecting Inetruclions pack-
ed ill Jacket carton which cuntaina the Front and
Rack Jacket Panels for jacket installation pruc •edures.
TANKLESS HEATER HOOK-UP
A'here the boiler was ordered with (a) tankless
hcater(s) it is recommended that the piping to and
from the heater be sized no smaller than the hcicter
Intel mud outlet piping connections. Thu lankleks heater
pilling should be installed as illusl-used in Figure S.
11 is recommended that a Fluw Regulating Valve be
installed in the cold water supply piping to cacti hcalcr.
F:ach Ftow Regulating Valve should be sized aucortling
lit lite intermittent draw ruthig of ouch lankless healer.
11 11
 nut pipe multiple indirect wider heaters lit
An Automatic Ntixumg Valve may be installed ill
domestic hol water supply piping from Ihc hc,tcr(s) it)
permil rclntlittiun of Ihc donu •sti( hill water lempcialurc.
Install the uperiillng ctinlrol fit
	
cuntrul lapping in
the heater plate. lit 	 wake areas, it is advisable to
soften the cold water [to the hc.ilcr(sI.
♦ LT^RNAT L
To
rIRTURES
h ALTilINATr
COLD •.
wAt[N
^^i' j
SUPPLY
` F IGLI14E H
INSTALL BOILER CONTROLS
Steam Boiler:
I ht,lall the Sleam Safely Vitivc ill 	 prLlpor Iappilig
.t, iluhLalcd hl the ('Llrlltol 'C,Ippuq{ 'I • ilblo% 'Ihc %;Ifoy
valve uullcl ,humid be piped lit Flour (lain fir near
to Ihc fluor. I)u mil pipe the ,,dLl) valt e discharge to
Lilly area where Ituvem g ItvnpciMores could occur.
2. A low wider cutolf nutsl he in•lallud tiff Ihik hailer
it  mi-i-I ASNI F: co till , i eclo iremetils.
:1. %There ;tit 1/2" low water (-uf oft i, em.
ploycd, in,lull the cumrid in Ihc g,iti ;c glass lappuig'.
m,mg Iliv quick ctinnrcimm famished %%fill the low
walcr c ill Lllf I in accordance with Ihc (onlrol 'upping
I able.
d. 1VIIUIV III) oplilloitl 1" low %%.tler cul tiff, cofohma-
lion low witler cul off stud Ierdt I. or coinhimilimi low
water cut-off mid pump cunlrt ' is employed, 111sulll
31a f301LER _
	 O
WATER LINE
	
A^ }
u
( W c 0	 DIM A
No 61	 21!4-	 ^ ^ 	•1
Nn 63
	 21/A-	 1
No 51 2
SI S2
	 2 1;4
No 150,21/4
ISI	 21^^
No O] 94	 J 316	 FIGURE 9
Note Ill• %ehemal„ haul up cho.n pro-Jet lot The p, upw locuhon of the lo-
­ 14 , -1,01 I..&I Led., upe„d,nu lo.el, u, pump —.0,ol ope,ul,nu le.el
u,d Y .here n Imule cmdrol 1% npphaJ to the bo l e, Wks,* mull ole conaolt
ore to be opphed 4.0, us a pnma, Y
 lo. .otet tulull and o reporole lo.
. .pe , cut all ur4 le.,let ccmh,nuhon, or a sq 'u'ar e lo..ola wt oil and pump
—0,oli ,
 ine ptiro,uy to- Yule, ,Rolf npe,uhnu lo.ol mull be ter to-*, than
the l eede , o, pun 1. coo-ol operuhn0 le.elc Pole, to the tepu,ole monufaa
hn e, 't note uchoat o, conlutl wed M,ta,n Luflu,ner Se—,o,, Depo,lmer,l lo,
local  m. feed•, a, pump unt,ul ope,ohnu le.ell 4 n ,olot,on 1 0 the Ptimo,y
lo. .ulet col all .'Vatm9 le.ol
the control in accordance with the Col ,l n.l 'Capping
'I able using fillings (not furnished). If is low %ruler
cul-off Is to be used Thal is nut dimensionally haRrain-
med lit il;cuc 11, lorale the cast on body murk of the
cuntrul 2" hclow • the norinal water line.
5. Install Ihc (%mge Class Cocks, tl • aler (Lange Class
(;uar(la in accordance with the ( • antral Tapping Tubie.
li. Install the Stcam Pressure Operating and Pressure
Limit (unli(ds and the Pressure CLiuge hl file proper
lapphig as indivalcd in life Control Tapping Table
using Ihc Pigtail Syphon and fillings furnished its il-
lustraled ill 	 M.
7 Install any addiliomil or ilptional steam hailer
vionitulm alculding to Ube compimemt manmfaclurer's
insllurtitiffs Innushed with Ihc conlrol.
1 #.F c 
_.,
14-F	 „ POE
L ON I R(x
,al u,i
I
tl
\.,
i 1 F. E '') NO "t E.^r `rII
; r L rit nn/• ^
^.^ 1 NIHPi.E
•\ T ^. Idlritari^
•	 • I ^ a r►
f 161211E IL)
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1
Water Boiler:
1. Instal) ► . Pressure Relief Vmve lit proper lnp
plig no In ,
 .cated in the Control Tapping 'fable. The
relic( vPive outlet should be piped to it flour drain
nr near to the Hear. Do not pipe the relief valve dts-
charge to any area where freezing temperatures could
tx•c'u r.
2. Install the Pressure-Temperature Gauge as indicated
In the Control Tapping Table.
3. "'here an optional 1" low witler cut-of! Is employed,
instnil the control lit with the Control
'('upping 'liable using the fittings (not furnished) no il-
lustrited in Figure 9. If a low Witter cut-off is to be
used that is not dimensionally diagri ►nnicA ht Figure
9 refer to the separate innnufacturcr's in-itn ►ctiuns for
locating the control.
4. Instull the Combination Limit Control as Indicaled
lit
	 Control Tapping; 'fable.
5. Install tiny addillonnl Limit Cuntroht lit
	 proper
tappings as indicated In 1he Control 'tapping 'fable.
6. Instill any additional or optional water boiler con-
trols according to the component iuunufacturer's ln-
slrudiuns hir fished with the control.
r	 BREECHING ERECTION
(also refer to Chimney)
Long horizontal breechings, excessive numbers of
elbows or iesii or other obstructions which are restrictive
to the flow of combustion gnsrs should be avoided.
Fit a piece of full sized heavy gauge sled breet k-
ing (same diameter its Draft Hood Collar) over the
(heft flood Collar and connect It) chimney.
BURNER INSTALLATION
Carefully unpack the burner from its shipping eon
Ittiner uud cheek the contents. lit ri p ehorluge or
damage, notify the trun.purtat)on comp:uty iuuneth
ntely. The envelope of papers enclosed with the bunter
is to be used. p-moved, uud turned over lo the jwner
and/ur the owner's repr•venlalive.
Se-ure the Burner 10ounting Flange In the 1lmner
Mounting I'Inic using Ihr boltn provided tntlil it rigid
Installation is amumplished. A gas-tight seal must be
ntninlnined between the hurter mounting; flung;e laid
the btu tier mounting plitle or dumng (- in the burner
air tube will resull.
WIRING THE BOILER
All wiring should be Installed in cumpllnuce with the
ndes of the National Hectricul Code, for instaliulio t
in the U.S.A. or Cunatlhu ► I?Am-tncni lode 1'22.2 Putt 1
for Canadian installutiuns, unit any local, slule, or In
surance reiiuirements ter codes having jurludicllun. ()gr
eraling; and safely eircull wiring nuay be Nu. 14 gauge
wire 1'uWer bepply wiring to Ili: burne r shall he No.
14 gauge or heavier, its required, an • I shall have a
properly sized fu ►cd t1rsconnt +-1
 %witch. Where llte burner
molar electrical current requirements ara for some other
voltage than the control c1mirical riment -••quirements,
cure must be lukett to be sure the proper ,ollage Is
supplied lot cuntr ►Is, the burner motor, and tiny
auxiliary equipment.
FUEL LINE PIPING
Itefer to the separate (turner Installutlun and Service
Nlanual and tiny local or national code rt-quirernents
wl ► ich may apply to siting and inslaliing lite fuel line
piping and fuel tank.
r	 BOILER MUST BE GAS-TIGHT
Fool—
 proper combustion efficiency and for safety, be
sure Ihr Imiler is sea!ed gastight. Curren any arras
that are nil gas-tight by wiping; the outer surface of
the n ••hcatus rope with asbestos shurls c:!ssolved in
water glass.
BURNER ADJUSTMENT
Slarl Cn• burne r i1 nd lid Itim the uir bind so that a
clear, fellow tid bunter flame with slightly smoky tips
..
, r
 a clean gas (tun a with slightly yellow lips is es-
tablished. 1'se combustion l est instruments for rinal
udjustmert of the !turner flume. A smoke rending of a
trace (it I -.it Shell liar harach scale is recom-
mended with 1 1 1,1 2 percent to 12-1/2 percent Cl)i for
Nu. 'l furl oil. A Clt)a reading of 9 lit percent is
rtcomnivnded for natural bits. A C() tesl should be
taken to assure that CO dues not exceed .04 percent in
the flue gases.
BAROMETRIC DAMPER ADJUSTMENT
%% !ten the burner is adjusted to the above combustion
condiliuns, unjust llte Barometric Draft Control to pro-
vitiv -0.02 inches of draft overtire Ibelow atnuropheric
Itre..ure 1.	 .
CLEAN THE NEW STEAM BOILER
New• strum hailers artist be cicaoed prolwrly pre y mis
to air during; Ihr lirsl lew dues of operation. Follow
the vivaning tecommoidalions listed oo Ihr t Ipetating;
Instructions. Doi nul use chemical cleaners L ► this bollerl
ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS
Heforr Icaving; Ihr joh, mike sure Ihr uo01 checks
rhalrirrtlly and inake sure the proIK•r mnln burner
fitin a )s sceurest. lic sure the room Ihcrntoital ur op-
rinling control Is udjusled to provide the destreci ruont
Ieoilwrulure.
BOILER SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
The huller "wrulhtg Instn ►c• llons clonti ► In Infunnallon
fur Ihr owner; review Ills Information wilh the lowlier
and/ur the owners reprarnlalive tend he sure he re-
ceives nil Instriutiuns.
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rATTENTION HEATING CONTRACTOR: This warranty is for the building owner and should I
given to him or placed in sight near the boiler.
WEILuMcLAIN
A Division of Wylain, Inc 	 ""KIP
Michigan City, I ndiana 46360
Limited Warranty
it,
-n
Weil-McLain warrants that its cast iron boilers
are free from defects in materials and workman-
ship for one year after installation only, and only
to the extent of furnishing new parts for any
found to be defective in manufacture.
This warranty does not cover:
I. Components that ore part of the heating
system but were not furnished by Weil-
Mcloin as a part of the product.
2. The workmanship of any installer of Weil-
McLain cast iron boilers. In addition, this
warranty does nci assume any liability of
any nature for unsatisfactory performance
caused by improper instaliolion. The boiler
must have been installed by u heating con-
tractor whose principal occupa t ion is the sa:e
and installation of plumbing, heating and/or
air conditioning equipment.
3. Any costs for labor for removal and re.
instollation of the alleged defective part,
transportat ion to Weil-McLain i! necessary,
and any other materials necessary to per-
form the exchange.
4. Improper burner adjustments, control set-
tings, care, or maintenance. Information is
included In the Installation Instructions, Start-
Up, Service and Maintenance Instructions,
and other printed technical material fur-
nished by Weil-McLain with the boiler.
This warrcnty does not extend to anyone ex-
cept the fir.t purchaser of retail, and only when
the boiler is in the original installation site.
IMPLIED WARRANTIES FOR PARTICULAR PUR-
POSE AND MERCHANTABILITY SHALL BE LIMITED
TO THE DURATION OF THE EXPRESS WARRANTY.
MANUFACTURER EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMi AND
EXCLUDES ANY LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL
OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIES WARRANTY.
Some states do not allow the exclusion of limita.
tion of incidental or consequential damages, so
thi above limitations may not cpply to you.
For prompt worronly service, notify the in-
staller who, in turn, will notify the Weil-McLain
distributor from whom he purchased the boiler.
If this action does not resell in warranty service,
contact Wei McLain Customer Services Deport-
ment, Blaine Street, Michigan City, Indiana 46360
with details in support of the warranty claim.
Alleged defective part or parts must be returned
through trade channels in accordance with the
Weil-McLain procedure currently in force for
handling returned goods for tht purpose of in-
spection to determine cause of failure. Weil.
McLainwill furnish the new part(s) to on author-
ized Weil-McLain distributor who, In turn, will
furnish the part(s) to the heating contractor who
installed the boiler. If you have any questions
about the coverage of this warranty, contact
Weil-McLain at the address below.
This warranty Gives you specific legal rights,
and you may also Have other rights which vary
from slate to slate.
It
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PLEASE HANG THIS CARD NEAR THE BOILER
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONSI
r
for
WEIL-MCLAIN
OIL, GAS OR GAS/OIL BOILER
Mr. Boiler Owner:
Below, the procedure is outlined for starting your Weil-McLain Boiler including instructions for the care of your
hoofing system.
All mechanical equipment needs occasional attention. Your boiler and burner should be inspected, cleaned and if neces-
sary, adjusted once a year. %Vo recommend that you utilize a qualified serviceman who has been trained for the Job
and will have Cie necessary instruments to check your boiler. This will assure you that the operation of your heating
system will remain highly efficient. Your Weil-McLain boiler will give you a lifetime of heating comfort, if you follow
the few simple suggestions listed on this card.
FILLING STEAM AND WATER BOILERS
,
f
r
f
i
9
A
f
f
Do not fill the boiler (except for leakage tests) until the
boiler is ready to be fired. CAUTION: Do not add large
quantities of cold food water to any hot boiler)
Steam Systems: The boiler should be filled to the nor-
mal water line and fired for about 15 minutes of a low
rate sufficient to keep the boiler of steaming tempera-
ture with Ifte steam vented to drive off dissolvedl gases(also sea Skimming Steam Boilers).
Water Systems: The boiler and the entire system should
be filled to about 12 pounds per square inch and heat-
ed to approximately 210 F for about 15 minutes to
drive off dissolved gases. Before filling the system, make
sure all the system air vents are closed. Open the hand
water feed valve and 6 ginning on the lower floor,
open the air vents (one of a time) until water starts to
flow; then, close the vent. Repeat this throughout the
building until all heat distributing units are filled with
water. Close the hand water feed valve when the cor-
rect boiler pressure is reached. After the system is in
operation, keep the system filled with water by oc-
casionally opening the air vents allowing any en-
trapped air to escape and adding enough make up
water to maintain the correct system pressure. If your
system is provided with a purge valve located in the
system return piping, connect a garden hose to the
drain valve located above the purge valve. Close the
purge valve and open the hand water feed valve and
allow the system to purge all air. Where the system
has more than one circuit, purge each circuit separately
by opening each balancing valve one of a time. When
the system is purged of all air, close the drain cock
located above the purge valve and open the purge
valve. Fill the boiler and the entire system to the cor-
rect pressure. Air in the system can interfere wi!h cir-
culation of water and prevent the heat distributing
units from properly heating.
IMPORTANT: CHECK BEFORE STARTING THE UNIT
Make sure the boiler heating surfaces have been
cleaned and that the boiler is filled to the correct water
level or pressure. It is recommended that your burner
serviceman be called to service your burner and check
the following points:
1.Cleon the fuel strainer, where used.
2. If there is a filter in the fuel oil line, clean it and
change the cartridge.
3. Clean oil lint and dust out of the fon and blower
housing.
4. Check the ignition electrodes and clean or replace
the nozzle where used.
5. Oil the burner motor with detergent free automo-
bile engine oil.
6. Rotate the blower wheel by hand to make certain
it turns free.
TO START THE UNIT
CAUf10N: Do not start the burner wnen the firebox is
hot or when fuel vapor is present in the boiler. Do not
operate the Fuel Oil Pump for more than 2 minutes with- 	 4,
out fuel oil.
1. Make sure all fuel valves are open. 	 5.
2. For one-pipe fuel oil piping systems, bleed the air
out of the piping by opening the unused intake port
on the Fuel Oil Pump and waiting for the oil to flow.
For two-pipe fuel oil piping systems, air is auto-	 6.
maticolly bled from the system piping,
3. With the main electric switch in the burner electri•
cal circuit in the off position, set the thermostat or
operating control at a point which will start the
burner.
Push the safety reset lever on the burner primary
control and release,
Turn the main electric switch to the on position. If
the burner does not start instantly, turn the main
electric switch bock to the off position and refer to
the following section tilled If Burner Fails To Start,
If the burner starts to operate normally, leave the
main electric switch on and reset the thermostat or
operating control to desired position.
IF BURNER FAILS TO START, CHECK THE FOLLOWING
1. Check for louse connections and blown fuses.
2. Make sure the thermostat temperature setting is
above the room temperature.
3. Be sure all fuel valves are open.
4. Be sure there is sufficient fuel oil in the tank to
supply the burner.
5. Reset burner primary control by pushing the safety
reset lever and releasing.
6. Push reset button on the burner motor.
7. If the burner does not start after observing the
above checks, call your serviceman.
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SKIMMING STEAM BOILERS
.-'All new boilers and steam and water piping contain
oil, grease, chips, and usher foreign matter. It is essen-
L J tiol to clean new heating systems to remove these
muieriols in order to ovoid overheating of boiler metal,
foaming and priming, and high maintenance costs on
strainers, traps, and vents. The boiler installer should
use the following procedure to clean oil, grease, and
other impurities from the new boiler:
I. Close the valves in the building steam supply
main(s).
2. Provide a l t i" to 2'z" skim line, with valve, from
the boiler skim topping and run this line to a con-
venient floor drain.
3 Fire the boiler at a low rote sufficient to keep the
boiler at steaming temperature allowing the steam,
along with entrained water and impurities, to dis-
charge through the skim piping to the drain.
4. Feed the water to the boiler as required to maintain
proper water level in the gauge glass. It may be
necessary to cycle the burner to prevent a rise in
steam pressure above several pounds.
5 Continue the boiling and skimming process for at
least two hours or until the water leaving the skim
line is clear of all grease, oil and impurities. On
unusual jobs, the skimming procedure may require
repeating one or more times.
CAUTION	 THE USE OF CHEMICAL CLEANERS IS
NOT RECOMMENDED!
6. Drain boiler and, while boiler is worm but NOT
HOT, remove safety valve and insert a hose nozzle
into the opening. Flush oil interior surfaces of the
boiler with water under full pressure until all traces
of dirt and impurities are removed and the drain
water runs clear.
7. Repl-ce safety valve; close drain cock; fill with fresh
water to the water-line. Start burner and steam for
15 minutes to remove all dissolved goses; stop
burner.
8. Drain boiler sufficiently to remove skim piping; plug
skim topping; refill boiler to waterline.
9. To prevent the return of impurities to the boiler from
new or old piping systems, waste oil condensate for
several days or until no impurities ore contained in
the condensate. NOTE - IT !S IMPERATIVE THAT
FEEDWATER BE SUPPLIED 'O AAAINTA;N THE COR.
RECT WATER LEVEL AND THAT A LU%Y WATER CUT-
OFF IS OPERATIVE!
BOILER SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
1i
Leaks in the boiler and piping system must be repaired
at once. The use of makeup water in large quantities
is undesirable and may damage the boiler after an ex-
tended period of time. If serious leaks occur, stop the
burner and gradually reduce boiler pressure or tern-
peroture. Do not attempt to make repairs while a
steam boiler has pressure or hot water boiler tempera-
tures are above 1 30 ' F. Petroleum based products
should not be used for cleaning or sealing this boiler.
Foaming or priming may occur in a steam boiler and
cause large quantities of water to pass out into the
steam main(s). It can be observed by violeni fluctua-
tions of wore- level, in the gauge gloss. This trouble
may be caused by dirt, oil, or precipitates in the boiler
water, too high a hailer water level, a high overload
(,n the boiler 0e, the sudden release of boiler steam
pressure into the mains by action of fast operating
valves), or the addition of too much boiler water treat-
ment. With serious foaming or priming, stop the burner
and decrease boi l er load. Then alternately blowdown
and slowly feed fresh water several times. If trouble
persists, it may be necessary to skim the boiler one or
more additional times.
Any problem in re7lard to large amounts of makeup
water, extreme foaming cr priming, scale in the boiler,
or internal corrosion or pittinq, should be referred to a
company specializing in boiler water chemistry. DO
NOT try "homemade cures" or boiler "patent medi-
cines" on the marker urder various trade names, as
serious damage to the boiler, personnel, and property
may result.
Frequently check the boile r
 water level in the gouge
glass of steam boilers, a.sd •. reek the boiler operating
pressure of steam or water ooilers. Test the low water
cutoff by opening its b l ow. down valve to remove dirt,
rust, and sediment, and observe that burner stops as
the water level approaches the bottom of the water
gouge gloss (gauge glass on steam boilers only).
Refer to Water Boi l er Controls or Steam Boiler Controls
for specific Service requirements.
Refer to Cleaning Boiler Heating Surfaces for periodic
cleaning of your boiler.
On steam boile r s, open boiler blcwdown valve and flush
till clear while Lttder steam pressure. On water boilers,
open boiler drain cock to remove impuri!ies that have
settled to the bottom of the boiler. Refill as required to
the correct wa ter line for steam boilers or the correct
pressure for wottr uoiiers.
SHUT DOWN OF BOILER
f ,
DO NOT DRAIN BOILER during periods of shutdown un-
less heating system is exposed to freezing tempera-
tures.
1. Turn off the main electric switch.
2. Close oil fuel valves in the fuel Imes
3 Cover the burner to protect it from dust and domp.
ness.
Open the boiler drain cock to remove impurities
that may have settled to the bottom of the boiler;
it may be necessary to drain one or two gallons of
water until all traces c sediment are gone- Refill
the boiler to the proper water level or pressure (see
Filling ;!cot ng System). Boiler writer does not have
to be crystal clear for proper operation, but should
..i . If, ,r f, ., r n,, •1.,,1-,.	 n. t . f .....  ..t	 10-4"
5. During severe winter weather have heating system
operation ckecked periedicolly or thorouyhly drain
your heating system
Where it becomes necessary !o drain the heating system
for or extended period, follow items I, 2 and 3 above.
Then, clecn all carbon, rust, and other deposits from the
fire-side of the boiler heating surfaces in order to protect
the boiler iron: the corrosive action of combustion de-
posits Isee C l eonrng Boiler Henfmg Surfaces). Apply a
thin coating of oil of grease if the boiler is to remain out
of service for extended periods of time. If the water side
of the boiler must be cleaned or inspected, open the blow
down valve and drain the boiler.
Remove plugs from the boiler and apen the drain cock.
Hose the msufe of t he boiler with high pressure water to
r, n ,	 at,,,I i ,	 .,. t	 ..,I , rrn,	 flutli • r,ptin	 D,,	 n7 fr S 0!
i^ boiler thoroughly, or refill with fresh water and heat to re.
lease dissolved gases isee Filling Steam and Water Boil
ersl. Repeated draining and filling of the boiler and/or the
heating system con lead to the some consequences as odd
ing too much makeup water — this is mainly true where
the makeup water is "hard" and the some precautions must
be used as indicated in the third paragraph of this section.
CLEANING BOILER HEATING (fire-side) SURFACES
P
At the end of every heating season, it is advisob!e to
clean the flueways in the boiler. Soot is an effective
insulator and prevents the hot gases from heating the
boiler water as efficiently as possible. The frequency
of cleaning will depend upon the fuel used, the burner
adjustments, boiler temperature, drat" conditions, and
other job factors.
Normally the boiler flueways will be cleoned as de-
scribed below:
1. Remove the flueway opening cover(s).
2. Cover the burner and controls.
3. Insert the wire flue brush supplied with the boiler
into the flueways and thoroughly brush the flue-
ways at all angles.
4 Remove any soot or scale from the horizontal flueways,
the boiler firebox and the base of the chimney using a
vacuum cleaner or brush. Do no r briisir or vacuum the
firebox or combustion chamber area of those boilers
using liberous combustion chomber muteriall
5. Replace the flueway opening cover(s) making sure
the original gos-tight seal is maintained.
Chemical additives which can be procurred from most
heating supply houses or from your fuel oil supplier
can be effectively used to clean the boiler flueways;
certain types of chemical additives can be added to the
fvel oil while other types can be placed on the floor of
the firebox. The use of stick type thermal bombs is not
recommended. Consult your heating contractor or fuel
oil supplier before using any chemicals in the boiler.
The boiler fluewoys can also be cleaned by heating the
boiler to 180 F ; then, removing the fluervoy opening
cover(s). Use a garden sprayer or connect a spray noz-
zle to a garden hose and spray the sooted flueways
with a fine mist of water; the soot will become loosened
and fall to the floor of the firebox and around the hori-
zontal fluewoys. Remove the loosened soot from the
horizontal flueways and from the floor of the firebox
using a vacuum cleaner or brush except those boilers
using liberous combustion chamber material.
BURNER ADJUSTMENT
Refer to the burner manual for proper burner adjust-
ment; your serviceman should properly use combus-
tion test instruments for efficient operation. The flame
must not strike (impinge) against any heating surfaces
within the boiler firebox.
t ,	 WATER BOILER CONTROLS
CIRCULATOR CARE:
Never operate i lte circulator without water.
A. Follow lubncc;ing instructions on circulators that are provided with oil cups or oil holes.
B. Follow venting instructions on circulators with water lubricated bearings which require no oil.
BOILER PRESSURE: The initial fill pressure of a hot water system is generally to 12 pounds per square inch. When
the system is heated to the limit control setting, the pressure may range up to 30 pounds per square inch. Normal
system pressure will fluctuate between the fill pressure, when the system is cold; and up to 20 to 28 pounds per
square inch when the system is hot.
BOILER WATER TEMPERATURE: Modern hot water heating systems with "closed" type expansion tanks may operate
at water temperatures up to 250 F. Set the high limit control at 220 F; during severe weolher you may find
this temperature setting needs to be raised or lowered, depending upon the characteristics of your heating sys-
tem. Those heating systems furnishing hot faucet water must have a low limit control set of a temperature which
will furnish an adequate supply of domestic hot water; set low limit control 20 F below high limit setting and
use a 15 F diflerential setting.
P'
PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE-ALTITUDE GAUGE: This gouge indicates the boiler
pressure in pounds per—square—inch and in feet of water column (altitude) above
the boiler by the moveable hand. The fixed hand may be changed to indicate
the proper position for the moveable hand on manually filled hot water heating
systems. For those systems with automatic fill valves, the Fixed  :iond is usually
left at the zero setlino. The third hand indicates the boiler water temperature in
degrees fahrenheit.
FLOAT TYPE AIR VENT: If your system is provided with a Floot Type Air Vent(s)
which automatically expells air from the heating system, when the system is
filled with woter, loosen cap a slowly so that particles of dirt or scale are not
deposited on the valve seat by the escaping air. Should dirt or scale lodge on
the vol-e seat causing it to leak, remove cup and push the valve core © in by
hand to permit water to flush the valve seat clean. Release the valve core cluick-
ly and replace cap. For normal operation and venting, unscrew the cap at least
two turns.
WATER RELIEF VALVE: Check the relief valve at least once a year by pulling the
handle and allowing a small quantity of water to flow. Be sure the relief valve
reseals properly and is entirely free from seepnge. If the relief valve slicks or
n I • i"ri5 Iii hr. . 'r•r•.r••rl	 ; I •.h ^ 1,1 . 1 I ­ 	 i	 nt- I•rr••r1 inn —1. ilr•I,
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COMPRESSION TANK: Compress on lank(sl are employed will, hot water heat. s	 (^
ing systems to accept the increej%ed water volume which results from heating ^/-
,litle"i,
	the system water. The compression lank on a closed hot water heating system
should provide adequate pressurization under all system operating conditions,
Frequent opening of the pressure relief valve con be the result of an under-
sized compression Sank becnu%e provision for the necessary expanded water
volume has not been provided. Compression tanks may be of the open, closed
or closed diaphragm type. Float TypeAir	 VentOpen Type Expansion Tank: Open type expansion tanks are located above the
highest heal distributing unit in the system usually in a closet or attic sp oce and
equipped with a gouge glass and on overflow pipe to o drain. The open type
expansion tank and drain piping should not be located in any area where
freering	 temperatures could
	 Occur.
Closed Type Expansion Tank: Closed type expansion forks are welded gas-
tight and are usually located just above the boiler but mc,y be located at any
point in the heating systern. In order to utilize the built-in air elimination systern ^. .
on certain boilers, the closed type .orr,pression lank must be piped to the air —"
elimination topping on the boiler. Wien the system is initially filled with writer,
a cushion of air ;• trapped within the lank and this air cushion is compressedse Manual ly openingp,tatu,t	 4I,91 yoi.a,
to provide the inihc I fill pressure. When the system is heated, the expansion of
the system water fu ther compresses the air cushion and provides the additional
space required for the nddifionol water volume. A rapid increase in boiler pres-
sure with frequent opening of the pressure relief valve during worm-up of the
boiler and heating system usually indicates a "wnterlooned" compression tank.
Your serviceman should be called to correct this copdilron by parlicrlly draining
the compression tank to again establish an air cushion,
Closed Diaphragm Type Compression Tank: Closed diaphragm type compres-
sion tanks ore welded gas light and a rubber diophronm is employed to sepo
rote the air cushion from the system water. The closed diaphragm type expan-
sion tank may be located of any point within the heoting system but is usually
located as close to the boiler as possible. Where a closed diaphragm type ex-
ponsion tank is employed, on automatic air eliminating device should be in-
stalled in the air elimination lopping(s) on certain boilers to provide system air
control. Before the initial fill of the heating systern, the closed diaphragm type
compression tank should be charged with air (by means of a fire pump) to a 5	 0
pressure equal to the initial fill pressure: the lank pressure moy be checked by
means of an air pressure gauge As the system is filled, water will not enter the r5
tank until the system pressure exceeds the tank charge. When the system is q	 ?o
healed, the expansion of the system water causes the diaphragm to flex and 25
further compress the air cushion and additional space is provided for the addi- vac a	 OnUa	 0p Pat ss
lional water volume
	 Since the system water is separated from the air cushion
by means of the diaphragm, absorption of the air cushion by the system water
is
	
eliminated. —/
STEAM BOILER CONTROLS Pressure Gauge.
BOILER PRESSURE. Stearn boiler pressures may range up to 15 psiq maximum,
butin normal service usuall y
 will not exceed S psiq and may even operate
under vacuum condition: of certain times.
The	 compound	 gavye	 used	 for	 steamboilers	 indicates	 steam	 pressure
	
in
pounds per sgr;ure inch (psrgl and boiler vacuum in inches of mercury (hg).
V1.
CLEANING LOW WATER CUT-OFF. Accumulated sedimentin the low v.aler cut-
off shou!d be flushed outthrougha blow uff valve provided for this purpose at
least once Poch month of hooting system operation.
GLEANING THE GAUGE GLASS. This rnoy be done by closing the lower gauge _^
gloss cock and carefully opening the petcock below the gloss to blow water and
sediment out of the gouge gloss by steam p r essure. Then slowly open the Flust„ny Lo. war t, Cur -off.
lower gouge gloss cock, allowing o %moll amount of water to flush out through
the open petcock. Close petcock and fully open the lower gouge cock. The GAUGE
water level should immediately rise to its proper level. If gouge gloss breaks, GLASS
close oft both gouge cocks and loosen glass retaining nuts to remove gouge •^
glass. Replace broken gouge glass with new gouge glass made of heavy walled
pyrex	 DO NOT USE THIN GLASS TUBING!
CHECKING THE SAFETY VALVE. The safety valve should open of 15 psig to pre- WATER ^_	 GAUGE
vent excessive boiler pressure. Manually open the safety valve once each year LINE COCKS
by pulling she valve lever or handle and allowing n small amount of steom to
escape, This will help to assure proper operation of the safety valve if boiler PET
pressures reach 15 paig	 Be sure that the valve reseals properly and does not COCK
—i-leak steam. If the safety valve sucks or oppeors to be clogged it should be re-
paired or replaced immediately by your serviceman. Gouot 91a25.
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MODELS EH, ER
FLAME RETENTION OIL BURNER
START-UP, SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL
FOR
76 SERIES BOILERS
i
1
RX, j:1C4 6
BURNER MANUFACTURED BY	 ^	 .E`^,Tr
WAYNE HOME EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
FOR
UJElLm klm WAIN
HYDRON I C DIVISION
MICHIGAN CITY INDIANA
1 9
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OIL BURNER CERTIFICATE
i
AE HEt2UIRED BY COMMEHC , AI. STANDARD CS75.56
The ............................................................................ Oil	 Burner Model Nu. ...	 ........ Serial No.	 installed at(Make)
_..... ... ............................... bears a label evidencing complience with commercial Standard CS75 . 56, and(Address aof Installutionlhas been installed in accordance with the instructions in the manufacturer's installation manual and in conformity with
local -egulations, codes, and ordinances.
The hoiler (	 ), f-irnace 1	 1, is a	 ..................... 	 .................. No.	 and	 theheating load consists of : 	 (Make)
1 . .............. Btu • or	 square feet strum (	 1, hot water ( 	 ) radiation; and
2 . .............. Btu, or .............. square feet of cqunalent steam ( 	 ► , hot water (	 ) radiation in domestic hot water
load; or
3.
	
	 Btu, or ............. square inches of cross-sectional area of warm air supply pipes measured at the furnace
take off; or
{. .._..... .... Btu, or ........... . square feet of equivalent steam (	 ), hot water ( 	 ) radiation in the following special
load:
	
...................................... 	 ..	 .....................................................................................................................
All necessary permits have been secured, and the installation has been tested in accordance with the test procedure of
Commercial Standard CS75-66 and the following r- adings taken:
OverFire .......................................CO	 Stack Temperatures at breeching ............................. .F
OverFire ...................... ..............................1
Draft
	
	
} inches 11.0.
	
Firing Rate...... ..................................................... gals./hr.
A , Li-t aching .............. - ..... ... ......................
All controls and limiting devices have been checked for proper operation ....................................
Fuel used. Grade No. ...... .. of Commercial Standard CS12-48.
Field service equipment smoke scale reading ........
The above test results are certified to he true:
(Name of Company making installation)
Per.................................................................................................................(Signature)
.......................................................................................................................(Address)
........................... I.................,	 ......... .	 .............................(Telephone)
tj
,j
For service call:
.	 ..........	 .......................................................(Name)
_ ................................................(Address)
......................(Trlephoncl
Date.................................... 	 _	 .....
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GROSS WATER STEAM NET NZT	 T— DRAFT LOSS
I BiR PB R NET rB R NET hB R SOUARC SQUARE THRL.UGH r8 R CHIMNEY
BOILER OILFIRING OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT FEETt
FEET
BOIIERINCHES SIZE	 HEIGHT
NUMBER' RATE GPM BTU/He + BTU/.Ii • BTU/Hr • WATER STEAM WATER COLUMN INCHES	 FEET
476 2.35 264,000 229,600 198,000 1530 825 .01 8 x 12	 15
576 2.95 336,000 292,200 252,100 1950 1050 .02 8 x 12	 15
676 3.60 408.000 354,800 306,100 2365 1275 .03 12 x 12	 17
776 4.25 480,000 417,400 360,100 2785 1500 .04 12 x 12	 19
876 4.90 552,000 480,000 414,100 3200 1725 .05 12 x 12	 21
976 5.55 624,000 542,600 468,100 3615 1	 1950 .06 12 x 16	 24
,k
76 BOILER RATINGS AND DATA
Add to boiler number ••W' • for water boiler without water heater, -WT - for water boiler with tank less heater: "WS" for water boiler with storage
heater. "S' •
 for steam boiler and -ST" for steam boiler with tankless heater
• Ratings are based on 10% CO21 
—4' 0 2%1 in the combushon gases
• Net 1 . 8 R Ratings are based on net installed radiation of sullict ^nt quantity Inr the rryuucrnentt o1 the building and nothing nerd be added for
not mal piping and pickup Ratings are computed on a piping and pick up factor of 1 15 for water and 1 33 for steam. An adddtonal allow-
ance should be made for unusual pipinq and pickup loads
Based on an average water temperature of 170CF in the Heat Distribution Units
76 BURNER DATA
F LAME LOCK
BOILER BURNER BURNER AIR BAFFLE SETTING
MODEL MODEL SPEC. NOZZLE CONE PLATE ELECTRODE from FACE
NO. NO. NO. SIZE	 ANGLE/TYPE I D. b TYPE O.D SUPPORT of AIR CONE
476 ER 163-51 2 25	 800 Hollow 3 1/4" 8 Vane None Stabilizer 1 /B" Ahead
-	 476 EH 163-53 2 25 800 Hollow 3"	 8 Vane 3" Tripod 1/8'	 Ahead
76 EH 163-53 3 00  800 Hollow 3"	 8 Vane 3" Tripod 1/4" Ahead
676 EH 163-55 350	 800 Solid 3 1/4" Taper 2 112" Tripod 1/4" Ahead
776 EH 163-57 4 00 800 Solid 3-1/4" 8 Vane Non^ Stabilizer (Reversed) 3/16" Ahead
876 EH 163-57 500	 700 Solid 3 1/4" 8 Vane None Stabilizer (Reverses.) 3/16" Ahead
976 EH 163-59 1 5.50	 700 PLP 3 9/16" Taper 1	 2"' 1	 Tripod 114" Ahead
I
All of the above capacities are based on oper31ton at sea level, witn 115/60 current. 34So RPM
motor isucepting Spec. No. 163 39A ER Burner • 1715 RPM).
ELFCT RODE SETTING
FROM FACE OF NOZZLE^f +_ FLAME LOCK
A.!)API ER 5/8 ••
	—I	 SETTING
	 Adjustments:
The adjustments of the Flame Lock with the
—^	 Air Cane could vary slightly depending upon
the job conditions.
t	 I	 )	 .T	 AD CONE
OIL PIPE -^	 I I ig"
ELECTRODE _.
SUPPORT	 117	 L
%Dr 00%"
NOZZLE ADAPIER	 AIR CONENOZZLE
NOTE: Gul l Assembly is file set at factory End
of slot cover is set with arrow on decal W,
as shown
On reinstalling gun assembly, slot cover
to be se t as shown.
513/76
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GENERAL. REQUIREMENTS
The fuel oil tank, fuel tine piping, and power input wiring must be instaIled in accordance with the requirements
of the National Board of Fire Underwriters', Underwriters' Laboratories, and any additional national or local codes or
requirements having jurisdiction This burner is listed for use with either No. 1 or No 2 fuel oil by the Underwriters'
Laboratories, Inc., the New York Board of Standards and Appedls, the State Fite Marshall of the Commonwealth of
Massachllsettes, the Department of Sto r e Police in Connecticut, and others. The burner it manufactured it accordance
with the National Bureau of Standards, Commercial Standard No. CS75 56.
CH I MNEY REQUIREMENTS
The natural draft chimney or vent must bt ,
 at least of the size indicated on Page 3 under the 76 Boiler Ratings and
Data. Where the cross sectional area or height of the natural draft chimney or vent is smaller than the published dimen-
sions. or where excessive resistance to the flow of combustion gases can be expected, it may be necessary to purchase
acrd install an inexpensive induced draft fan for best operation. For elevations above 1,000 feet, the published chimney
cross sectional area and height should be increased by at least four (41 per cent for each 1,000 feet above sea level.
• Tho chimney should be examined before the connection of the boiler to be certain that it is properly r.onstiucted,
clear, and will freely conduct the products of combustion to the atmosphere. The ch rnney or vent should extend high
enough above the budding or any other obstructions so that wind from any direction will not strike the chimney or vent
from an angle above horizontal aril thus produce down drafts. Unless the obstruction is of great magnitude, it is the
usual experience that a chimney or vent extended at least two feet above flat roofs or two feet above the highest part
of wall parapets and peaked fools which are within thirty feet will be reasonably free from down cli afts.
BREECHING REQUIREMENTS
In enterinq the chimney, the breech i ng connection must be sufficiently above the extreme bottom of the chimney
to avoid any danger of stoppage. The breechinq connection must not project beyond the inner wall of the chimney. A
thimble or slip joint may be used to facilitate removal of the b r eeching for cleaning. Do not place a damper or any
other obstruction in the breeching. The breeching should s lope up.vard toward the chimney at least '/1 inch per lineal
foot of breeching and must be at least of the same equivalent di„-Teter as the published dimensions of the rectangular
or srluare chinney Long horitontal breechings, excessive numbers of elbows or tees, or other obstructions which are
restrictive to the flow of combustion gases should be avoided.
Be sure the barometric draft control is installed in the breeching between the boiler and chimney according to the
manufacturer's instructions packaged with the contro l . A small hole should be drilled in the breeching just oeyond the
boiler smok y outlet to facilitate measurng the stack temperature, CO2, breeching draft, and for taking a smoke reading.
AIR SUPPLY FOR COMBUSTION
Provisions must be made to supply sufficient clean air to the boiler room at all times for combustion, for ventil•
ation, for operation of the barometric draft control, and to prevent less than atmospheric air pressures in the boiler
room, if there is a lack of combustion air m the boile, loom, the burner flame will be y.11ow and formation of soot will
occur on the boiler flue passages. In buil,; ya of conventional frame, birck or stone construction without enclosed
utility rooms, basement storm windows, or light stair dnors, infiltration is normally adequate to provide air for com-
bustion arid for operation of the barometric draft control.
For installations in 	 enclosed utility room or boiler room without an outside wall, a fresh air opening to the
outside with a free cross sectional area of at least twice the area of the flue outlet is recommended. For each 1,000 feet
above sea level, increase the fresh air 	 by at least four (4) per cent. The boiler room should be isolated from any
area served by exhaust fans. Do not install an exhaust fan in the borer room.
BURNER AND SAFETY CIRCUIT WIRING
The burner motor, ignition tiansfoirnrr, circulator and combination burner ptimmy control, limit control, and
circulator control are piewnred at the facinry If any additional electrcal safety cuntrols are employed. No 14 gauge
wife in conduit may he used. The power input supply wninq to the boiler should be No 14 (Iduge of heavier wire in
conduit, as requiied, and should have a properly sired fused disconnect switch All wiring should be installed in accord
ante with the requirements of the National Electrical Code and any additional state of local code requirements having
jurisdiction. Refer to the separate wiring diagram packaged in the envelope with these instructions for wits ng the boiler.
8/15175
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i63-53
	
163-55
PART NO.
	
20383	 20383
	
12701	 12701
	
13029
	 13029
	
13044	 13044
	
13038	 13038
	
20288	 20288
	
4725	 4725
	
2669
	 2669
	
12697	 12697
	
13392	 13392
	
14296
	
14296
	
14452
	
14452
	
12701	 12701
	
2668	 2668
	
20280	 20280
	
13404	 13494
	
13164	 13164
	
12701	 12701
	
1 14295	 14295
	
13654	 13654
	
12458	 12458
	
12694	 12694
	
14308	 14308
	
i3408	 13409
	
12695	 12695
	
12354	 12354
	
13163	 13163
	
12988	 12988
	
12903
	
12903
	
12699	 12699
	
12408	 12408
	
13110	 13110
	
21118	 21118
	
12129	 12990
	
0.158	 20358
	
13045	 11045
	
20133	 20733
	
037.IR	 637KR
	
132H6	 1328b
	
1 3745	 11145
	
1&^•u4	 12484
1:H
163-57
2U383
12701
13029
13044
13038
20289T
4725
2( •9
121 . 7
13 1)2
14296
14452
12701.
2668
20280
13494
13248
12701
14295
13654
12458
12694
14310
Nune
1'2695
12354
13163
12988
12903
12699
12408
13110
21118
13702
20:58
13045
20734
638F:R
13286
13745
121,464
Ell
lb3-'9
20383
12701
13029
13U4o
13038
20289T
4725
2669
12697
1339.2
14296
14452
12701
2668
20280
13494
13248
12701
14295
13654
12458
12694
14308
13407
12695
12354
13163
12988
12903
12699
!2408
1311U
21118
13008
20358
1'1045
20733
6371.R
13286
13745
12464
S
f	 ^
f	 TS LIST - WEIL-14CLA1N CO.
iu SERIES BOILERS
11111(NE.It MODEL NO.
	 ER
BURNER SPL•'C NO.	 163-51
ITEM
	 DESCRIPTION
1 Motor 1/8 1 IP 1/,_'1/60/1725
	 20382
- Motor . 1/4 ilP 1/115/60/3450
	 -
2 Screw, Motor Mounting
	 12701
3 Cover, Motor Cord
	 13029
4 Screw, Trans. Hold Down Clip
	 13044
5 Clip, Trans. Hold Down
	 13038
6 Screw, Fan Set (Included W/ Fan
	 -
7 Tian
	 20289T
8 Housing„ Fan
	 4725
9 Band, Air - Inner
	 2669
10 Screw, Slot Cover
	 12697
11 Plate, Slot Cuver
	 13392
12 Locknut, Oil Line
	 14296
13 Tine, oil
	 14452
14 Screw, Air Band
	 12701
15 Band, Air - Outer
	 1_('168
Coupling
	 20280
Elbow	 13494
19 Pump, Fuel - SundstrailJ "J"	 12336
20 Screw, Fuel Pump Mounting
	 12101
21 Fitting, Oil Pipe
	 14295
22 Pipe, Oil
	 13654
23 Buss Bar
	 12458
24 Screw, Set (Included W/Supimrt)
	 -
25 Screw, Rd. Head #10-24 x 3/8"
	 1.2694
`	 26 Support, iJ ectrodc - Stabilizer
	 14310
-	 Support, Electrode - Tripud(not as shown)
	 -
27 Plate, Raffle
	 None
•	 28 Screw, Rd. (lead M4-40 x 5/16"
	 12695
29 Insulator, Electrode
	 12354
30 Stem, Electrode
	 13163
31 Assembly, Flamelock
	 12988
32 Screw, Flange
	 12903
33 Screw, Air Cane 08-32 x 5/16"
	 12699
34 Bushing, Insulator
	 12408
35 Pal Nut
	 13110
36 Assembly, Air Tube 6 Flange Assy
	 21118
37 Cone, Air	 13702
45 Transformer
	 20358
46 Screw, Trans. Hinge 5/16"-18 x 112"
	 17045
-	 Assembly, C ut' - Replacement
	 20734
Assembly Gun - Symbol
	 6371'It
Assembly, Electrode - Ro ,placement	 1328b
Casket., Air Tube (not sil(own)	 13745
Casket, Flange (nut hhuwn)
	 12;id4
5/12/77
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L	 -
,45
,46
,3
,5
A
V
01
1' ,11
13
J
17
1C
22
13
25 24^
1
11. 16
	ro 33
18
	
--34
9	 35
19 ^ \ ^,: 	 $	 ^
30	 32	 o
/	 I	 i^I
31
X36
X37
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FUEL OIL SfGHAGE LANK
Tire fuel oil suppler shnulrt ;re cnosull yd rrgatdnuI tf+e fuel oil slor,ige lank capacity fo r the burner firing rate
emp loyed. The rules of the Nattondl Board of Fire Underwtilrrs' and any stale (it local eorles which may apply should
tie followed ill 	 and n y tollinq the fuel uel tank UndeiwriteW Lahota',Ortes rCq:urtn)ents J11polate, It boltn
l	 pullet on all 275 gallnn and larger lupl oil wnl s so the rank call
	
fltaened T , ij to prevent t i le	 uacr mLlrni -rl
condensate which r au5 e 's IhM ljok to rust It is reeoinowililed Thal a vvmei trap he n.mi l led at lite lank nutirt to prevent
any Wd om rnletiiiq lite n nr There are a number of additives on the market uta! ran he put mole the luel oil
ank with the furl nu. thew -iriditives hold the water on suspension and allow it to pass into ;he burner. Consult the
local fuel oil supplier for infornsalion concerri,ng the use of these additives.
FUEL OIL SUPPLY PIPING
A single stage loci oil Ilona) is lurnishrri at slam[iod equipnter'1 with the holler Refer to the fuel Oil pump -it
slruction sheet prckaged n) file r •,velope with these insitoclions lot additional inslructions on sizing and installing the
•	 fuel oil supply piping. The rules of Ihr National Board of Fire Underwt)tels' and any state or local code requirements
which may apply should be followed n) locating. and installing the fuel oil piping.
For ,ill ins!allelioi q . it is ir rnrnowiseiled that .on nil filler ni th e I M rufrer ca t )acnly he i t istallect in the litel oil supni-r
woonq	 Mere practical, I )e oil filter should be located a ,
 close as possih a l0 1 Me of !tO • agr tank, buit t.ol ou,vrle
the building.
('u pper liibiiiq should hr used in prelrrrocr 10 non pipe as it his less pn etsib e hly f-)r leaks and dot- 4 '.:)t scaie
off on the inside. Flate type lrilings art,
 tecommrnled as till- soldered type may melt in case of fire.
The fuel oil lnp_iig from the lank if) the butnrr shoulcl be sized nM sm.ilier than 1/8 itch O n c o pper ItiblA
Where lite fuel (,it lank is Iocaled a runsrdriable distance from the bumer. the fuel oil piping should be sized larger
so that less friction loss will he encountered. Refer to h eel oil pump insirur.lioo sheet
Connections to Ill.- honed (url o i l •r ;tag) tanks rnus! lie m.usr wil l, swi,lil pouits to prevent the fu e l oil p-peng
irnnM hirakinq ur tau Ilse tank setilcs. If the lob requitements slrpolate Ihat non pipe be usrd, swuiq lornts made flu
with ell)ows and nipples sevi • ral rnrhes lone should be employed and located as close as possible to the tank. The swine
joints should be installed so Ilrry will tighten as the tank settle s.
Part icular e.ue sho!rli) lie- exptersetl not I,-) c reate aei air Iral) m the fur l ill l supplY_pjping There is always a slight
a^Mouth of ;of
	 suspension 111 111- 1 1 oil and if traps are present, they will gradually fill with air and the furl Oil pump will
1	 lose its prime It is good pnl,inq practire to install a lee arid
	
at the highest poin t in the fuel oil supply piping 10 aid
in priming the fuel unit and in expelling art.
Manual shut oil oil valves should be provided in Ihr furl oil supply piping near the burner and at the tank or
near where the fuel oil suppl y ptoinq rulers the huilchng Irr)nM an outside tank.
One Pope System- Whvie the furl oil storage lank is Incased Pbuve the hurnrr and gravity or: flow to the burner
is permissible .
 d one pipe had oil piping system may be employed Hrfer to the fuel oil pump instruction sheet for
preparing the pump for a one pilie system The fuel oil prpi ng should be connected at the bolt(, .i of the Stora ge lank
and should slL l ir downward toward the burner at least %i rndo per lineal Tool The gradual slope uM the fuel oil piping
wnli help to prevent fli p
 for roation of air ;sockets and the cullectrois of air I)uhhles uM the p e eing which could mterlere
with the olwiatron of the burnrt. Where rigid cro p piping is employed fur the fuel oil supply piping • the supply prprng
should to run in a point duer t ly below the burner and copper tubnrq should be used for conne cti ng from the iron
pipe to the toilet purl oo Ihr fuel oil pump; where copper tubioy is employed for the furl oil su pply piping. the tubing
• can be run tlu(-ctly to Ibe mirt port oil fuel oil pump. One complete loop Should be made 12 Ihr tol)pe r tubing
directly below the connection to the (u,! nil pump. this luop well help to reduce tranmrsuon nose and prevent Strain
On t e burner. A one pipe fuel oil piping system is not recommended where it is necessary to lift the oil.
Two Pipe System: A two prlie fuel nil prprinq system is recommended where it is necessary to left Inc oil or where
gravily flow of the oil in the hurnrr is not petmrssiblr Re-lei in the fuel oil pump instruction sheet lot preparing
the pump for a two pnpr system Shp hllo)gs should be ,nstalled at fit,- top of the tank for bosh the supply and
returning piping The supply and trluin piping should he run to within lour 141 ill (6) i n ( l i ps from the boltorn of
file tank The er • turrt pipn)y g hquld ir- of Ihr some sie g e as Ihr supply piping and run as directly as possib l e from the
relurn opening rri the furl oil prune to fli p lank. The supply piping should be Iulrhed slightly back toward the tank
whenever possible and part cular pre ihntdd tie rxereosed not to crem p air sit the supply Pipinq If any manual
shut off oil valves are u)slaJrd in the return piping, a bypass relief to tilt tank with an oil pressure relief valve must
be provided.
If any p.itI of Ihr furl od lank is above for level it r the burner, the supply piping :liould be run to a vom i t above13
ON Ft he burner where an ante srphnt) deice must be ntsialtrd to prevent lice flow of oil to case of a break In the oil lurer
11 the lop of the furl nil lank is below fli p Irvel of the hurnrr, use a slier 6 vi!ve sit the supply piptnq ors lire
burnrt side of lite manual shut e)If oil valve nearest the tank, the check valve will prevent lhv llo^v of oil back t0 tine
tank during the butrMf oil Itrnnrf
10-59
1vilef	 r11JrO iron Milli It r111111flyed flat [lie 1uel roil stiliply 1n l s11ly. Iht• stibllly Inlsrug should be run In a 1,
duectly below the inland and colryreI luh , ng sh•su111 rte• used !far rr11111-cI1ng front flat, iron pipe, to the fillet port,,.
the WO oil pump, Whele C11I 1 I 1 rI tithing IS Noployed 14.,4 the furl nil ;nnply prpinq fire lubtnq can be tun directly to file
irtlel purl on Ihr Iur1 nil pu11,11 Uttl- c onlpleti! fool. Should he ni.A., Ili Ihr clapper 111hnsq durcily below Ihr inlpl
connection to that fuel oil pump, w1; loop will help to lcilme Iiansmtctinn , suite %fail prevent strain oil the burner
FUEL OIL PIPING TEST
	 \^
The furl oil pipin I %1111 all f.mools %huultl hr ilw,uughlti tested lot leaks He cure to Ytghlen the cover on the oil
filler ht,cause the 1111 filter g.iskvi sometunes thinks. Check lot a,.y loo'e coonei,h,ms, kinks, and possible air pockets
fat the furl oil pipn •q Tightt • it tilt p%r.knlq nuts On any valves In,t•IIIed fat the supply piping to minimize the poss,biloy,
of (hawing air ml1, Ilse ptpn ,q Mille Ihr.
 pump IS (tperdhnq.
OPERATING AND SAFETY CHECK OUT SEOUENCE
1.	 Be sure flat- hoilcr and till- heat dtSIfIhututq units aie I111CII with wa11 • 1 IC thr proper pirssu a and Ihdt the system
t t rom pletriy,
 pinged of all die (See Fillmy 51 ,%irn and W.,I po Butl,• is on the buililt t 1 0Cla7iiry instruction ca(d).
2	 Li t- salt, Ili, • main 1 • It clitr switch :n the oil turner electricdl c icuil IS Itsrnrd In the off position
3.	 Disri • 111 • , • rl the hurne, (h.awt-i till lour at Ili, •
 fat, h:ousitiq and lrmovr Ili,! lock not oi l the coul ter tube fitting
Remove fli p hold 1106,411 sri, w ns Its^ ;hiller n!lhl hand corner of the ignmon tiarsformei and swing the transformer to
thr fell to I)lovull! Ilirr S Int i Ill• hnure +
 dox , 4.r
4	 9unuiv p the hum o r quo d .rnihly anti Il-fr•r to Od Boone: Op ociforat,nrx and Elating; Data till Pair 3
J. Cltr • t.t flat. au handlartq palls dnrl ignition electiodes to becerwin they are ptoprily a(Ilosled lot the size boiler
IIClnq IIK(dlleil
h. Chork the oaf hu,n,^ 111;:111 to make stale it Is the piuper size. Iyp
	
wd Slnay antlle fur th e we boi l er being
inst,il6•d
C. (l4. sure Ihr n•slllr 1% hglolly srr , ur,l In till! nU/71e ad 11)101.
5.	 nol.11C the Islt•,v,r1 SJ114.• •1 Ity hand to n ake rrilain that tiler tut ne( inolin aml the fu. • I nil pump torn firety.
f.	 I rise It I W. (it fa a •.cenlbly 11 • Io Ihr fit ii let diaw4.l, I4.pl,u;e Ili, • 1 ,)ck nut, and cot itaen Ihr, hurno, ofIa%ver of  fine I011ie
gun oil prpr. Swu1rl the ignurn', IranSlurnle• r Io the nglhl and tepldc	 w	 ne the hold don screw in the upprr right hand corer.
7.	 Od the harder motor With nor or Iwo amps of good :L•ter(lent fire automobile oil.
14	 h yule IFtwr t; !ulllcwol 1114 . 1 till in Ili• •
 ,loiay s tank In supply Ihr, humor.
9	 M.1ke %one .111 niol mil oil valvo s fn Ihr lu,• i oil piping are op4.n.
IU.	 Mow., tilt- indlcatof on flat, ooO , n lheirnustal ab ,)ve the aclual room temprrdiure sal there is a call for heal.
11. Push file sa fely resit Icv, • t oil till- burner primary contsul and Ielydse.
12. Two th, •
 main Meculc aMllth ill file hmner electric.0 rucu-t in the on pusitinn and the bunter motor shou l d start
13 Prime flat! fool url pumlt by pur11n111 ,111 Ihr air out of II I( ,
 furl line pipmq. 11 file bunter 1!tinwiy contro l goCS our
Oil safety helrne all fli p
 do is cg mlllelCly putyrd tom the furl oil piping, 11 will lie necessary to p ush the safely reset
lever on Ilse pimiji y cnn p nl In Eigain start the burner minor.
A Fut one pipe lull oil poling s i slrnls, puine the air out of the fuel lint , piping by loosening the hlced Uort
fitting 1 , 11 ill" 'UPI Oil purnll ar.d vial flat file oi l to Ilow.
h. For two l igw fn^I n1! 11111111111 ;ystems, air is automahr • ally purged anti d,vroted back to the lank by means of
the rel,ro fli p
 Lnosro Ihr bleed port filling on the. fuel oil pun •.p and ascertain that all the au has been'
purged Iron) the c uruno Im p pilau-q.
14	 When ,all Ili,! .i r has h wio el-m,natrd frnm Oita suctiun fine piping, turn the main electric swolrh in t he boiler
eltictrrcal rticwt to the riff po ,,Ilmoo to stun fli p homer.
15	 Install an oil prrssinr q,inge art tale ysuge put I on the luCl fill pump
16. AdItisi the ;fir nt6 . 1 band • m the hutnei to about a half open Ilosttil111
17. lu , n Ihr m:nn efer.toir, s vofirh In the boiler electrical circuit to the on position. The burner motor should stai l and
a hul far, fla11t • should he r0dhl10h,•d.
18. While flat- hoinc1 is npet iiii i q , cllrrk ,Intl if nucessaly, a,llusi file oil piessnoe. The nnitnal oil onrralinq pressure
shou l d lie 100 P.S.I.G. fn Idlosl Ili.• ol)rtauny 1111 pI y sure, Woof the ddµfshng screw clockwise to increase the operating
oil pressure or cuunlw 6otkix-m- to decrease the pressure
19. Adjust Ihr im nilet h,imf so that .1 r11 • ,uo i011ow h,nneo Ifdnle Willi Slightly smoky t o lls is P %iellrshed. Refrr to
Bnnn • t A,Ilu;lnsenl for at f iuS;iml Ihr Imiomeln, dro l l , untinl and fur final adprstinent of the buinef flame. Use com
hushufa Its[ 01 . 111un1 • n1S I'll lut,11 ,r Ilutlrncttl of Ihr balloter II,e1ne
20	 Whrb! Ili• hnr,lrr is 111, 1,11nrg, nlnvr • flip millordlcn nn Ihr limit i Onfttil hclow Ite arluaf llrnle( wdlrr len,petatme:
Ow burner Slarnllaf stop P,Lflv, • Ille lnchrdlut nn the 1111111 Curitiol to Ili.- nor owl sellwg and the burner should again start.
21	 fr•I ow a(Ir,,n all fur rntm, thrnuustdl and any additional sale ly runtioli
27	 ')lop III,- hurne, and (entove the oil pressure g.suge for, t the gauge poll on the fuel oil pump and replace the
4.l-liege purl ploll.
7.1	 Velurr Iedvtrrll file 1uh, by s;uC !lit- loom Illrrmosiat, limit control, and any additional safely controls are pro
p0rty set.
12iI172
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BURNER ADJUSIMLNT
After maknrq the necessary prrinnurary burner adµ ►slnrenls, ns. combustion tesr uhuunrerrls lot filial adlustment
f of the burner 11.rnre ;Ater the boiler water temliewtrue has been rerse.i to aly ►rurrniately the design conditions. A smoke
• eadmq of a trace to a No. I oil
	 Shell 8acharach scale is recuntrnendetd. Set the all inlet band on the burner for
the highest CO2 consistent with d low smoke it-adrng.
For the initial measurements, nxnsure the per cent of CO2 in the r:omb , rslron gasr :r lire and io the breeching.
If the per cent of CO2 measured us the breeching and over five are approximately equal, then any succeeding CO2
measurements can be made in the slack. If the per cent of CO2 meaumerl over lire is greater than the per cent of CO2
measure in the breechinq, locale and seal any areas of th, hurler that are tint gas tight.
Insert a small flame mirror into the observation upening nr the lase front panel and view the fume front making
sure the fire burns off the spinner (flanu v luck asscmhly) .lppruxumately 118 inch. If the Irre burns on the spinner, pull
the drawer assembly back; it the fire hums ahead of the spinner by more than 1/8 inch, move the gun assembly
forward.
After a high CO2 and a low smoke reeding have been ohtaned, adlust the harumeIUic draft control to provide at
least a 0 02 Inches water column over-foe draft. The drall in the breechinq should also lie measured to determine
whether there is do abnormally high draft loss tluuugh the boiler. To ubt;.in the draft loss through the boiler, subtract
the measured over fire draft from the wcosurrtl breeching oi,rft. Compare the• calculated (halt with the publrshvd
draft loss under Ratings and Data on Page 3 for the site boiler employed. A high (belt loss may lie caused by overfinng
Or too much excess all and the result cnulri b.^ a low CO2, high smoke reidimq, and hack pressure. It may be necessary
to again measure the per cent of CO2 and take i smoke readrtig after the bdronrelrrc draft control has been adjusted.
After the proper combustion test results are arlueved, uyhten the adiustment screw oil
	 air inlet band to assure
permanent positioning. Record the measurements obtained in the space provided out Page 2 of this manual.
12/117/74	
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE OPERATION AND CARE OF
OIL 11URN ER
/l g
Recd Inst:ucticatzi, Carefully and Hong This Card Near Burner for Future Reference
(A) TO STAR  BURNER:
I. Check for oil in rite storage tank.
2, Fuses in the main switch must be good.
1. Ilave oil burner switch open.
4. Se t room ihermostst about 10 degrees !rtgher than room
trmperature to make sure the .hermostat contacts are
made. Limit control must be set high enough to make
contact also.
S. Oil valve at the tank should he open and the check valve
in return line properly installed so nil can return to tank.
6. Ire surr nozzle -A proper size for heater is in the adapter
and cigbtly screwed down, and that the electrodes ace
properly spaced (See Manual). Atilt heating plant door
open, close the burner switch; and if wiring is properly
done and all controls properly installed and adjusted, the
burner should start If not, check primary relay first to
he sure it is properly set; and if burner does not start,
recheck wiring and all controls thoroughly.
7. It huinct is installed with a stnr;lc oil line, the fuel unit
will have to be purged of the entrapped air in the oil hues
AtiA fuel ut.tt before the oil will flow to the nozzle (See
fuel unit instruction sheet for this ope!atron). It n return
Iine is used, I.targing will not he necessary, although this
will speed the starring of the burner if done. It this is
.lone. the pump should pick up its oil in less than a minute
(whi(h is the seiturg for the lockout switch in the primary
control). If ignition .foes not take place i!uting this time,
rhe,k the nozzle and electrodes.
SI .1R IING I1t!RNI'R AFTI R IGNITION FAI!.URF.
1. Do not atrrinpt let restart burner when escess oil has accu-
mulated, when heating unit is full of vapors, or when the
tomtusiion chamber is very hot.
2. 1'rrss irsrt button on primary control and burner should
start. Do not attempt this mote than twice. It burner
tails to operate call serviceman.
(111 1. 11-1 tell. SPECIFICATIONS.
1. lhis burner is approved for oil not heavier than No. 2
lhr commercial standards for this oil are:	 Flash 110,
minimum or Iegrl, Mrximum 23o oF i Pour point 2(1°I:;
Miter and sediment not more than 0.1%; Distillation tem-
perature WO O F minimum mind 675 O F maximum at 00 of
recovery. Viscosity at lOO o F SayDolt Universal of 40
seconds maximum.
DO NOT USE GASOLINE, CRANKCASE OIL, OR ANY OIL
CONTAINING GASOLINE.
,C) LUBRICATION:
1, The two oil curs on the oil burner motor should he luhrt-
cated every three months with it few drops of good guile
light motor oil. No. 10 or 20 S.A.E.
(D) AT THE END OF TIIE IIEA IING SEASON:
1. Shut off electric current to !turner at oil burner switch.
2. If oil strainer has not been cleaned recently, it should be
removed and clraned fcansul( instructions card
furnished with fuel unit).
3. Oil storage tank should he kept filled to prevent water
vapor Iron collecting. It is suggested the valve in the
suction line be closed and ail burner switch opened. Oal
storage tan ► should he cleaned every 2 or t years to re-
move Any srdienent Or water that has collected in the tank.
Your Fuel Oil Dr.tlet 11.1% the equipment to do thii.
(E) AT Till:
 SUART (11: TIIE HEATING SEASON:
1. It isadvisable to have the Dealer inspect and service your
burner for the coming heating season.
lirating plant, smoke pipe and chimney should be cleaned
and checked for trpairs.
3• Lubricate burner as directed undo "L" above.
4. It is AdtrsaHc w have the entire electrical system in-
spected before rutting the turner nro operation after it
has been standing idle for the sumo or months. This %a:.! I
include primary relay, limit control, thcrmostAr (clean .lust
from contact points), and cheek the electrodes for cattrm
and cracks in insulators, and corrosion on all terminals of
the rieckrodes sod transformer.
(F) EME:RGI'M ) *-IOPS:
I. CUT OFF Al I CURRENT It.) THE BURNER BY MOV-
ING 1-F1'ER ON TIIE ()If. HURNER ELECTRIC SWIFt H
TO TIIL "OFF" POSITION.
CAUTION
11 Check the gauv moil storage tank periodically. Keep tank
filled.
:. Don't attempt to burn j;arbage tie refuse in your hearing
unit.
I. Don't fill storage tank whale burner is opeaaung.
A. Don't start burner if there is oil or 	 •put in the heating
unit.
S. Don't attempt to burn cranks t e draining- or crude oil.
6. DON' I' FASIPER SIDI BURNER Olt CONTROLS—
CALL YOUR SERVICEMAN.
DFALEF.	 I)ay Phone
Night Phone ..
Burner Serial No	 Date installed
BE SURE TO GIVE US SERIAL NUMBER OF BURNER WHEN ORDERING REPAIR PARTS
10-6L
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T EDIT
HOLES MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE 175 PSI
SUCTION	 DISCHARGE 
75 1 1x'	 4`yaGAUGE TAP
/ 	Y
	
N
I, I I I	 r	 °^°
PUMP CONSTRUCTION
BRONZE FITTED.
Gt, MECHANICAL SEAL
MOTOR. 200-208 OR
F 230/460 VOLT, 60 CYCLE^.
3 PHASE DRIPPROOF
ENCLOSURE
04
U -
i
1 ^' T-
UNIT
N0. DISCHARGE SUCTION
PUMP DIMENSIONS (INCHES)
F G H N
3 11 7
31 2T
11:AB NP T 2 NPT
2 NPT
_2 NPT
2 NPT
_	 2 NPT
_ 3 FLGD_
4 FLGD
3 FLGD
5
5
_6'/i_
61n
6
6
354
3%-
4 h
_ 4%
5 1'4__
1 %AS NPT
1VtBB NPT_31_37 _ 6Vt 3 14
3 14T 114B_B NPT 6V2 314 544
31 5T_ 1 VtBB_NPT_
2!4A FLGD
3AB FLGD
6'/4 61/1
_ 6
 _
6
_31/o 544
5
316T 5 1/z
61/4
_3411
41n317 T
3 18T
_3_1 9T
2V2B FLGD
21/2B F LGD
_ 6 7h
6!t
741
644
644
7!4
7V2
3'-4 6
6
634
3 F LGD
5 FLGD
_3!2
41/4311 07 48B FL_GO_
4BB FLGD
4BB FLGD_
311 1T 5 FLGD_
5 FL GD
1V2 NPT_
1'. NPT
731
734_
41/4 634
6%
0
311 2T
_311 3T
3 114T
7 14 41/4
2 1/m114AB NPT _444 _5
1 V4AB NPT_
1V4AB NPT _
2AB FLGD
2AB F LGD
.AB FLGD_
444
444
_ 5V4
5 14
5yi
5
5 _
6%2
_
21i
21n
3
4V2
4V2
434
3 11 5T
_31167
1 V2 NPT_ _
21/2 FLGD
_3 1 t7T
311 87_
2!4 FLGD_
2'h FLGD
61/2
6V2
3
_3
41/4
444
3 119T 3AB FLGD
3A8 FLGD _
3AB FLGD
4 FLGD_
4 FLGD _
4 FLGD
6V4 6 44 5
31207
3121T
6 V4
61/4
6
6
4'_b 5
54'n
UNIT
NO.
MOTOR__
FRAME
	
H.P.	 k_ ii.
MOTOR DIMENSIONS(INCH E S)
A(Max.) B(Max.) C D EI J(Max.*? L P R T U
311T 143JM
I45JM
1 45JM
182J M_
184JM
145JM
182JM
184JM
213JM
184JM
213JM
215JM
145JM
18_2JM
184JM
182JM
1 1750
i 750
1_750
1750
6 7 4_ _	 5 1/2
_5'h
_71'2_ 18's
_104
_ 3 ' 2
3'h
W12
5 44
5Yi
7 11/3., 1/4
3127 1.5 6
6
7 5 7 "42 Vi
31 31
3 14 1
31 57
31 6T
_3 177
31ST
2 7 5 514 71} 51/4 7- 11/32 V4
3 01 2
__7vt
6
61/2
7v
9 44:
_
_7'h
-
7w
51h
_8v.
_8V4
79/,4
_214.
213'4
1944
_23_
2244
_..^4 1t
23'4
26 --
_2?!4
I8!h
_?1 a b
21 at
21%
?144_
231/4
25 144
261/4
33 1 ,
441 8'n
a ,/$
-
_9 1 4_
9%
1742 /,.
5 1750
_1750
_1750
1750
1756
1750
1750
_ 1750
3500
_
3500
3500
3500
_3500
_3500
3500
1500
__ 5 ­3500
9 514
5
_
_4!4
3V1
4V2
-ii
5' ^
4 14
^ 5 1A
51/4
3'4
4!h
4 14
4%1
4'y
5 ,4
_ 5'n
S lid
6'4
17g2 2/i^
2
3
7
_
_544
_8 14
Ili,8'L_
B1/i
7
?'4
11/22
1 7/22
V4
9__
9
_4 14
5 'h
7/h
_7'/:
_81's
844
9'/^
_ 8%
_ 9%
9"
`7 14
8 1A_
81/4
_ 8 1/10
8V•
_ 9`h_
9'/1F
9'i,.
1314
'/,1__
5 9V4 12/21 V,4
_3197
_31 10T
31 11 T
_31127
31137
31147
31 1_51_
3116T
_3 11 77
_31187_
311 97
3120T
- 3121 T
75 71%2_
 744
714_
!9
6+
6'h
- 7 V2
6!'a
7113
_	 7`h
7`. 'a
9
101/1
1 014
--9
10 1;
1 014
7
5'4
_5'h
5Va
7 _-_
5
- 5 14
-4Vv
5'4
8Vi
_ 71 4
8Va
-- 84'2
5V2
7V2
7Va
_7144_
8'/a
 8'i^
8Vt
t 6
1044 i2/ L 1h
_	 5
75
1 0
3
7 5
n8'
8414
8314
54.
9V4_
10%
1 0%
X25 '4$
12 '
1344-
"
_ %
1t
7 v.
9
- 9 ---
_- 9 _
_ 9
_10'4
1051
10'4
12'x2 -
_8'n_
514
9v4
9 14
9V4
t2 '/1^
'!i '/tt
5 814
B '_n
17 '/,
184JM
213JM
21 3JM
215JM
254JP
7.5
10
--10
_ 15
20
9% t1
5Va
SVt
7
8 /4
844
_8;4_
81'.
9!t
104'4
1034
_10%
13
11
_'tea
"h2
Va
Va
4i
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
IDA 1'/4 "AB	 Curn , uaAL ►uv Ila rro	 1531
CURVIS BASED ON SHOP TEST USING MAR COLD WATER AT A TEMPERATURE Of NOT
OVER 851	 PERFORMANCE IS GUARANTEED AT INDICATED OPERATING POINT ONLY
hORSEPOWER CURVES DO NOT INCLUDE MOTOR SLRVICL FACTOR
	 APPWVID/^-
3 0%	 40°0
45%7..	
- 48%—	 - -	 -
49°/a
50%
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61/2
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1531  PERFORMANCE CURVES
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
rq A	 1 1/4"AB	 CENTAIFUGAL ruev nn 1/°	 1531	 SPIED 3500	 °.r.r.
CURVES BASED ON SHOP TEST USING CLEAR COLD WATER AT A TEMPERATURE Of NOT
OVER 85°f	 PERFORMANCE IS GUARANIEED AT INDICATED OPERATING POINT ONLY
50
HORSEPOWER CURVES 00 NOT INCLUDE MOTOR SERVICE FACTOR
	 AprllOrlD DATI	 8-29-67 Rev,
40
- 30%	 400o
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This page has been deleted because of copyright information. For
information on the Series 1531 Base-mounted Centrifugal Pumps, contact
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Bell & Gossett
Division, Morton Grove, Illinois 60053.
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